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became of TheEX P LI CAT OR'
Leander. Became of it, Sir I It's the ,best Post.
Bag of News on what Writers do for readers I
Crites. You mean it's still fighting the Battle of the Books'
Leander. 'Pon my word, yes. Future Scholars; Sir, will
clamour for Microfilm copies, but all Gentleman-Scholars
can get numbers hot from the Press.
Crites. It needs a Broadside, Sir I What shall we say?
Leander. Let's say-send $1.50 to subscribe. That includes eight Numbers, Index, and annual' Checklist of all
Explications printed everYWhere. O~ ask for a sample
copy.
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here in New Mexico. I recognize an-

THE
other aspect, namely, that of interEDITOR'S CORNER pretation.Some excellent work is be-

•

GUEST ARTIST, IV.

In his aitique, printed elsewhere in
this issue, Ben Wolf gives biographical facts of our fourth guest artist,
RAYMOND JONSON.

Under the sponsorship o£ the College of Fine Arts, the newly erected
Jonson~Gallery on the U'NM campus
will be opened on January 8. 1950.
with a thirty-eight-year retrospective
.exhibit ot paintings by Raymond
JODSOn selected from the collection
of some four hundred examples of
his art which, he has presented (together wi~. ninety-four worb of
other modern ,ainters) to the University. Some twenty-five phases are
discernible in jonson's work-from
the objective to what he terms the
-absolute, or that devoid of all immediateallusions. In this exhibition
the e1ev~n original drawings he has
done expressly to illustrate this issue
of the Quarterly will be included.
These drawings are good examples
of jonson's interpretative range and
sense· of decoration. The Jonson Gallery announces that exhibitions by
other contemporary artists will be
organized. Since the establishment
of the Jonson Gallery has aroused
comment in New Mexico art circles,
the Editor has invited Mr. Jonson to
make a statement which follows:
"I have a belief in the creative aspect of painting that is being done

ing done in this idiom, but it appears
to me that the mOlt exciting work. is
that which pertains to a different order-the abitract and absolute. I find
that a considerable number of our
.younger painters'have a tendency to
work in a clirection that holds some
vision of the deeper and more fundamental principles involved in the
character of the Southwest. Another
group swings directly into .pure creation or. invention with no lCCOurse
to the physical aspects of the environment. In this latter direction we
find some very stimulating worb. 1
look forward to presenting in the
Jonson Gallery from time to tii;ne
lOme of the best work that turns
out along the lines indicated above."
Readers interested in a discussion
of abstract and absolute painpng are
referred to an article by Raymond
Jonson. which appeared in the November 6.. 1949, number of the Santa
Fe New Mexican under the editorial
caption "Art Transcendentalist Jonson Discusses Painting Approaches:'
BEN WOLFI former art'aitie of
the Santa Fe New MexicatJI painter.
aitic, and art connoisseur, is now
associate editor of the art magazine
Pictures on Exhibit. Born in: Philadelphia, 1914, he studied with Nordstrom, Pardi, and Hoffman. He was
President of Warwick Galleries, Philadelphia, 1984-89: publiShed Philadelphia A.rt News, 1987-88j $Crved as
P>mbat Artist. U. S. Coast Guard,
1941-44: taught at his owp school,
continued on page 52;

.
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Erna Fergusson
THE NEW NEW MEXICAN

N B'W M-E X 1 C O· s

most! pressing social
.problem may well be u~que in the United
. States. And its solution, going ahead rapidly but so quietly as to be generally un, noticed,' gives evidence ofrareandintel;'
ligent ipdividual effort. Ina sense it is a
problem of' Americanization. One' thinks
of lndiaDs: 'b~t 'theirs'isa distinct problem for. they still remain
largely apart from the general current of our life. Therea1proble~ is that faced·by our large population Qf citizens with a European background: but mother, tongue not Englis4~ Thepicturesque'charm of adobe vill~ges and old Spanish customs has long
been recognized as one of New Mexico·sgreatestassets. The difficulties faced by .our young people who'are handicapped by little or no facility in English have been overlooked, as their valiant .
efforts to adjust to a changing world and to mastera~ewlanguage at the same time have,been too little appreciated. '
The story begins more tha!J. a hundred years ago when the
United States, taki~g over New Mexi~() from Mexico, declared
its .nhabi~ts citizens with all, the rights of citizens. Thetenns
were. honorable. Unluckily, the United States made no provision to teach English to the new citizens, and English was the
basic' need-the tool for building a neW life, the weapon and
'shield against dishonorable men who followed \the honorable
government. Here was a jab of American~tion'in which the
foreign of language and custom were here first and in large ~a
jority. And the teachers, who were the interlopers, too often
taught by evil example; seldom by wise and sympathetic meth..
,

\

41 7
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.ods. The only excuse is tha~ in 1846 and for half a century
thereafter such methods were unknown.
The American pioneer, r~shing across the continent with his
gun, his ax, his courage, .and his greed, .brought ~e simple '
faith of the frontier. God was his· white-bearded prototy~, his
,
"
language the only sensible one, his ways forever best, his country forever right, and his morals the only true ones. In New
Mexico this unlettered frontiersman. came suddenly upon a
wide fertile valley that cradled a relic of the Middle .Ages. Along
the Rio Grande and its tributaries was a society such as Europe
knew before the Industrial Revolution. Great, ill-k~mpt, unfenced lands were held by rich families, by village communities,
or by Pueblo Indians. The enemies were the, nomadic Indicqls
-ApacheS, Comanches, Navajos, and Utes-who came raiding
yearly and whose .menace had made the people welcome the
blue-coated Americans.
A map in the Federal Land Office in Santa Fe shows clearly
how it was. To east and west, where Texas and Arizona now }je,
New Mexico faded off i~to vast reaches of unexplored territory
known only to hunters land a few intrepid traders who dared
the dangerous trail to "~e States." Spain and Mexico had made
,few and precarious setdements there; they. had barely held the
savages away from, the villages C?n the Rio Grande watershed.
But along those streams more than two hundred grants were
recognized by the incoming United States. The land had been
"granted by His Most -Catholic Majesty of Spain" to the -men
who had explored it, won and held it against Indians, stocked
and tilled it, and who paid taxes to support His Majesty's magnificence. Whe~ Mexico chad established her independence of
Spain, that republic made other grants to individuals of conse, quence, to communities, and to soldiers setded where they could
protect the approaches to Mexico.
The rich built houses with large rooms and patios for pleasant living, but with walls too thick for an arr()w to' penetrate '
I
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and withwelI$ ~d animal pens enclosed in case thew~ol~ must
,become a fortress. Long trains ofburrc>s or creaking 'ox-drawn
'~gons 'went yearly to Mexico with ,products of th~ 13Ild-and
back with lQXuries. A grant produced '~ore than afamilr could
eat or use, so life was carefree and, lavish. And there were-pienty
of workers-villagers who did not make quite enough in-their
'- own fields, peons, and' slaves.
The villagers, owning their. own grants, ~ght be poor ,but
. they had their dignity.. A man tined his own fields, ran his
stock on the communal pasture, shared in eJecting the, iditch
boss and,the church and fiesta offi.cials~· Oft~n related to the big
house family and also of Spanisli ancestry, he was more like .the
European:small farmer than the m~dievalseti.
.
There 'was an unluckier. class who got intQ debt to the patron
and stayed there, sometimes for generations. Debt peonage was
an -old Spanish and ~exitan custom -that some gringos' fomid
good;. it -has perhaps not altogether disappeared. Before 1850,
when the New Mexico constitution abolished it, slavery existed;
Indians caught in raids became pan of the household just as
did the victims of the wars of antiquity. Peq~age. and slavery, .
rather than the distinction between hacienda imd village, w~e
" the'basis for the snobbery which seems essentW to every society.
A certain lady still tickles her ego by referring to 'peoeleof her
surname but of humble origin as "esos indios." One politician
describes his hearers as descendants of Sp~ish grandees and,
himself as a village boy who made good~ 'Fhushebows at onte
to Spanish pride and the log-eabin 'tradi~' n.
The. earliest Nordic invaders-trappe ~ traders, and soldiers .
-accepted this formalized and. peaceful life
and did little to
,
'change it. But they were soon followed bygovemment men and
;by lawyers, bringing standards as far as possible from those of
customs founded on Spanish law. A strong· property sense; re·
spectfor ~ade, reverence for money.. They also brought fa·
miliarity with forms and usages new to the Mexican.population,
\.,

o.

•

I
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.• .
and wilhngness to profIt by that. Many. ~ young man comIng
west knew only. that he had come upon: a ~ land and he
wanted it; wanted all of it, in fee simple, and right now.
This acquisitive gringo found his first arid best ally in the
rico. People. of other than Spanish heritage are now called
Anglo-Americans in dist~ction to Spanish-Americans. But as
."Anglos" were of every strain and very few in fact were primarily English the colloquial term seems best. The gringo was
the stranger, strange of speech and custom.
The rich, some of whom had been educated in the States,
quickly made frien~ with the English-speaking-civiland military officers; many of their daughters and sons married gringos. '
Through these marriages, pleasant.social int~rcourse, and business and political association, the rich went over easily"into the
new culture. Aristocratic in their thinking they naturally did
nothing to educate, or even to protect their,' village neighbors.
The rico of a hundred years ago was charitable, probably kind
to those he considered inferiors; but social conscience was of a
later date.
Nor did the Church, preoccupied with .spiritual matters, distressed to see the Protestant churches ~aking converts, make
any unified effort to teach English. ·There were. no parish
schools; priests preached in Spanish and spoke it with their
parishioners. Bishop Lamy opened a school for boys in Santa ~e
in 1850, a few others followed. But only the well-off could afford
these schools. A few bright youngsters learned good English in
Protestant mission schools where English was emphasized But
the people remained Catholic and attended Catholic schoolsor none. New Mexico's public school system dates from 1891,
.but for many years teaching jobs were considered political
plums, teachers often knew little. English; before World War I
many counties had no high schools. New Mexico today spends
proportionately more on education than any other state in the
Union, but its illiteracy rate is one of the highest; high school
4

20

••.
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and even 'collegestud~tshave diffiqtlty with English, are still
refused jobs because of a Spanish accent.
"
This is New Me~ic~'s great tragedy. Citizemof·the United
Statesh~ve.been' denied their right ,to,its language.; Its mark
remains, a hundred years later, on every phase of the state'! life•.
Lack of, the language has- served to perpetuate manyold-;ways
of thinking,and thus;to corrupt poli~iC$, to make it easy to main- .
tain an underprivileged class. of Spanish-speaking folk,_and to
hamper.assimilation;andadjustment.
Pp1itics is the keY. to the whole puzzle. The rich, easilyacquiring the new language, held onto· their lands,-and went into
business. They also' went into politics and were deverat it.
From Spanish pairdn to Amerlcanpolitical boss was no step at
all. The dons could deliver'the vote unfailingly and were themselves rewarded with a fair"share of offices. But it'is noteworthy
that the Spanish-spelling counties '\Tere not favored in the dis.
tribution of political plums. This, in' spite of the -fact 'tha~
Spanish-speaki!1g v.ote~ ~ere in the majority until 'the middle
1930'S! Perhaps the politiCal patron was not deverenough; more,
likely he was closer in his thinking to the Spanish hidalgo than '
to the American faith in an enlightened citizenry. Even· bosses
from the poorer groups, as they gainedJ>Ower, joined the hidalgo
class, married the real don's sister or daughtet, and became, dons
themselves.
~ This social. shift was matched by members of the old hidalgo
class who lost out. Rich young men, knowing that if a storm
wiped out 10,000 sheep there would be more sheep," used to
finding plenty of money in the strongbox, trained to consider
work degrading and close trading unworthy of a gentleman,.
'were at a sad disadvantag:eagainst frontier lawyers with their
tradition of hard work) canny trading and long ,saving. So, the
young hidalgo (son of somebody» when his horse failed to
win, or gambling debts piled up, could easily find some son of
nobody from acthe States" ready to make· a loan or at least to
<
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talk businesS. Such talks usually concerned the family grant.
And the grants changed hands at stich a rate that few still belong
to people with Spanish names.
This was particularly sad in the case of village grants. Here
ignorance of the new laws was" often decisive, especially as some
laWyers developed a technique for getting grant ownen-often
they numbered hundreds-to Clpetition for partition" and· sell
the land" Often grants were sold for taXes. This is not ancient
history; it is a recurring scene. Now and again a town gets good
advice in time and holds its lands, as did Chilili. 'Vith the advic:e of the County Agricultural Agent, those owners negotiated
a Farm Security Loan, paid up their back taXes, and formed a
co-operative for the cutting and marketing of their timber.
So the United States, a hundred years late, is at last helping its
Ne~ Mexico citizens to keep their lands and help themselves.
But there are few Chililis. And thousands of displaced vii)agers~ In toWn they struggle to adjust to new ways and a new
~anguage. Too often the examples they see are of the worst;
too often the difficulties are too great. A boy too big for his
grade in school turns, in his shame, to defiant fighting and ends!
in juvenile court. A girl, resentful of her old-fashioned family,
evades their control and comes everitually to the Welfare aome.
Most parents try to help. They keep their children in school as ,(
long as possible and urge them to speak English at home, hoping they will lose the Spanish accent. One mother require~ her
sons as well as her daughters to tum all their wages over to her.
She administered the family budget cannily, bo~ght plain food,
and worked hard. But she acquired good furniture and mechanical aids, all on the installment plan. She could not explain her
policy in English but what she said was: "I want my children
to have the best, and when<they have to make payments they do
not waste their money."
.Many such -families, trying honestly and hard to get ahead,
meet discrimination in getting jobs. New Mexico h~ a better

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss4/1
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record of fair dealing than many states, but a native daught~
must admit-with shame-that even here good people are often
hurt and hamPered by prejudice. This is most ,true in counties
settled by people from the southern states and where theevangeHeal churches are strongest. New Mexico is figJiting a battle fQr
decency. The questions are: will the old easy friendliness of
the Rio Grande region be strong enough to withstand the
hordes of newcomers? or will there be, among the newcomers,
enough people of"good 'feeling and good sense, to offset the
prejudice of those who know no better? '
Despite these manifold handicaps the' young Spanish-speaking
citizen'is forging ahead, becoming a new New Mexican. And
he is doing it-with her help-in the best American style of individual initiative, courage and brains. This is not new. Always .
the class that seemed doomed to be forever poor and ignorant
has produced a few individuals who could force' themselves
up and out. First they thought the only way to get ahead was
through politics. So they played .politics, de~ding certain
offices for men with Spanish names. Young lawyers, fearing
they would never get the fat fees, sought political appointment.
Some, fearing discrimination, have left the state rather than
face the long lean years any young lawyer expects to weather
through. .
.
This is one of the sequelae of discrim~ation. Feat of it is
often more hampering than the fact itselti. Some people have· taken refuge in false pride. "Never ,marry a gringa/'~'says a
mother.ClShe will only take you for what she can get' out of you.
A girl of your own people will be a real help." Girls at the University, where a girl must state th~t she wishes to-join a Sorority, ,
do nQt do so. UI refused the sorority invitations; I'd never give
, anybody a chance to discriminate against me." Boys sometim~s
are too stand-offish toattend fraternity. smokers.
Discrimination has bro"ght about;.among people who h te'
it and who try to avoid even its appearance, certain odd locnI
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'

dons. and word taboos. Speeches and articles are .combed for
words that "might give offense." Politic;iansacc;use each other
of implying affront that their words certainl~ do not explicitly
state.
All these problems are being solved now, and fast. rhe soludon is not coming from the educators, well-wishers, and cautious speakers, but from sensible American citizens of SPanish
background who have at last got things into perspective. They
are beating down job discrmtinationby joining unions and by
qualifying with ~tte\ English for jobs the~ formerly could not
hold. One sees this in stores, offices, and factories. They are
getting their children educated better every year and So qualifying them to enter the professions. They are talking frankly
.and easily without fear of the taboo words, and they have quite
completely got the number of the stupid newcomer who considers himself superior. Here enters. humor.
This change in attitude began after Wqrld War I. Youths
who had previously been no farther from home than Ranchos
saw foreign lands and great cities; they heard many languages.
English, then, was not God's only speech as the gringos had told
them. Most of all the old patTon pattern was badly cracked, if
not broken. "I didn't have to vote as Don Jose said." But the
big change came through tragedy.
\Vith the depression people were desperate for jobs, for food.
"The old patTongamei ' had failed and federal agencies took
over. Scrawny, sullen boys grew sturdy in CCC camps. Older
men, who had never had a chance, wrestled with English and
addition in adult classes. \VPA projects, preserving old arts and
crafts, developed confideQ-ce by approving Spanish folkways.
Bnt best of all many New Mexicans got, for the first time, the
American conviction that poverty can be an incentive; that if
presidents had come from log cabins and millionaires from
work
so might presidents come from adobe ltuts and
millionaires from sheep camps.
0

o

0

imgs,
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The second World'War, taking more young-men and taking
them much farther" bas given ~sa new New -;Mexican who faces
;his special problem.s with both courage and humor. One -said:
UFor an Hispano it's not enough to begooc:l; you'vegot to be
super. Okay, I'll be super::
.
." .
. 'This type can, best ,-be observed at the University'of New
Mexico
where both men and womeno.f. Spanish
heritage- are
. '
.
registering in increasing numbers. Many have to work •their way
"through, but they flO lvellanyhow; many take scholastic honors
and go on for acJ:vaticed degrees. One.professor,-said: "They work
hard; naturally they are ¢onsidered drips:' This combination
of Poverty and h~rd work bears on the charge -that these stud~nts
are discriminated against by frate:mit.ies
and sororities.
. .
.
But the record reveals that those'whose families can pay the as-sessments and contribute social glamor -are "GreekS.?' Admittedly social (and by connotation spobbish) ~eSesoCieties -&eek \
prestige rather than _brains.' One wonders if 'such- c;xdusiveness
is, any harder on an Hispano at New Medco than it was on,
Both
Sinclair Lewis at Yale or. ·\Vendell Willkie..--- at Indiana.
:
w~re discriminated against by local snob groups and both mentioned it in later life.
.
Many students. especiallyve~erans, don't care. One, who was
slowed down in high school ~use he 'had to translate every
question into -Spanish and: his answer ba~mto EngUsh, graduated at the top of his class. After three grim years in Africa and
Italy he is earning his way and supporting his wife as a salesman. '\Then he broke the record his company offered him an
agency in Mexico. but he has decided to finish his law course
first. "Then I'n clean up a tidy sum in Mexico and come home
to practice." He has no complaint of discrimination. His Ci)1nplete inner freedom is evidenced by the ease with which he uses
the taboo words.
Even in politics, where appeals to prejudice and complaints
of discrimination are ~dard procedure, one finds increasing
~

~

. '
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maturity and balance. On~ defeated candidate said: "I was
getting along all right. Even in that Anglo precinct I was winning when old Whoosit came out with that blast daring people
to vote against me because I was Hispano. That cooked my
goose. People who were going to vote for me changed their
minds. I don't blame thein. We've got to take our chances like
. anybodyelse.tt
These examples are certainly not all the New Mexi~s of
Spanish ancestry.. But if they are a minority they are that significant and forceful minority that produces leaders in any society.
These new New Mexicans, of both sexes, ask no special favors;
they want only the chance that any American has. They areturning what used to be a language handicap.into an asset as
they enter the teaching profession and the foreign service, and
Perform brilliantly in both fields. They find their dual culture
an enrichment of life wherever they are, and a widened oppor-.
tunity. Th~y are beginning to talk about how they, as themore=
developed and understanding citizens, may·cure certain ignorant
gringos of intolerance and prejudice.
New Mexico is not out of the woods, that darkling forest
where good people have been held by lack of a chance to learn.
But quietly and unnoticed by many people, we are developing
leaders who, holding to the best in the Spanish ttadition, have
fuily accepted the best United St,ates tradition and are coming
ahead on their own power, using every advantage that a free
land offers, relying on themselves and making good. These are
the nelV New Mexicans who will finally bring our state to its
~ll maturity.
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Raymond Jonson .

By Ben Wolf
ND JON SO N..---.employs his bQl~h as though it
. •.. . were a surgeon's sCalpel. His studio is ~ore an aesthetic
..
operating room than the exp~cted atelier of Bohemian··
renown. His .resultant art is, as the foregoing would indicate,'
highly cerebral in approach. His paintings, music-Wise,. have
closer kinship to Bach than Moussourgsky. Although Jonson
. ' does not like his particular metier referred to as Unon-objective"
painting, but employs a term of his own coinage; to wit, uab_
solute," he ,has a sympathetic appreciation, of the experiments
'of the Bauhaus and ~ny members of the group of painters

R
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whOle work may be seen at the Museum of Non-Objective
Paintingin New York.
Like SO many painters who have synthesized their work during
their careers, Jonson's has not always been the cerebral attitude.
His early canvases a1'C~ objective and. his evolution through the
yean $low, reflecting a $Cholar's search for form, space and color.
To the layman, visually educated to seek surface realities in
art, and who ~ost appreciates slavish "nature" copying, much
of Jonson's painting must of necessity prove baflling. Bu~ just
as one would neither expect nor desire the surgeon to emplQy
archaic techniques, because we did not understand the complexities of current medicine, so we must not ask. the artist to
aid and abet our ignorance concerning his experimentation because it does not keep the snail's pace of our limited knowledge.
A good approach for the interested gallery-gazer, when confronted by the incisive forms, ordered space and unfamiliar color
relationships in Raymond jonson's paintin~ is simply to. relax
• • • and with an unprejudiced eye look for a new dimension•
.How is this to be accomplished? Don't seek recOgnizable
forms, i. e.: "That must be the sun." Or • • • "Is that supposed
to be a man's head?" It must be admitted that that reaction is
frequendy the fault of many artists who insist upon literary
tides for such pictures. Look rather for spacial relationships,
for example, one. of the prime motivations in a Jonson canvas.
Raymond JODSOn is not interested in the old compositional
formulas which dictated where trees and horizons must be
placed. His is the new concept of space, which intrigues. the
initiated eye with its unorthodoxy. One's eye is never· bored
by threadbare cliches, dogmatically dictated to our young painters by the academicians of an older generation.
Look for new and frequendy disturbing color relationships
. • . disturbing to the layman, at first, because they are unexpected and threaten his complacent reliance in the past on the
"taste" of ,the interior decotator. Remember ,that Van Gogh,
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W,lliam Strohm, Santa Fe, . M.
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O. II. Oil on
canvas ~3" x 38". Painted 1947. Courtesy of Mweum of N~w
Mexico.
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now universalJ.f accepted and hanging in some of· our most
/conservative homes today~ in place of, "The Doctor at the ~ed
side~" in the recent past was castigated for ~ Uharsh arid horrid
color." The more educated the eye becomes, the inore it Will
, seek fresh experiences. '
Look for rhythms. Think~ perhaps~ in terms of music. There
are in Jonson~s ·-absolutes" staccato notes, Swelling:phrases~
spiraling movements, etc.) just as they 'exist .in music. Let yourself go and yon cannot help but to feel them. It is perhaps for
that reason that in Manhattan's'Museum of Non-Objective Painting classical music is played as a ,background for\the exhibits. '
In Jonson's o~ words~ he desigmltes "non-representative,
or absolute, paintings as those that ,are purely imaginative and
creative. N~ objects or subject matter have·'any place in'the
concept. It is pure painting. J\lSt as in music' we have absolute '
music, in the non-representative work wehaveab$Olute pafuting. It is not painting of the visual· worl~ but rather the cr~a~
tion of an original set of forms and rhytlimsdictated by., the
medium. It is not imitative of anything. It is creative,,"
In my opinion, it is impossible to depart wholly from ~atut:e~
by virtue of our being a part of' nat~re ,ourselves. It is impossible for any of us to create -any form not repeated, somewhere'in. natui' Despite thHa.ntasies •.t hat might find birth. .in
our subconscius, they are nevertheless earthbound. We ,have
yet to see a d icdon of a Martian creature that does ~ot have
at least some vestigial remains of our'earth-bound contacts with'
nature. But rather than seek out these references in contemplat..
ing the art of Raymond Jonson, the spectator will be rabbing
himself of an aesthetic experience· if he does not explore his
space, color relatic:mship8» and rhythms.
will sOon be possible for the public to trace for themselves
career of Raymond Jonson, through the generosity of Adele .
Lev Rand, Frank C. Rand, Jr., and Amelia Elizabeth White,
w' have helped erect a Museum to permanently house a col-
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lection of the ~tist's work, .executed during the past quarter
centur.y. All phases of Jonson's work will be displayed, inaud~ng his earlier realisticeffOl1$ as well as his subsequent adventutes in the realm of modem art.
The son of an itinerant missionary minister of the GosPel,
. Raymond Jonson was introduced to the Far West while still a
small child. The artist-to-be was born July 18, 1891, in Chariton, Iowa, of Swedish parentage. After early schooling in Port- .
land, Oregon, he attended the ChIcago Academy of Fine Arts
(where he was later to. teach), during the years 1910-11, at
which time he also studied at the Chicago Art. Institute. It
was at this time that the youthful artist fitst became .in~erested
in the theatre and in the early experimental work then taking
place at the pioneering Chicago Little Theatre. His role was
that of Graphic Art Director for the group, in which position,
from 1913-19,. he designed and executed sets, costumes and
lighting effects. It was here that he met his future wife, Miss
Vera White, who was then a member of the company.
The young couple va~tioned in Santa Fe during the summer
of 1922 and immediately fell in love with the Ancient City of
the Holy Faith, and in 1924, just twenty-five years ago, made it
their Permanent residence. During the intervening years, Jonson's works have bee~ shown throughout the United States,· as
well as Vancouver, B.. C., and in collective exhibits throughout
. Europe. His one-man exhibitions have been seen in New York
City, Chicago, Houston, Tulsa, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, as well
~ numerous other American cities. He is also represented in various museums, public institutes and private collections: JonSon's
murals may be seen at the University of New Mexico (Albuquerque) , where he has been a professor of art since 1934, and at Eastern New Mexico College, in Portales. Reproductions of Jonson's
.work can be found in Sheldon Cheney's Primer of Modern ,4rt,
and Expressionism in A.rt, as well as in Eliot O'Hara's Watercolor
Fares Forth, and Leo Katz' Understanding Modern A.rt.
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of native kids was setting off fireo:ackers at Padilla s
place down the road. Ben knew very well who they' were: Rudolfo and Joe Padilla, Frankie Romero, ~a Paca Lujan"who
was only nine and a regular,tag..along, andl also inclined to be
too sinart for her britches. He hung on the post· at ,the side
of the catde guard, looking that way with the longing, like a
sickness in his stomach, of a boy who has played alone ever since
school let out.
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Last April,. not long after his father first came to New Mexico,
he had run with them until he made the dire mistake of saying
that. even though Rudolfo was eleven going on twelve, he, Ben,
should be the leader because he was American and they were
Mexicans. He had said it innocently and sincerely; believing
that that was the acknowledged order of the w~rld. He had
heard his father talking about the quality of the labor he got
in these parts. The boys' reaction took hi~ completely by surprise, unready to fight or to run. He got a black eye out of it,
a nasty kick on the shin, a cut lip, and a bloody cut on the head
where Rudol£o hit him with a stone while he was running.
Those dumb Mexicans, he told himself, bearing down hard
in his mind on the word. "Mexican," here ·it's ~ a week to the
Fourth and they're shooting off their crackers. That's the kind
of Americans they are. The kids formed in a line, small, black
figures with pencilled arms and legs waving as they ran, Paca
last and stretching to keep up. They dropped their firecrackers
in tum as they passed a certain point. It was some sort of game.
~he wanting to know what game was a sharp pain.
School had taken up a lot of the day. There were some Anglo
kids there from the other end of the valley, and he got together
with them. After school let out, Pop had promised to take him
down there soon, but Pop was tied up with his road contract,
especially now that they had hit a rock ledge and had to blast.
It .was a fixed-price contract, so every extra day was a loss. Pop
went down Sundays and blasted. Pop was an old hand with explosives; that was why Ben wasn't going to have any firecrackers.
Pop said he'd seen too many damn fool accidents, there just
wasn't any such thing as an explosive you could afford to play
with. The native kids made their single line and ran again. By
the way they held their arms straight out he guessed that they
were playing bomber.
Pop said he'd asked for it, although he also said that Rudolfo
had no business throwing that rock. That was dirty fighting.
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Pop told him to go make friends and then /JTove that an Anglo
was.the natural leader overnati'Ves. That meant apologiZing; to
kids who couldn't even speak straight American.lludolfo·said
"husband" when he meant wife. He couldn~t riiakehimself
do it. He couldn't admit that ~e needed those kids badly and
that they~with their funny names and their foreign speech~
didn't need him at all. He turned his back on them, which
brought him' facing the garage, a tar-paper building' in violent
tontrast with the pinkish-grayadobe, house' beside it. Next to
the garage was the lean-to where Pop kept the tools. -The dynamite box was in there~ and Ben knew where ~e key was•. If
he had a hunk of that he could make their crackers look silly.
Even the thought was a pinnacle ofwiCkedneSs which frightened
him.
There was a big bang &om down the road, and he heard the
kids whooping. He tumed again. They were hunkered down
in a circle, busy at something. He started doWll; the,road. He was
not planning to speak to them~ he just wanted to ~. He picked
a stem of grass from the roadside and chewed 'on ',it. The grass
here grew dry except 3.long the irrigation ditches. Under the
sun the road was hot; where trees dappled it, the shadow was
sharply cool.
The Padilla place had no fence. The long, low, plainad~be
house was more than a hundred feet from the road~ with its
back turned to it, offering only a.couple of small, high windows
on that side. From it to the road stretched an area_..of baked
earth and Russian thistle where Padilla had tried, and given up,
dry farming. His fields were under the ditch at the back. On
either side of the open space chamisa grew in tall, fat,graY-8reen
clumps. Ben had long been conscious of the personaIityof this ';place, the deserted, empty part by the road, the secretive house,
and behind it trees suggesting shade and repose locked away.
He wanted to be able to go back there•.
The kids, clumped together, were digging and building with
\
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their hands. Behind them lay an open carton box. He stood at
the .edgeof the road,silqnt, looking. Frankie saw him, but said ..
nothing. He stepped a little nearer. Still t!!ey paid him no mind. '
The kids stood up. They had made asq~are mound of earth
with something like round towers at the comers,:and there ·was
the fuse of a giant cracker. sticking out of the middle. Rudolfo
took a match' out of his pants pocket. They cotild not help noticing him now. Rudolfostood, match, in hand, looking at him.
Ben asked, "Whatcha doing?"
There was a pause. Then Frankie sai4 excitedly, .IWe're
blowin' up Shure Castle:' '
.
"Shure Castle?"
Rudolfo said, "Yeah, on Okinawa. My uncle was there."
"Oh." He hadn't thought of these people in the war. "My pop
was in the Seabees."
Rudolfo considered. "My uncle, he says the Seabees was good."
Ben moved into the group. Rudolfo said, Up'atrQs, get back,"
and touched the-match to the fuse. They all jumped-ba<!k few'
Paces. Shure Castle blew up, not v.ery weIl, but enough to shower
dirt around them.
"That's swell," Ben said tactfully.
Rudolfo said, "Pretty good. She don't really blow."
Ben stubbed his toe in the ground. "I'm sorry I said that:'"
,
you know.'"
"S;. I'm sorry I sock you with that stone:'
Everything was set. Ben helped them rebuild the castle and
set another cracker in it..
After that had gone off he asked, "How come you're shooting'
firecrackers so early. It ain't the Fourth yet."
Frankie ~id, "We got plenty. Rudy's uncle she gave us some,
and my dad, and we made some money and got some witll that.
So we're tryin' some out."
Paca said, "I bet you goin' to have big fireworks."

a

f,
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You could trust
.-to talk out of tum. Ifabratlikethat
wanted totagalongf she ought to keep her bright ideas to~erse1f.
"Nah. I don't bother with firecrackers. My Pop's a.dynamiter.
That beats fireQackers ~llhollow!' . ,
Frank~e's eyes widened. "You goin'- ~o blow dynatDite on the
Fourth?"
I
Ben had to think fast. "No." He quoted hisfa~er. ((Dyna_
mite ain't to fool with. We only shoot ,\then we"got business to:'
Joe, the younger Padilla, said, UYou yourself you blow it?"
Ben felt big. He was getting somewhere" he was showing them.
"Sure. I work with my Pop Sollletimes) when he needs help:'.
uBlt»w some for us," Joe said;t1rls voice begging.
Rudolfo said, UYeah. Gee- say, that would be the atom
. bombl"
Ben shook his~bead. "Nope. Can't do it. Like ~ said, it ain't
to fool with."
Paca leaned her head on one -side and studied him with,her
large, dark, 'bright' eyes. "Your Dad, I bet he 'whale, you if y()u
touch
it."
.
.
L
'UHe would not. I can use it any ,time I want to."
"T~en-blow some for us."
Ben didn't like~ls, generi~ly, but he had never met one
he disliked as much as-this one. He hesitated, holding ba.ckfrom
a forbidden' decision, then with a sudden .sense of power he
said, ··Okay." .
..With the sense of their admiration full within him he rail
to his pl~ce. He went around the tamarisk hedge and slipped .
to the tool house. The dynamite box\was a big, wooden con. tainer with a sloping top, like a inin.iature shed, ·locked with a
padlock. The key was hidden ~der an old sledge-hariuner head.
Listening intently, his heart beating, he opened the~ bOx. He
knew pretty well what he needed.
The sticks of'dynamite looked huge. There were some brokeIj
.

•
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A piece about six inches long lay in a comer. It had the
appearance of something that had been overlooked and would
not be missed. He took that. a piece of fuse, and then gingerly,
for he had heard his Cather talk. a cap out of the little box in the
comet. He went back to Padilla's slowly, because of the cap.
He showed them the stick of dynamite and the £use, and then
the cap lying in his palm. '
"You got to handle this like eggs," he said. UIt'll go off if you' ·
look at it."
They stared at the tiny, lethal thing for all they were worth.
U'Vhat we going to blow up?" Rudolfo said.
Ben looked around. His eyes lit on a pile of stones, cleared
from th~ abandoned field. He pointed to them. ULet's make us
a real castle."
Now he was the leader. Pop was right. They made a castle
of dirt and smal1 stones, with the dynamite lying flat under it at
the end of a tunnel. Ben said that was the way to ~o. He put
the cap in the end of the stick, lying on his stomach and reaching
into the tunnel delicately, set the fuse in the cap, then he filled
the tunnel with dirt.
~,
UThat's called tamping," he explained.
Rudolfo held a match towards him.
"You cali light it, Rudy," he said with enormous magnanimity. As Rudolfo put the match to the fJIse, he called out,
UEverybody run. Way back, back by those chamisas."
Paca shouted uCoTTe, COTTer'
They ran. They waited by the bushes and stared. Paca put
her hand in Frankie's. Slowly the sputtering place on the fuse
reached the dirt, disappeared. Nothing happened. An age went
by and nothing happened.
Rudolfo looked at Ben, questioning.
."I guess it went out." His grea~ moment had fizzled.
Rudolfo asked, Have you any more mecha-that string stuID"

Ones.
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Ben could not face another raid on his father's box. "We're
awful short:' he said:
~ted to flop like this. uLook, Rudy."
I guess the fuse pulled out of the cap, eithet thafor it went out.
Anyway. we can make a bomb.out of it. If we just throw "that
stick with the cap~ it, it's bound to go off. Let's go look."
"Okay.'·
They told the others to stay back and started towards the
castle, eyeing it. Paca came right after them, and the other two
followed her. Ben and Rudolfo squatted together by the tunnel.
the others stood behind them.lt:aDing over.
".
'
"There is the hole where it burned in," Rudolfo said.
~n ~d, uneasily. "Maybe we better wait~"
Und~ the ground the fuse had burned draggingly"for lack of
air. Now it reached the cap" and the chargeC)C.ploded.

He
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CAPTAIN AHAB AND KING LEAR

r-~~.... WILLIAM ELLERY SEDGWICK

called Captain Ahab "the one character in American literature whom one would dare name beside Hamlet
and Lear:' I believe that one can do a good deal
-more than "namett Ahab "besideu Lear.
, The connection is easily perceived. Take, for
instance, these ~o quotations:

• • • in the aberrations of his reason, we discover a mighty
irregular power of reasoning, immethodised from the ordinary
purposes of life, but exerting its powers, as the wind blows
where it listeth, at will on th(r corruptions and abuses of _mankind.
It is the most fearless artistic facing of the ultimate cruelty of
things in our literature.
To which character does the first quotation refer, Captain
Ahab or King Lear? To which work does the second quotation
refer, King Lear or Mob, Dick? Although both William Hazlitt and G. Wilson Knight (respectively) had reference to King
Lear, their comments would be not one whit less appropriate
had they Ahab and his story in mind.
The profound influence of Shakespeare upon Melville is too
patent for extended comment here. Melville himself acknowledged it explicitly many times. And, had he said not a word,
Mob, Dick would stand as towering testament. :,
This general, overall influence devolves into ~ specific closely
knit relationship between Moby Dick and King Lear. A far43 8
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reaching investigation of parallels is, not~ypurposerrather,
the title ~indicates, sights are· to be focussed in each case upon
the mati 'maddened.. 'Let us look ,at these two great 014 men,
tracirig6rst the lineaments wherein is told their deep kinship.
Both· were rulers, kingly in· facl and in spirit. At1d both had
been ··dethroned" from that part of themselves andoE life which
can give joy and peace, cut off inexorably fromfheir' happiness,
both past and potential. i.\s Ahab puts it: "Gifted with the high
perception, I lack the low enjoying power; damned most·subtly
and malignantly! damned~in the midst of Paradise!"
Yes, both are damned~in part through their frailty, in part
througb their greatness. If it is the cold and calculating heartlessness of his daughters that drives Lear to· the hovel of madness, it is the inscrutabie, indifferent malice of the white wl1ale
that sends Ahab down. into the. tight, sweaty cabin of monomania~ And both eventually emerge in the full paraphernalia·of
a most'acute and deep-seeing madness that6nds its causal factor
but a link in the chain of evil that rings the world around.
These ~re men driv.en mad by awareness, by what has been
called "the tra~c vision." They have, out of the inner necessities of their natures, looked straight upon the sun of truth
and been made forever blind to blindness.
It is this spiritual greatness that is their tightest bond. Taken
and by themselves, the single incidents leading to the madness of Lear ~and Ahab are insufficient: filia(ingratitude ,is
"sharp-toothed/' yes, but it· had a history even in Lear's time;
and that whales are snarp-too~ed, every whaleman knows. It is
not the act in itself that is primary, but rather the significance
which both Ahab and Lear see in the act, its relationship to and
bearing on the whole stre~ of circumstance and event, which'
runs cou~ter to man's deepest belief in the mercy and goodness
of this world and its gods. It is this insight into the essentially
metaphoric- quality of· a particular injustice that madness brings
to Lear and heightens in Ahab; it is their refusal to blink this
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vision that, in tum, reinforces their greatness-and their· madness. For as Stanley Geist has pointed out, it is a vision essentiallyself-destructive. a realization whiCh so shakes the vessel
of man that it cannot help but crack.
Yet the soul remains intact. More than that, it swells and
grows until it is the whole man. Both Lear and Allab become
naked soul, huge soul. And it is in this power of soul,that they
touch again, for at their heights they are both men of Promethean· defiance. Lear dares the storm to do its worst; Ahab
grasps in his hand the lightning rod. That last essence of godlike pride and sovereignty is the thing they would--,-nqt yield.
And so\ both these men, starved and battered by ~ unprincipled' universe, tum their backs upon irresponsible Ipan and
put their questions to the gods themselves. The very Pequod is
"An Anacharsis Clootz deputation &om all the ends of the
earth, accompanying old Ahab . '•• to lay the world's grievances before that ·bar from which not very many of them ever
come back:· And Lear·s·last speech asks: "Why Slioulda dog, a
horse, a rat. have life, And thou no breath at all?" Their. questions are of justic~,final and cosmic, and for answer they receive that most peremptory indefinitene8$-death.
It would be a mistake, however, to see these men as simple
equivalents. Above and beyond their common traits is a spate
of differences so striking as to make one wonder that resemblance remains.
It is obvious that, before his madness. neither Lear·s thoughts
nor actions approach Ahab·s in stature. Unable as I am to accept Wilson Knight's concept of Lear as a great soul linked to
. a up':lerile intellect:' Lear·s was, at least. an unharnessed, unrealized intellect: "he hath ever but slenderly known himself:·
And his life, as hinted, has been one of autocratic rule and impetuous pleasure: "The best and soundest of his time hath been
but rash."
. But Ahab has been on the sea these forty years, thinking, see-
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ing, feeling the stuff of which his madneSs is· to be made•. A
great intellect from the start, eVFn in his madness unQt one
jot of his .great natural intellect hadperished.:' If Lear shows,
as Hazlitt says, the "logic of passion," Ababpresents the; passion ~
of logic.
Lear can be more soft an~ yet· more vitriolic than' Ahab; he
can be more dazed and helpless; he' can welcome death where
Ahab spits at it; he can quarrel, urlsjudge, plead,.forgive. He
can temporize and tum back. But Aba};)? Madness only turns .
his clay to bronze: UDidyou fixedly gaze~ .tOO,upon thatnbbed
and dented brow; there, also, you would«e still stranger footprints - the footprints of his one uilsleeping, ever~~cing
thought:'
These smaller' differences lead to the larger: Ahab is a more
consistent, more organic character. His life .spins inevitably out
, of himself. Lear, in a manner of speaking, is pushed.
And what of this push, this match held to the tinder that was
Lear? We note immediately thae the mat$was supplied by
.Lear himself, in the jealousness of his ,nature ,and the frailty ,of
his judgment. Not so with Ahab,who was already engaged in '
deadly battle with the forces of 'the sea when Moby' Dick
'''reaped'' his leg.
And the striking of the match? In the one,instance, by Regan
and Goneril-beings whose warp }s in part the' work of. Lear ,
himself and iD part the eternal human potential for twistedness.
At least their frailties may be -comprehended and 'their' ambitions perceived. But what of. Moby Dick-a thing that Ahab
never made? A' beast, with a~istory of ,gratuitous malice I a
"dumb" thing possessed with a cunning and contriving malig, ,nityl Who put it into this monster to chew oft legs it cannot
eat? Ahab is already pounding at the door of· the Creator while
Lear is still reviling a helpless humanity. And so Lear becomes
an accuser where Ahab is a champion.
Both, are given the motive. for madness in the horrible' spec-
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tacle of evirs outrage and conquest of good. But whereas Lear's
ability to withstand and to fight the forked injustices of ;this
world is but litde and late, Ahab's is great and ever present. He
will uphold man's stature in the teeth of anything and every\ th,ng; he will somehow hunt down and outrage the outrageous,
be it agent or god:

~

.:'

'.

All visible objects, man, are but as pasteboard masks. But in
each event-in the living act, the undoubted deed-there, some
unknown but still reasoning thing puts forth the moldings .9f
its features. from behind the unreasoning mask. If man will
strike, strike through the masklHow can the prisoner reach outside except by thrusting through the wall? To me, the white
whale is that wall, shoved near to us. Sometimes I think there's
naught· beyond. But 'tis enough. He tasks me; he heaps me; I
see in him outrageous strength, with an inscrutable. malice
sinewing it. That inscrutable thing is chiefly what I hate; and
be the white whale agent, or be the white whale principal, I
will wreak that hate upon him. Talk not to me of blasphemy,
man; rd strike the sun if it insulted me. For could the sun do
that, then could I do the other; • • • Who's over me? Truth
hath no confines.

.

,
\

,
,

,

,

~

\Vith this difference in origin and motivation, it is but logical
that the very madness itself is disparate. For Lear, it is solely
a terrible amiction: "0 let me not be mad, not mad, sweet
heavenl" And Ahab, too, suffers from its horrors, yet finds in
it an unsparable advantage. He says to Pip: "There is that
in thee, poor lad, which I feel too curing to my malady • • •
and for this hunt, my malady becomes my most desired health."
In this one sees reflected the very" great difference between the
type of madness suffered by Aha~ and that of Lear. For Lear
eventually cracks and crumbles intO a complete, helpless, mumbling insanity. Well may he fear this most tragic of ends-the
loss of identity. But Aha1;t is not insane in this sense; he is obsessed. Obsession partakes of insanity without ~ully being it;
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hence Ahab is helpless only in respect to the' ob~ion .itelf,
bU,t in every' other way retains his full intellectual power and
awareness. He is fully cognizant of his ·monomania, and, as we
have seen, realizes in full logicality ~at the obsession. is m'it..
self the ~ost potent factor in "bringing about its deSired ends.
This· is a "contiolled" madness, ~hich serves to clamp Ahab's
pUrpOse in a vise that a balanced will eQuId not tum. He ana:lyzes it perfectly: "They think. me mad-5tarhuck does; butrm
demoniac. I. am madness maddenedl That wild madness that
is only calm to comprehend itselfl"
And so his power: and determination are beyond those ()£
a sane man, are in fact a match. for the very gods themselves:
I now prophesy that I will dismember my dismemberer. Now,
then, be the prophet and the fulfiller one. That's more than 'ye,
ye great gods, ever were. I laugh ~4 hoot at ye, ye cricket players, ye pugilists. ~ • • Swerve me? Ye cannot swerve me" else
ye swerve yourselvesI man has ye th~re. Swerve me? The pa~
to my fixed purpose is laid with iron rails, whereon my soul
is grooved to run.
Is there another speech ,in our language that creates such stark
terror, sl1ch gaping awe? Lear's uBlow" winds" speech apprOaches'it, but Lear is calling, upon the ,godS to punish "ingrateful man." Ahab ~ warning the gods to look to themselvesl
Lear'~ essential trait is the passion/and beauty of his humanity.
He is his greatest self in his magnificent '''0, reason not the
need" speech; in his"tender portrayal to Cordelia of the beauty
they will find togetlier in their prison cell; in his towering pity
for the "loop'd,and window'd raggedness" of the ~r. The
. purposeless outrage ~f this great-souled oldman creates "the
supreme pathetic figure of-our literature,," And it is in this aspect of pathos that Lear and Ahab reach their most extreme
.-.
oPPOSltt~n/

. '

~,

King ¥ar is the perfect Aristotelian hero: unoble"j'possessed
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of a ..tragic flaw"; a man "like ourselves"; one whose downfall
-is capable of inspiring in U5 "pity and fear." Captain Ahab.in
default of one .of these requirements, sacrifices another. For
Ahab is very little a man like. ourselves, and therefore, aside
from his scattered moments of normality, does not arouse pity
inns.
sedgwick sees this as"a fault of characterization. ~e."believes
that Melville sh~uld"ave ·made Ahab a more poignant· portrayal (see Chapter V of his magnificent book, Herman Melville:Tl1e Tf'aged'Y of Mind) • For me. "Ahab" and "poignant"
comprise a contradiction in terms. One might u well wish to
cuddle Achilles or play darts with· Hercules. Intellectualsympathy we must and do feel for Abab; to separate his monomania
from his great underlying, humanity is to ignore the cause for
the effect. The madnw itself is enlisted in Ahab's fight against
a hostile universe, perverted though his attack becomes. But to
provoke emotional sympathy, pathos, Ahabwould have to be
more like us, hence ltss like himself. His very essence would be
diluted, and it is this essence with which Melville is primarily
concerned. Compare the deaths of Lear and Ahab:
Faced with the finality of Cordelia's death, the most meaningless and ,most intense of the long series of cruelties to which he
has been subjected, Lear's heart cracks. He dies in uttermost defeat, with death itself the world's one kindness. Kent says:
Vex not his ghost: 0, let him passl he hates him
That would upon the rack of this tough world
Stretch him out longer.
Here is pathos, rendered even sharper by the fact that the .
world around Lear has more or less righted itself, but has done
so a moment too late to save him.
How does Ahab die? Hideously. Mutilated, toyed with, staggered, battered in this infinitely decisive battle with the super-
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human,;Ahab, led to the last,waU" uses his final 'breath to cry
out upon the destroyer a hymn Qfetemal defiance and hate:
"

.

Towards thee I roll, thou all-destroying but.unconquermg
whale; to the last I.g.:apple with thee; from helrsheart I ,stab \
at thee; for hate's sake I spit my last breath at' thee. ~, .~'. let me .
then .tow to pieces,.'while stiUchasing',thee, though tied to thee,
. thou damned whale. ThusJ I give up thespearl
And 30 Ahab, too, dies in d~feat. But not pathetic defeat, for
though his purPO~ is th~ed, hiS stature remainsundiminished. his· soul unconquered: "Oh, lonely death on' lonely life!
Oh, now I feel my topmost greatness lies in my topmost grief:'
Even in defeat, Ahab
a victo~. He is not humbled. We
cannot pity him. We can admire or 'wecanshudder, .but we
cannot pity. Thealembico~ our tears would but reduce him to
our component parts, man's final stratagem in' ~efaceof, the
superior.'
\ '
No, Melville did ~ot falter in~eating Aha'b,any more than
Shakespeare went astray in shaping· Lear. BoUt ,are theratest
of all literary creations-the truly original 'character~
:Lear is more the man, for, he has something of the woman in
. him. Ahabis more the symbol, for he has something of the god
in him.
"
.
If Lear is the quick of palpable life, Ahab is the quintessence
of man's mythology.
,
Both were kings among men, hands among claws, eyes among
the blind. Yef their. paths have diverged., For lUng Lear', sits,
in the sun with Cordelia, an integral in the recurring. num.bers
of beauty; but Captain Ahab even now slips' cursing frQmthe
jagged rocks as he tears at the chains of'a dead Prometheus.

wins
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DEATH OF A NEIGHBOR
the door and then retreated, stepping back into
the dusk of the little vestibule. There coming down the walk. was
George Collins, and he couldn't face George. Certainly not
now, with nothing but facile words of condolences on hand.
They weren't right, those glib expressions, tJ.1ey couldn't fit
this sad affair. Even so, the compulsion which had made him
step back was already.waning, bogging down in a morass of
bewilderinent and indecision.
No doubt Dot would be coming to him in a minute, asking:
"Did you forget something, John? Why are you standing there?"
HE 0 PEN ED
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Making of everything even a greater dilemmatbap:' it was a1;,;,
ready. Perhaps she,," too, had spotted George from thewmdow.l
wher~ she was posted as usual to watchwDlleave,to wave arid '
thrpw a kiss at ,him, as she had done every mornllig of all the
years of' their marri,ed life. Perhap$ she wasalrtadysaying to
herself: Why,. there's George" Collins, and floW John simply
m.us~, must. •• ~
,
You must. What, why ,or how didn'tmattet. As obedience
to that imagined command, as in rebound"to everything ;assai!..
mg him there in the little vestibule, he now opened the door'and
strode out, meeting George directly in front of the house, with ,
Dot very likely watdling him perform his horrible duty. These
demands o~ suburban living, these horrible ex~tations and
decorums, he found space to fret. Of course, if he didn~t race
George this morning, he'd have to do socthis .evening.. or tomorrow, perhaps even at tliefun~.
George had stopped, but his face seemed closeq up, and the
,shutters of his attention were already closing out whatever con:
dolences might be forthcoming now • '. • all those ready words
of sympathy, once again hurriedly exhumed, hutm this instance
especially so terribly amiss. That is what he must 'be expecting,
John thought grimly, watching George incline his head, seeing him tuck in his chin a little, while' the fingers, of hiS left
hand fumbled here and there, and his right l1and stayed defensively in his pocket. So it wasn't strange then, JOM thought
bitterly, that he found himself address~ng George as Mr. Collins.
After alI~ Mister for grief" for condolences, for formalities,
perhaps even for guilt, but somehow, madly, -if didseem.toput
.Antoinette's death for th~t miserable moment on another plane,
a more remote plane, where all the words he was saying seemed
to belong. ThOse: USa sorry ••• so sorry ••• and, of course,
all words fail now • • • they're bound to. • • • So sorry.
:~
Finding himself brushing George's. sleeve now, before hehur..
ried away, not even looking back at the window~ at Dot. He .

in

9
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couldn't very well now blow blythe kiSses,could~ he? Not with
.George still stancijng there, after he'd mumbled a few unrecogn~blesyllables; standing th6-eas if he was allowmg the hollow
words of condolence' to' wind 'around him, closing him ina co- .
coon,of helplessness.
Ob, the. curse of suburban living, John fretted, striding on.
Where everybody knew' everybody's inmost thoughts almost, .
but where certainly no"0t:'e called one~s' neighbors and acquaintances by their last names, even when • • • he. continued,fretting, striding faster, involuntaiily ducking his own chin to his
collar, as George had done, wanting now to retreat from the
very words he'd spoken to George. The travesty of. them, the
humiliating travesty, considering what lay behind and around
them, considering his guilt, about Antoin_ette.
He had to turn then and look back. He saw George still standing there, perhaps a few paces farther away, but with puzzle.J!lmtt"'l·l'[·,llis posture, gradually takillg his feebly gesturing right
hand from his pocket. Puzzled, maybe, because I called him Mr•.
Collins, John wanted to think. He would be ••• call me
George, old man, even in bereavement,-even· in infidelity. Then
in spite of the distance between them, his eyes seemed to have
collided with George's. Not m puzzlement this time, but in
guilt and reproach. Guiltily then too, his eyes ferreted out the
slight shifting of shadow or substance at the- window: Dot's.
face or hand drawing back. And he said to himself stride~t1y:
elAll right, she knows, and George knows, and it is something
, now. that can neither"be denied or changed."
He swung around again, his footsteps angry and purposeful,
his mind suddenly buoyed from guilt to defiance. elAlI. right,
all right." He heard hiniself muttering, "A man's a man, i.sn't
he, and a stupid man most of the time? And you two, just try
guessing, but try guessing, too, for a "change, how' far my own
hurt goes."
"
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Over him the sky seemed tremendously silent~'Around him
:'there ~ n~t!'ing hecould:n"his attentions.0Dr .nothing'but
. a robIn scoldmg at some hIdden cat, some. ImalPned •. stallter.
There was nothing there to distract him,pothingto; argue With '
him, as though be walked there 3l0ne and ,yet·divided, shattered.
by an amalgcuhation of othe~'people's suspicion arid \ltis own· '
.guilt, not to m~ntion.ataut denial of them ~l and himself. ; .
All right. All right, when I was with Antoinette,l~couldnJt
Possibly figure she~d be dead a few weeks later, tou,ld I?~ And·
the atIair really never mattered tome, did it? ADd· I didn't seek
it, not eXactly, and. y~u, George, you should have been· better
to her, for your own comfort even, for your own conscience now.
"Stand still," hemumbled,apd he stopped to blow his nose and.
. . to flick a small caterpillar ~ff, the back of his hand. Now he. had
to cross the square in front..of .the.station. The train should
come now, with people converging on it, before they could tum
and watch him, to absorb what they ,COUld, to Iriake·their absorp-tion fit their own suspicions, to sit in the train then, cruelly
assimilating everything~ 1 didn't murder her, did 'I? "
The train wouldn't be there for another four minutes, the
station clock told him. If on time • . . if in proportion •• • if
omniscient,. why, I'd have prevented all this, wouldn't I? lIe
kept c~untering other fugitive accusations.. He hurried into
the little smoke shop b~,side the station to get a 'package ~f
cigarettes' and a morning paper. The train came hoOting.then,
~reening across the causeway. He was there in time to board
it, behind· the backs'of all the other commuters. His eyes then
Searched across faces'and above.newspapers for a seat, alone.
, He found one, and cast a glanceofdisniissal at the familiar
.gliding landscape, w,ith May upon it, beguilingly. He fastened
..hts eyes on the newspaper'sheadlines~excluding everything else.
Because you're going to the office now, gratefully.. Supposing
this was your day off, a day dedicated to work' in the garden,
nEATH OF A
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with Dot helpful,. helpful with all manner of feminine counter·
parts of tools, with drinks, with seed Catalogues and gardening
guide$? But none of that now.
HeJtarted reading without com.prehension: uPeiping Gives
Up to the keds.cnand continued reading more stubbornly: ulJ..
taeli-Egyptian Armistice Talks Viewed Near End," and even

·

..

'

considerable of the text beneath the headline, until he found
more formidable thoughts dictating: y~ and suppo$ing thb
wa$. a co'Cf midmorning of tranSplanting? Clump' of lettuce
pIant$ to be stparated. to be put out in rows•. Clump. of guilt
and apprehension. thoae divided into smaller components, set
out in rows, to yield more. with Dot frisking back and forth
saying: I'Now, Johu, that'll really multiply them. 'Won't it and
come next August or september.......
The newspaper was no help, not even the spotts and coJJ'dcs.
\. Neither was the countryside, now ending and the city starting.
a piling up of gray. brown. smoke. tuSt and grime. His thoughts
were revolving around such a tight vortex now that they couldn't be unskeined. But why. he questioned hiinself drastically,
why should George Collins be walking past my house at that
timet-going in the direction he was going? Of course, George's
own house would be empty now, unless it still beld Antoinette,
in a satin wket perhaps. • • • Even so, why should the fellow
be parading hi$banners of bereavement there, his hurt trailing
behind him like the soiled wings of a turkey buzZard? Past m.y
house, with ~ot watching, with what purpose?
The train swooped into underground darkness. and around
him people Matted folding up their newspapers, clamping on
the~ hats, picking up bundles: and briefcases.- ((You~ve got to
get in the midst of them," something dictated. En
a mass
attack on the oblivious outside world. He got up, leaving the.
paper on his seat. He didn't Peer around him, not too diligently.
She was at. his elbow befor.e he recognized her. It could be
worse. or co~ld it? Mrs. Loftus was one 'of those benjgnso~,

I
.::

masse.
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who saw no W\ckedhess in the wodd which could not be Jilliped
away with a firm tap of duty-or good will. Kindly ,she was, inviolable, her face brimming over with sweetness, with thoughts
left m()ft1y behind. with lovely children visit~, .dear mends ~
- comforted, bewildered souls set straight. So, of coUrse, Mrs. Loftus said to him, with an ~bruplness which voided anY mean intent: IIBut, of course, John, you must have heard. Poor AntoinetteCollins, barely three days; but pneumonia Win do that.
Even in summer, Tea1ly almost summer."
uYe$,tt he said, inclining his head, because she was, of course,
plump and short, squat with good-naturedness, as her kind'always were••'Yes, tenible." •
lilt must have been a terrible shock to Dot. Must have been,
John. They were such good friends, she and Antoinette." .
"To Dot?u he asked puzzled, his voice 10wered."Oh yes, of
course," because only then had he assimilated the Second half
of her remarks.. Incredible, people like Mrs. Loftus were. They
saw no evil, or ,they metamorphosed it by gentle manipulations
into something innocuous or sentimental.. Whoever it was, who
at some time must havewhis}lered to Mrs. Loftus about his
friendship with Antoinette, had certainly cast his se~ ~f .gossip
in ~trange soil. Mrs. Loftus had s~plytiansj>osedit. She had
perhaps simply decided that herinfonnaIi.t ~ mistaken. He
must have meant Dot, John's lovely wife, not John himself. Dot
was such a lovely girl, and' Antoinette had been such a dear
girl, and once she-d really seen them talking together with the
greatest friendlin~ at the station:, or was it, at the murch?"Al;1
yes," he forced himself to repeat, "yes, it was a .shock to :poe'
"Poor -dear,." MrS. Loftus said gently, but because he had
"missed interimremarksl. it took him some time .to realize that'
she meant him. He was the poor deaf. It didn't fit. But it ,didn't
matter now, either, because th~y were hustling out of the train,
and Mrs. ·Loftus waved. good-by to him on the tamp, saying
something about shopping all day and nibbling here and there..
..

.

,

Q

.'

'J
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Then, itseeJD.ed, after a black haze of hazardings andgriml'e- .
fuJalsatfurtber hazardings, .that he was in a crowdeq a~t()r,
going up to his offic~..
.
There his work and the unsuspicious faces, there everything'
would envelop him.· Swallow him.. In the 'empty co~d9r,' however~heasked himselfcritica11y, hefor~he was ready to open
the office door; "But you were never in: loyewith Antoinette? /
And you stayed in love wi.th Dots ,didn't -you? And it l'emained
only an affair, evellthough she pretended she was in love with
<you, because George... .• ?But that was anotb~question. '
whi~shou1d not be completed. cel'Ulinlynot answered~' He
opened the office door and marched in. his face set around it.
formidablemidnlomingsmile. He saw tbe three .girls-at their
desks lifting their faces with similar 'smiles•. He had arri~ed. To
be,made antiseptic, or even sane.
._
Fortunately it tumedout to he that ' sort of a d3.y. All itS
demands;;wailed priva~e thoughtsand':worries and,pushed them
aside. Frettings reotained inchoate and embryonic, even durilig
the forty minutes of lunch. with two of his associates.- Then,
however, a little after two th~re came a: call from Dot. Over the
phone she suggested brightly: "Why don't I drive to the city,
John? 'Why don't I try to get a cOuple of tickets to something
ca5Ual and light? Why don't we have,an early dinner and then
go? Why not, John, it is the,sort of thing both.'of us
stand. I
Besides•. it has started to rain.."
.
"Started to rain?" he asked, as if he,wanted to argue that no
doubt irrefutable fact.
'
"Yes, it's raining here, d(ar.'You'll get it all right."
"But why?" he argued now, suspiciously. "Why come to the
city on a rainy day. when even the'driving is no fun?"
•
"Oh, John," she said maddeningly. Or was,it crypticany?
Of ~ourse, that ~ it:· She was either trying to save, hi~ f¥e.
or trying to make him .forget" because. • • • So suddenly It ~d
come. it was almost unwrapped. Dot was ~etting him know very

can
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tenuously ,and.' q~liqUeIythat sbeJu1~~batthe'gamewas:()t
rather what tbe/$:Unehad :been. "1,lut."he~prot~ted.I'but/~
,again,. when the:>res~of thewQrds he
.intencie4·toiS3.y,1:Jecalne,
_.
.
. '.
'.
co~d.

i'Darlmg/'$hesaid,·'don't.aet80 hectic. Inthe.1itSt.pl~¢e,
ho~can, youwodc.. iii, that .garden ,.while, itrainsrAnd:'besides,
you've been scraping-and Tooting••~.it .SOIIlUch; ,J:klth'thegar" ,den and you neectsome relief. Also lwatit togo.., lwarit'to be.
panipered, don't )'ousee?" .." . ; . . ," •. '>.\ < ' '
"And in thethitd plaCe?"heasked with fo.tced\j~u1arity#
withth,eedge<>f .~iJ suspicionclearlytoming-thtongh.'. .'
, "10; thethirdplace,dear/' Dot said firmly" cil Want to be
taken outto dil1ner aadl want tQgotoa mow withyou/" . .
.That, ofroul'Se,'settledittgaylyand.iosoueiantly. Withl'e-'>
lief.added,. he realb:ed,' ashe Walked lothe' watercooler.,StiU.
untll five-thfrty when he wasteadyto leave'theoffice,hekept:
turning that telephone conversation over 'inhi$: l'nincl.SolIle .
_ ot her remarks now$t()()(1 in his q>nscience like DlOillltnentl. -'
MonUfilents with 'insCriptionshe'd.previously faile~, to read.
With significant facts which he should have taken cognizance of
sooner. Monuments over a grave, perhaps. •... •
They had dinner, and Dot did have tieketstoasecond;'tate
~usica1; in which the latighsweresupposed tocome~1Ilile a
--fninute,elbowed by blushes, ifsorneepigraDunaticcritic·s.quips
were to be taken seriously. At· dinner they. had,tnote~ocktUIs
than was commendable. Four were too lllCUlyJor anyttian,~d
~o, of colttSe, were abundant .for Dot. But the rain luu:lrt'-tma...
terialized, and that ~ed just <:ame for onedtink.Thesecond... ·
rate Show called £OJ; clnother.Theyneeded a~ot intbe artnto
~ enjoy it. Also Dot kept all 'her conversation -socarefu11Y from
home and the oe~ghbors, and aft~ra1l. Antoinette's~eralwas
tomo1Tqw..·But memd say: "Well, 'even if it isn't raining. this
. .will keep -you out of the garden. So you can give roots, ~d
worms and your worries a rest."
I

"
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'~What do you .m~?"· he asked, jovially s~picious through

. a cloud of martinis. "Just what, do you .Dlean~'·'
."Of cOUtse, dear, you d~ fret over that gard~n•. Like. a foste~
mother ove.r somebody else's children, like. • • :' but further
comparisom failed her, also because' of· the ~i~.
.
"well, supposing I, do/, he argue~. "It's praetic3ny,my first
experience atreaJ gardening, and I'm entitled to ,my worri~."
"Oh, skip it, John,'" she, ~d, "and if you must,take anoth~
cocktail for nonchalance's'sake."
.
The show was that sort ofi ~ng. At least as'long as:the glow.
of the drinb laSted, actually superseding the Iamb chops and .
a ~useatingly creamy dessert. Nearly an the time'he could
really surrender. hiplself to the show, from the belly-button
up ot down, whichever. Sore with laughter, really. Dot, tliough:
not quite as abandoned as he, was doing fine in amore'refined
way. The intermission seemed like a bit of a let down, but ,
there were drinks to be had at a bar near die theater, though it
took a bit of courage. to suggest it, because I,e wasn't a ~drinking' .
man, and she'd surely get suspicious. Even so he had another
drink,' in fact, two, and she was obviously for :this occasio~
whatever she intended the occasion to be....;hUmoring him. She
even said: "Well, that puts you beyond the point of driving'
bad, so I'll drive, and you won't have to worry:' .'
.
Now it was her solicitude that tried to put a damper on his
!Warity. ~Ostsucceeded, but not quite, because a 'compIlcated '
remnant seemed to remain, even though he didn't dare..to·pur- .
.'
sue it too ardently now, without giving hiDiself away. I'ni as
sober as a judge, a dour judge, a Presbyt~ judge, he wan.teCl
to tell her, but naturally he had better not~ not even after the
show was over and ~ey. were going home, Dot at the wheel•.,
Now this must have added up to the whole gamut of her:
preparations. Now the stage was set, themOQd, the decorithe .
time and occasion were here. Now soon she'd come out with it.
She'd start edging into it casually, perhaps. She'd mention so~e'.
-y
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aspect of thefuneraJ., flowers, or letters, anything.even.astbey
sped soothingly through the,'night, hearing the 'hyJas.loudand
insistent futhe. JIlatShes.Now that your (oJlS(:ienee lay.dtposedJ
bui also your need for forgiven~ andunderstandlngoc very
now. He held. hirmelf t~nseaDasi1ent, because hecoUIdn't .
hold himself
other :way, and his thoughts t'~~ io.evolve

soon

in~o

any

$l11all talk.

.

'She did not say anYthing, ho'W~ver. She, was siIent tOO, ,but
ina ·different.fashion. humming froUl time. to tUne.at snatches
ofsongs~ey'd heard ~t the show.. She was aIlowinghjmto telax
'With a vengeance, hedecided~'She .1~letelyaskedhbnonee: ,
uNow" how aid that third line go; Jolitl?"after~e'd h\UIlII1~
a bit more. "Which line?" he asked truculently. 4·Oh.~p:it#·
.you'd never get a line ~straight~~ay t~n~ght"'shecountered,
but pleasantly, nudging himwithh~relbo~. ',.
".
, 'Sohe kept. waiting. Noib.inghappened,ex~ept that thehyIas
became$hriller.,andserenade(l :tliell1'onto~.thehedgesJfeuces
and. Walks of. Whitfield. There
very ~itt1espace 0:';dtne1eft
!Jow,for whatever she want,ed hinitoSay,. or tealize.\VhateverJ .
She had to dtiveslower,throllgh town, and theyJtad to .gO,.•. . P*
th~ Collins' house~ It was past midnigh~butlight$ we~eon,in
the. houSe).. and 'sllhouetted,onthe edge of the' poldtsteps".
if stood there teetering on the brinko£sQlI1ethingina~finite~
there stOod George Collin$, :pee~goutintotbe night, pe~ring
over or across, their car as 'they~ove by.
uPoorGeorge," Dotsaid~
, - ..
4'¥es,"he echoed.
'They'd reached the house ~en-and 'he jumped out to-open
the ganige door,: but just before he wasoutofe~hot,.Doisaid:
"An odd thing ha:ppen~. John.'l'meant'to tell you ,abollt.it;
. but there didn't seem to be,anyoccasion'£or' ·it eatlier.. lJut
I . whatever you said' to bim. this_morning in front of the house,
whatever' it was, it seems 10 hav.e upset him,> in a peculiar
fashion:'

'was

he

.
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"1~ a minute,

dear," he shouted. opening the garage doors,

~eppingaside.sliedrove the eat' inside, then turning off the
light and closing the. door after she had $ierged, ,all very d~
.1i~tely.. WhUe Ihe waited now. and while she grad11al1ycontinued: -CYou .see~ he came past the house again later. perhaps
an hour later. Andheaeted as if he had intend~'to'caU, he .
aetuallycame.~up· our walk, but then he seemed to change hiS
mind.. He stood there shrugging 'and then he walked away:'
. They were $taIldillg there toge~er in the~rk, both 'Waiting
until she got through .peaking. before theytould tU~ toward
the ,hOUle. before they tUI1ledon any )ight ,upon tltemselves.
, ··Whatever you said to him, john"~ she said softly, geqt1yattU5mg. "Because a .f~ minutes later he· telephoned. He was abrupt
about it, almost as if he had started to make a joke.. And, of
course, I was at a 1011 to what to say, and had to keep waiting
for him to get through.. When he started halting. I tried cOndolences. in Jbeer desperation, but be, wouldn't bxook them•
.He then.Hi hurriedly: -John calling me Mister Collins this
,moming.. That'sa funny way.. caUing me Mister Collins. Dot.'
No wonder I got confused m.yself then. I didn't understand.
Did you call him. MisteI' Collins,. John?" ~ '"
··1 might. have," he said gravely. UI might. I was fluster~
Things like that stiffen mc, make me formal."
·~Datling, what a fool you 'were," !he said. "Because it
J
troubled hUn so sorely; you mow. He must have brooded over
it for hours.. But what an,odd thing to be troubled over:'
, She wanted him to come to George's rescue now, he decided.
In his guilt to take up the cudgels for George; in that way she
",-anted him to say everything fully now, or not at all. Even if ,
q~voice was not tha~ way. but sqft with puzzled consternation.
"I think he's bewildered. I think~ perhaps, he fastened onto ,
something irrelevant, to keep himSelf from realizing the other.
eo • : ' He heard himself saying that, he 'Wa$ talking voluminously. and yet thinking through all his wordiness: .~ut. of

as
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, cOutse, she never Ulentioned~toinette'$ ~e1andt,lievet;
did,Dotn()W~tshe isdead. But 'not .either when she was.still '
~ive.these last few weeks,notevenlVhen She Wa$SO lick.-4tJ)oI(t
you think thatts'it?t.' he .demanded. '
,
,ul don't 'mow, l()hn:'meaD$wer~."1 dontt know. ldOIi't
know what tQ,t:hinkol\stich 'an~casion:J .
'~ "Occasion?tt he asked sternly.
'
'
·'Well.yes," she said. but.slowly~e started
towar4
the .hQuse, behbld thesyringas, here where the" bylas b«ame
,

.

....

......~

•.....

.

..

,'

1,

,

walking

very IOlld' again, mdthe starsseemtdto 'be. pticking outwbat
couldn't be said, or mould ne\Ter be ,said betWeen.thdn~ Not

. e\Ten in declaration of foveor loyalty. Certainly not. But batm
guilt either, he thought fol1o~g her. \
Suddenly he felt he had -to know ~hat'sbe'knew abOuthilJl'
and Antoinette. As a basis •• ~ to understmd whatsbewanted
him to understand,iinspite of it, orbedluse of it.·'I :don't
know:' he said .su«inct1y. "It makes a difference. 'It makes a
differencewb:ere we stand, on which side ,of ·it. 'Each. on aside
or. • • ." He stopped confusedly•. but made himself c.o~tinue
then: "Where we stood even before it happe~ed.and when it
happening, andt\lenwhen she died~ :when me. was dead:'
Huvoice came, to a sudden~op thei:ebetW~enthedark

was
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·bedges,.With aU the stars ovCf them like cold, aitical witnesses.
He had said the words to her back, to her ~oU1ders ~l1aps .
held stiff now. I've .gone so far, he thought. I have said "she,"
when "!he" is dead. 1 haye stumbled dUlt close through the
darkness. Theiewas still a little further .to go. A very little .mr- .
".
' .
ther and she must be tetriblyanxious to help me, but what can
she do? It isn't fair to her. Beqluse she's helpless, too, more .
helple. than 1.
because rye made.her.so,.and because ~e
_

.

'

.

-

:

am,

f

.~

i

'

never did anything amiss herself, she merely wa~ted. and tried
to keep her dignit;y. And my dignity, too, she tried to keep that
intae:t, too.
They had reached the front door, but neither of them took
out a key to open it. They looked back at the· dark and sleeping
town, and listened, with grclve attention to. a cat'sca11in.g and
a little after that to nothing but the hylas' throbbfugly .lou~
If I mentioned her name now, ,perhaps, he thought.. If· I
merely said, .f'Antoinette~"Cettainly not Mrs. Collins. If 1.
could lIlerely~eafaeta·fact, a statement, a name. So that it·
could stand there apart in the night,~d we 'couldboth look
~ at it, SOOn obJectively. Soon look at it as if it were a carved
stone,. and read ·the name on it together, and then later put
ftowersat its foot, to walk away together then, and. resume gar..
dening, and cooking, and reading to each other and caJ}ing
r
each other's name easily.
"Dot," he said then, ".but I can't. I can't put her name in
my mouth, and sound it; no more Ithan I could have cal1ed~m
anything but Mr~ Collins this morning. Do you understand?tt
She looked at him then and shook her head fondly. She
reached for his hand then and put her key in it. "Open the
door, darling,'~ she said. "Go on, John, open our door:'

1·
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FS~l::;t~i~::~i~~i;~

ceetions. '~di riri' .hiS.· way learne4the'b~ine- of CQnt,rollin~
the line, of han.d1ing it like a whip, of 'curbing\it llke.a river, .
of tightening' it with substance whilesubservingittotbe.mat..
ter and movemeni.Qfthewho}e J.>Oeni••• unpr;lcticedpoets. frequentlY att~mptfreeverse beca~theyimaginetheycanmate
oceans outof puddles that way.Butwhenthegt1$llisovertbere~
isn'tenough.moisture left .tQ~ov~ themu~theydisturb..Most'""
practiced poets:usualIyavoid free •. vet:Se~together .because. like \
its strict .opposit~, the sOnnet; it bas bardly .~urvivedthefew·
s~ongvoiceswIiicb.once' Captureet and,~tYlized.jt.Seein.g$()·
lIWly bodies. blunbling.into. the .same unifutms, .they are apt ,to·
reiDarkWithYe~ts,fCThere'smoreenterpme inwaIkinSnaked.u
These four 'circus poen:1shy Mr•• Husb~date tare examples
'
,.,.
.
of'the attempt to dOminate the' formwithoutevasi()l1;!akeany
of the lines and test ·them, not,by asking bow memorable they
are, but by saying whether they quI hedeleted'or~r9\en
. or tacked on to·other lines' or' their syntax. chcmged .withoutcausing a.lap~ in rhythm,. a fracmr,e in·the meaning ora lessening of chamatic tension' in the poem -wheretheyapp.eai.And
since~ere<is aninevitableth~lJlaticrelati()oship' betw~~nth~
poems, ~y further whether anymodificatio.n o~ l,inewouldnot
.

.

" ) ' "

'.'

" .

.

.•

.

up
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lines

.~ge the continuity of the whole group. It isn't that the
and the images~t be c.riticized, but that they, ate there
order' and pattern which each poem itself and all four ~ms
tota1$tl'Ueture have made it almost impossible to argue
'With. By the effect of such discipline Mr., Husband has shown
himself capable of maintaini!tg the difficult freedom of free
v~as a personal form.-ER.
.

man :

.a:

FOUR POEMS FROM

The Silver Circus

THE BR.OKEN CAROUSEL
Above the brf;>ken carousel the moon, a public eye,
Rourid as a .Roman chariot wheel, signals the summer·/
night.
Trances the world in a wide net of dream;
SPellbin~ contributes legend to illusion.
The painted stallions freeze in postured leap.
The quartered lion dreams a distant sun.
Banshee, the purple spotted down, in a white tent of
nightshirt
Spreads in the comic postures of sleep,
"
Fumbles for the treasure of a' snore,
Misses. and with slow perspication tries again.
The tight-rope walker called LaStrobe
Grudging insomnia poises a cigarette,
Balances the ring of darkness in his- tent
Between two points of time.
Grown wise by measurements of space he knows
The plunge of broken stars,
The slipping mOOD.
He hears the broken carousel
Fall screaming into space.
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SlGNATl111E

Under. 'a fold ofgauzethefortuneteller~globe
Is shaped withdlanginglight.,The~tablemQVe5.
" Three voices whisper, from three quarters of theroolll~
Echo and answer. colorinithe violet dark. r '
"
Lily witli~iledhands sleeps in a tna$k of silence.
TJJ,e wind riffles 'incan~as.
.
Where the 1'afIlestands end~'Where only _'
The lovers and losers wettt,intothe unIitgrass,
The green wave sIlifts its tide, prepaTes ,f.(jD1ove,
Untile~en the.tlephant'$ T.eachirig trunk . l
Seeb upward through the tnoUn~ggr~ ,
And the moonlight filtersthroughsbape$of dream
,
Down. to the hauntedt:ave'where the clown counts purple
lions
.
And Lily the clairVoyclnt pretends to sleep•.',
,

.

LA S:rROBE
c

.

'In time to come they will\talk of it inallth:e townS,
They will 3Cly. ~'Of themall~ .this was' the best:'
.
LaStrobe the tight-toPe walker went on wheels of fire
In the high.Iight above the tent.
'
The $potlights silvered him
And gave him wings•
.E~en the elephants were silent,
And .the lion, fastened silver in his chromium cage,
Watched with ~ mo~e1ess stare and waited too,
His own act done, for this to end.

And end it did•.
But who would ever guess?
Who could have thought finale fine as this?
The evening·s last show, this; LaStrobe~
LaSttobe the tight-rope walker on his wheels of fire
Walking between the stars and the single white
Upturned crowd-face anchbred there below.
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. .He crossed, and tun\ep. and crossed again,
Bnghtening the lights until he turned all gold;
Twice crossed, to shOW it could be done, and then,
Midcoui:se,
'At even midway point,
-Aerial equator found,
He, LaStrobe, the greatest of them all,
This man LaStrobe looked down -at~em.
. 'Burnin$' like God so near the stars;
The.n-hestepped.out and fell.

,

Or did not fall, but floated.
Buoyed by the lights that brought ~ down.
And all around him onth~ way the air
.Bumedsijverly and shone with sparks ofgold.
But thelli'asthough that were notall~ or not enough.
To tnake the greateStact, to be, the tnan LaStrobe.
Above aU tpen the highest walker,
Falling he sang. and the thread of song
Shuttled like astral knitting needles
Drawing together in silver loops o~ sound
The frozen tiger burning with ~iseyes.
Lily the fortune teller tumi~g a crystal ball
Like an old treasure between soiled'palms.
The putplespotted clown.
Even the great blinked eye the crowd made.

f'

\

.

The song had end. and where it ended
, Light pooled and died. .
The crowd whispered the night to s.llence;
Asleep along his father's ann the chilc;l
Spoke strange words printed: in a dream,
Reached fingers out of sleep to touch the world,
And then was still.
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Thewatcherswentto naxrow houses~ed by' night.
The t~esstigerwiShingtoward the jung'esteppedon
. velvet to the ban
. , And Sentone roar forold.~e's.sake;and slept.
And all thingsslepL
'.
The walkingskeleton layangledina.&-eam,
· Madame :Farac1ay~ four hundrtd pounds on little feet,
The·R.ubber Boy;elastic atthe ears,
. Andallof them., asdutifuhnemento to LaStrobe,
Said Now I 'Lay Me Down,
And slept.
Except the red..lipped lio.n?silver~spikedJ,secure,
Golddaws.tightagainsttht Boor, ..
Largeeye'lloldiDgin auet!
Two ends ofspaceanddme
... :
Did not:sleep,:~dWOUld not sleep,
And had no need ofsleep.

.

,',

,

A FIELD' OF TR.ILLIUM
,

--:;

"'

:

· The vendors in red capSf;ried tartsandheatts.
In the ~rtheststal1, '.
Theone this side ~he artificialwaterlall,
A womanin a blu~e beret would sellWould give to wh6mshecaI1ec;lu~erightU
On penny po~~ds pieces-of the wprld.
, Hold them, so, the ~guresm.oved;
· You heard the pitch of voices
And the whine o~ wheels•.

)

j
1

.~

"

My father in a chaise foretold 'With dignity
Long drought,~owars,·~ fall
. . More steep than waterfalls,
Arld
circuses to come.
1(,

(

,
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But mypunuit among the tents w~singular.
And after Apex swallowedfire and Noattadamus
Drew ~ penguin from his hat:
When Savonarola left of shouting from his box
In seven tongues1 found where trillium grew in the night.
Afield offalIenstars,
And knew the p1ace was right,and waited there
Until )'oucame.

Your face bloomed toward. me tender on its stalk.
You bid your petal bands in mine
As though all ptomiseswere kept.
Or one at least. .

Wewalkedamongthe flowers and past the tents
Until we saw LaStrobe the tight-rope walker
Balancing in heaven like a cliinbing $tar.
Who waved to us uthough he sa." us;
As if to say that being the highest walker of them all he
knew
-The teeret heart of secrets,
And ouroWD. We saw him fall.

We lay among the flowers like stars
And thought them into stars
·Ina longdteam until the morning came.
My father came. burning. laughing. in his chaise.
"Tonight'· we said. and single-voiced. "Tonight
Andafter that all nights there are
Until time has an end."
We pulled a bloaom. tril~um or asphodel.
To sanctify the sign. and going
I saw the tents all closed in t1eep.
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D~ywentasacbnd'$orlover'$dre~,

With children chari.gingnames.
'A'talllVallof building fell and smoked, ,
Letting us see as if a secondeye-1idlifted
Aboy posing,aviolin, a He1end.j.cingcarrouin a sink,
Two gladiators.roaring toe to toe,
And tables set for

tea.

Evening was purple ~droyal,Apolloniddy ,
Ala prime king coming for his bed.
Then cametbe stars, and meet lamps in the towns.
The roads were strange with dark, but lcani~ to tbetents,
I saw the canvas in dead petmants oltold sticks,
Lily the,fortune-.teller's gaped mouth trapped in sleep,
The lion turned to shadOw in his cage.
.

Beyond the tents, in the field wheretrillium grew,
I picked my fears like flowers, walking and waiJing;
"All nights there art until time J1as an end," I ~d;
And wondered tliat the words should roar so in my ears.
You did not come; or do I know-you did not come?
For who knew what he knew, unless LaStrobe,
LaStrobe and the spiked lion in his cage?
Turning to go, cbilded by grief again, ,
I called my father's name, and only then I
The wall of trees,like a green wave inward falling.on me, ,
The grass grown taller than the tents, ,
And the flowers turning, b~g,inmy han~.·', '. •

saw

THE SILVER.

SPI~E

The last time, I was old as locusts,
An old man rolling a stOne.. .
Nobody call~ mynante as if it were music.
Nobody called my name at all.
The tents were gone.
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on

I stumbled a stake-pqst.moldering,
And I found a
ofwire, t'Usted,
That broke like old egg-sheU when I lifted it.

con

The figures were shad,ed with memo~:
I
.
LaStrobe the high walker like;l splinter of8~eburning
'
onawue,
.
The fortune teller with her bands like muddied claws,
The bigtent Baring with eyes and animals
Whirling in buminghoops,
The air living and lifting with the unfinished voices of
girls,
And the boys' voices positive as lassoes between the tents.

.

l

In the center. upright, druidical,
Polished by sun, rain-smooth,
I came to the silver spilte
In a circle of grass. smooth as tude
There was the shadow of the lion there,
-The spaces where the tents had been,
Thesi~ paling as memory pales a dream,
Until it seemed a story we might have read
In a book lettered in gold, with a red cover,
That we forgot together.
Only two things stayed:
The silverspike and the field of trillium;
And except fur the spike the 80wers
Might have been any field of80wers.
I remember Lily over the smoking globe:
"What do you think of that now, eh? .
\Vhat do you make of that?"
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MR. POWIE

.

i

TUNES TO CONCERT PIT'CH
.

\

put it the day 1 fretted that my_piano was
in no condition for th¢..great ~oniIlVladov, ~'Y()u.needJookno
further, no~ when YOl~)can·haveMr. Powie. Why.he's.J.he-deanof
piano tuners o~ the w()rld."
.A phone call to Mr. Powie-founc:).·himnotatall ~ger•. He
was busy .revising ~e )fourthedition. of his Perfecting .the.Piq,no
Tuners ATt, the book M;r. oSpencer-hadsaid was the ,accepted
textbOok in many schools. Besides, hewa.~ sc~~~led ,to speak..
at .the New York convention of piano manufacturers, and as
secretary of the .National Society of .Piano Technicians, he must
get last month's ~inutes in order.
Mention of Vladov's name br09ght 'm~ a ten thirty appointment the day of the concert, but Mr. Powie kept agl,'eeing· to

4S MR. S· PEN C E R

-

-

......:

'.

'-'

~

467
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come to West End Avenue when 1 insisted Central Park west
was my address, a confusion. that had me worried when he was
over an hour late.
By one thirty-five when 1 was looking out through the cold' .
March rain for someone hustling along with a tool kit, 1 heard
a vague preMUre on my ben, an.d opened toadrenChed little
man c()ncetned, n()t with his lateness, but with a bag dissolving .
in ni$band to ovenipe tangerines. "Only thirty-nine a dozen,"
he said, "at the park entrance. Now if you~l1 kindly slip them
into .:t dry bag, and give them space in youricellox, we'll be in
a position~to proceed.'"
,
With Mr. Powie looking like some little warbler from the
park who had hopped t() my door sill, head tacked for a ~b
or a dry resting place, I found myself lending him exCUse$ for
his lateness. "I was afraid you ha4 confmed Central Park West
with West End Avenue:'
"Oh n9," he Qid happily. "You can put your mind at rest."
"Perhaps the rain. then:'
Not bothering to answer he started to remove ear muffs that
made me think of the first pussy wiliows. The Ilcadpiece caught
in his downy white hair u~til it had the willy-nilly look ofa
music master's. "A piano technician must be singularly careful
.of his hearing,'~' he said, tapping ears red as robins•.
When he set down his litde black bag~ day-like dust from
rotting leather smudged my apple green rug. He slipped into an
artist.'s smock that gave him ~uch a treasured lOtJk that I felt I
must help him remove the lid of my staid English upright to .
the rows c;>f grinning hammers, the bewilderment of wires and
felts.
4
c Those .hammers have been scqrched," he said. "You should
never let anyone scorch your hammers:'
Hjs tendeJ; regard for the instrument was expressed in fingers
that touched the scar· tissue lightly as snow Oakes. III coax them
to bend by warming this i~strument just a, triOe and applying,
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the gentlest o£ pressure'" hesald, coming up 'With a curling iron,
'
" '
its end slightly ~ttened.
From,here on ;out I, wu to leali~that,Mr.'PowieJ1ey~,used
atnaDufactured:,tool when a home made ingenuIty would do.
Comme~tingthat at least he found no live Diice,loYel~tterS, ,
collar buttons.' or baby shoes itlthe mechanism. only --dust
dUst. the indignity of ·dust" he ,slapped the piano's',flanks reas-' ,
suringly. delved for what look~Jike_a corset ,stay•. mapping it .
in the mesh that holds bargain o~ges"andangled for the dust ,
~d the sttings.
, I,
,,- ,
uNothing likecorsct stays for thi$. purpose"" he.~d ...After I
lost my wife Some yean ago. 'I had to Iesort. toftnding my stays
on the street, when thq- ,dropped-out,of ladies'-COI.'SCts. Ist~·
izethem of course. You might save me your$tay$ifyou will!""
r
When-I apoloped for w~g 9nlytwo-way~stretehes,he
Shook his head over these niodernencroaclunents.
!Tuning couldn'tget under way~ not.with the kitchen faucet
throwmg, him off by, hitting a certai:nD,_ and objec.t.s ,in ·the
room vibrating totbestringsuntill fe1tlikean. .indecent
housekeePCIwho had cluttered theplace~~,n()ise.He resigned
himself to pigeons cooing on theledge, eventt'yingfortheirpiteh
on the keyboard. He pI:ayed.afewnoteSof the Jl,hapsoay'in-Bl.ue ,
that he said an ul1ide~tified;b~rdhadchirped in.thePoconos.
His head was- occupationally ,inclined tobird.effect,as ifsoUJ).d·

.

f.

.-

. impu1seswere succulent littIewohnsstiningin·t1~e$Oil.H1s
pale' eyes looked ,past mere objects to the'ver,ysource of sound.
As soon as he worke<l; up to'the'actual,~ng,he,becaDie ten·
sileas the piano wires he, said were $~etchedatonebundtedand
fifty pounds pun' api~e. A devotee at his feet, handing'11ptools
to him. I felt something ofthe'~reli$iousfervorofhis-d:edicated
life. The way ,a man assured in his medium talksof-Ilis-first
groping'S, he told of his 'prodigy days whenasathl'ee..year-old ,
, aboard ship be was drawn liya donkey-engine,. its cYlinders-at an
angle working on the '~me c:ratJkpini \of the ,plumbing instt'Uc-

"
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tor at tl,'ade school who divined that bi~wasataIent.for,delicate --"
mechanical work; bi$ cello playing on an Albany night boat, his
activating of ~n$at University Place.
'
StiUtQlling when my hus~d came hom~to dinnerj Mr.
Powie looked Jeady''to return to a whiff of steam thathadttembled into human form. for an instant, unless we invited him to '
share the rOast lamb whose impatient grease' my newlY$lepped~
up heanng could detect as Corliss removed the pan from the
oven.
,'''Perhaps 1 should tell you if you don't already know:'· he
said, as on~ speaks of oneself as a celebrity. "I'm a vegetarian.
The foreword of my book relates how I helped edit my' uncle's
vegetarian cook book. At ,seven, I elimin~tedmeat, fish and
fowl from my diet, and later milk and all other dairy products:'
His skin indeed had the petal-in-the-light' translucence of
abs,tainer, as he. leaned forward. to whisper that at least· he was
safe from uthe revenge of the beasts."
.,
After a dinner in which he even refused potatoes roasted in
the' juices of the unfonunate lamb, he went back to his tuning
with an .energy based on greens, his downy mustache moving to
the swift beat counts as if they were tickling him. Even though 1
left him well alone, Mr. Powie was still counting' beats when
the first guests arrived. He had only just clamped on the lid - r
when Vladov appeared, looking like a piano-mechanic himself,
, his hair unruly, but worker style, not the sea anemone tendrils
of the t u n e r . '
.
Naturally, I invited Mr. Powie to stay" since he said, "the one
re~ for, my work is to hear someone play the piano I've

an

~.

..'

tuned~tt

.

The little tuner· took a modest seat more than twice removed
from the piano whose beats he had counted. Vladov was little,
too, but with stevedore strength doubtless needed more for piano
playing than for the delicate an of tuning, if Josef ,Hofinann's
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statement is correct that an -evening concet6zingis .equivaient .
to shoveling.ten lOns of coal.
.
.As Vladovopened wi~ aBachUtoccataandfugue'/'"bistQnes .
like a strlngofpetfecdy matched pearls; I nodded across to' 'the
little piano tuner whose paleqre$were watering with,fruition
at -my admowledgrilent tha,.tthettl!1ercre,atesthetooe,.' .
_
/"\" Wdthoutwaitingfor .the"fullmeasuieof hiS~ppla-p$e,Vlad()v,'
.. s~edinto BraIlln~~.Ballade.inG Minor.. Mr.Powic:wmced
at Vladov's brutality to .~·sensitive,~echanism.when.,theatt1st
/snapped the pedal t9 showy hatD,lonics. AsJilY <body UJ;gedfor~ ,
ward'as if-to help him reach hiS~Cimax' Vladovcamedownon- .
but it co.11!dn't be,j I m~t have .'ne ',t~JilPO.bI..i l1 deaf.
.••. he.•.~. c:
. down on the keys to a bIg mufti merit, munds· something like a
.throttled death struggle,. motions in feltysllence.
Vladov strove mightily ~t the 'piano, both·fratne$ ~kjng
.
.
. to their fo~gatjons. If the pedalhad ram~g~.·to.acacofhony
of 'strings, doubtless Vlado\l could.have risen to thunderous im..
provisations, but he was humbled before;$ilence. Not SO Mr..
Powie.He sprang to the forefront; 'snappingopenhis black bag'
to a cloud of l~thei- dust that-clearedaWaY to his t~ne<onjuring.
equipment. .,
"
.
,
Hastily playing emc~,·I.introdu~ him ~. the dean of piano
tuners of the world, author of Perfecting'the Piano Tuner'$ ATt,
now going into itsfoutth edition. /,
Buttoning himself into hu,smock,,he caJiedon Vladov to help
him remove the lid as the audiencesuafuedthisway andtbat
for. a better look at depths laid b~re before ~eir ~y~. .
ccHmm,i, said Mr. Powie, beilding- ov~theailing' instrument
and again uHmm:" He fingered a 10n$bar.of felt as delicately
as if it were a fracture~ bone. uThispiano bas:a rarity:' he said"
a silencer Pedal for noiseless practice. The muBlebarbas been
jolted out of position, and as a further complication" the dowel
pin has snapped under the strain,. throwing the pedal "dowel

f~

CC
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against ~eltriDgSr AU of which 'would require a delicate
opera~qn~

Before .he wu·made a .tool.. passer. Vladov retreated to the
back.· of the, room, and elaborately looking at his. watch rememberedan,imperatil'e engagement. His going was not much
Iloticed~

. lJithe grip. of Mr~ Powie~s show,. the guests were giving them. sell't5 over, to the primitive concemof taIdngthings apart and
putting them together, a concern he lifted to a religion. He was
an atavistic priest, half man, half bird, hopping back and fonh
~ODl black bag to-hammers and felts.
GUests·~ le;lving their seats to crowd around him, as he
came .up with an-egg beater drill in which he inserted a bit.
"Umbrella rib:' he said, IIno finer steel, DO more delicate drill,
and the streets ar~ full of them after a storm}' '\
The ~ priest:. of the felt$.and strings held the pedal dowel
between his kn~, and drilled a hole ,vith the precision of a
woodpecker. Reaching in his smoclt pocket he brought -·out a
bit of wood. "Lollipop stid/' he fufonnedhis rapt audience.
·'Nothing like it, hard birch, just .the right size to replace: a .
broken pin. Of course, theyre difficult to obtain now that
youngsters are uSing those cardboard safety sticks."
Mr. Powie .was sucking his audien:ce deeper and deeper into .
the $how, letting them confide suCh troubles as crazed lacquers,
burned ivories, mushy tones, ·rumbling soundboards. ·He~t1. tuned strings just toiune ~em again, pressing· the tuning fork
against a neophyte's traps until he was initiated'into the ri~uaI
of the tuIliIlg fOrk, the .mysteries .of the beat, from flutterings'
to the calm steady tone of a not~ in tune. He activated the- hearing of those preSsing about him, sOunding the A of a passing
" .. siren, the· dominant. seventh chord of a great jOCean liner, the
inverted B Chord of a tug whistle. He play~ his bird calls fo:1.'
them, his wren at perfect A440 pitch, his rhapsody-in..blue bird
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\.

while the, othersbiedto
whistle bitdqillsthevhadnever~q.
lUte
.
.::::J
I
,heard.: . .
'.
.
'I
A$. a final initiation into the mystic rites ofpianotuning.1dr.
Powie riftled ,through. adttoma~e ,sca1e... ··I'm- ~et ·the:'ttuth)'"
, he!aid."Thissca1~brings outthe-~th of eachtQne." .• .
Then.his fingers 'gently led.the group around biminto'a~. togethers~g~. nothing. ~olent or pedal destroYi.ng,b~tThe~
Lit.t.1e Brown Church in theD~e.,woridngupto··%ere'sahole
in ·the bottom of' the sea," whithgave 'the '~s;licbanceto _
intonelCT.here"s a hole.there'sahole.,there'sahOlein the
bottom of tile 'sea:' ;:
Guests were in$U~ a clamor over Mr. powie's t:arc1s that he, '
, ran .out of thein,. and had to wrltems .• teleph()nenwn1)ero~
.scraps of paper. OtherswaIltedtoknOW 'wherethey,c0ttld'findc
his book. Jequested .autOgraphsin advance,. madeiappoinunents
on the spot for his tuning services. ,
.
.. ,.,
Just the same,t wondered whether I'd better have some other
tuner che& the mec1la.usm. someone ~ho had'neV,er pIayedthe
, cello. listened to bird calls or activated clogged 'drains, maybe
'someone who had never Wri~ten a textbqok on the su1>ject,Dut .
all the while this disturbing beat count. ~going oriiri my
brain, I was moving' at:nong "n,ty guests, 'l'elDmding. them, i'I
sUnply swearlly' Mr. Powie," never letting them forget that it
was I who had brought,thetn 'mcontaet withthed~of piano ",
tuners of the world~
.' '.
'
,.
:)
.'

. .

'.

..1

....

· ••.•...•.••..... '
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RORY O'MOORE
0 Rory O'Moore. 0 Rory, 0 Rory, 0 Rory
no more. For the robed and spreckIed Ran-Dans knoll the bell
-the bell sure a pullin' by Belfast knotted rope and old chanticleer a crowin! like a beardless shaven pope atop old Blarney.
And all is still in the cold clear misty void, boys, and all is primed
for the ritualed rogues ad Deum quae laebloodytificat juventuteID: meam. Quia tu es BelfastJknitted knotted rope is throWn o"er
Spanish sunken oaken beam and leathered down to double
wrinkled noose for dear old R9ry e'er the blackened sun sinks
deep in Sligo Bay. Tears fall no more from red-eyed men of
County Wexford, as Rory eyes the hole in Blamefs roof. And
all and all around chant mongers of a garbled, pitted and excreted way. Old Rory overlooks with pity as though hanging
from a Celtic cross with ring in nose.
ORO RY" 0 R 0 R Y..

474
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~,' A .~o~ onem greater 'andfar .,ta11erthttD.. the•. Jesteafi'Je

downdte .steplesss~irsinmaIinerso1l1ajestic ;th~ttheT~be
stayed still, as though to. spite Atlantic's westemwind~ORory
faltersnot,boys, beforetbeaugustgaze()f twopaleUlOQn~:a-,
. a~mperin' in:tlie 'quiet of dawn.Sureal1d.dawnisth~tiJnemen
~Ue,boys,andsuredawis thetimetllendie. Roly eyed the
Great 'One and the 'Great ,One. eyed him' back and
they were
. . \.
. One. Soon they both would go,first'Roryan~·theIl :the,Great
One but thetstillwere One Utiitea.byabqnd~Thered$3.ck
lYaSa-Iyin' 'a1(a~mpledon thefloorforRory tc>step into
and sleep for evermore~TimestoodstiU and the 'Leprtchauns
shod wom-outshoeS and the littIefolk- danced oyer An~ts -'
rocky fi~lds'Clnd the moon and thes~sspedfar" far· away.
o Roly knew the dajYll was'breaking &St" bOys,for,the'grey
and blackened sight hadta'enon hue. The red sack turnetLa deepened scarl~t, 'but the Ran-Dans rltualed robeS:rema~ned
their cold-grey true. Frotp out of. the ~tcame ~elIlotning
mist with a cold, cold clammy wet with droplets dripping. ,olf
the scaffold beam and down old Aory·s neck. And all, and all,
anda11 the world knew that the end~ dralving nigh.
o soon ~e end will come, boys, as Rory steps htSidethegaudy
sack. 0 Ite Missa..est, boys,· for, Rory'scoming~back. They pun
the sack about his neck and lead him to the door. The 11lanbole
cover lifted and the sewer is exposed from Blarney's 1:'oofto
rotten floor. The Belfast knitted knotted. rope is placed. o'er
Rory's head and with a prayer on .lips the ritualedrogues
cower before the bumingglarethat comes from out the dead.
The Great One weeps o'er Roryand reaches in the scarlet'sack
to leave a ,~eny~ peaty sod of ould,ot4dEire.
They pushed old Rory ,down Blarney's drain and down he.
sped through floor and floor and floor. And then he stOppednot sudden but quite gentle-like~ like the quiet summer breezes
cross the morning 111001'. Old Rory swungtlirough Blarney's
open window, boys, and sackofsearlet red bad. now turned
green. 0 Rory,. 0 Rory, 0 Rory nO,more. C
.

"
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Stanley Edgar H"""an .
.

. JAMES GOULD CO~ZENS
AND THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE

LAS T FA L L james Gould Cozzens published

ir

?

his' eleventh novel in twenty-four years, Guard
of Honor~ and this spring be was awarded the
t"'''''
t
Pulitzer Prize for it•. Only forty-five, he has been
publishing steadily for two. thirds of hb life,
. :
since. as a boy of fifteen in the Kent School he
sold his first article to the Atlantic. Three of his books have
been BoOk~f·the.Uontb·Clubselections, and' all his later novels
have sold. substantially, and been extremely wen reviewed.
Nevertheless, Cozzens has received almost no critical attention;
so far as I know no study of his work has ever been printed, an~
with the possible exception. of Willi~m March he is easily the
most obscure of the dozen important novelists now wrirlngin
America. All of his work but the last few books· seems to be
generallJ unknown, and the New York Times Book Review, in
announcing Guard of Honor, echoed the common opinion by
noting that he "writes well,if seldom,'~ surely an <Xid description
of a writer who has produced more than twice' as many novels
as Ernest Hemingway and only one or two fewer than William
Faulkner, although younger than either. Before we can'seek
some explanation for his peculiar status, a glance at the novels
themselves would seem to be in OJ;dei.
.
Cozzens' first novel, Confusion, was written duringJlis fr~·
man year at Harvard and was published in 1924, when·he was
a sophomore•.It is the story of cerise d'Atree, beautiful and
talented child of the French nobility•.and ,her glamorous life ..
•

L'
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in Europe and ·America until 'er d~th in ,an automobile a~
cident in her late teens. Although the boo~ uses Cozzens' experience to th.e ext~t of sending Cerise to a female eqUivalent
of the Kent school, mQSt of it .is the ,exotic wish-fulfillment of.
a schoolboy, full of affected clap-u:ap and piano notes ··solitary
and silver, like peb~lescast into a pool-bottomed void~"_On the
whole it was well-titled. CozzenS' $eCOnd novel, Michael Scarlett:
.
a History;, published in 1925 after he had left Harvard to write, ,
is an equally precious, although rather'less earnest. ,historical .
novel of .Elizabe~anEngland.· Micb.ae1is' a, ,you~g ,Earl, ,and
~ight, 6f the Garter who becomes an intimate of bsex.attd
Southatnpton and a<J>att~Jl to Jonson, ~arlowe, Nashe,Greene,
Drayton, Donne; and Shclkespeate. 'He' isgeneIa,Uy;in theth~ck
of ev~ry.thingfrom Donne'scon:versioJ1.to~e defeat of die At:.
mada, he indirectly causes the( dea.thofMarlowe, and he would
~
probably' have Written ShakesPear~s trag¢ies .(sinc~,the char-- '
acter of that name in the ~k ~obvionslycouldne"er have) had '. "~
he not been untimely lopped off (like Cerise) 'inatavernbtawl. :
. The next two ltovels are setinCnba, where Cc>zzen$ spent a
year in the~idtwenties,ttitoringtheclIildrenof.American~n·
girieers,at a ,sugar mill." Click 'Pit,publishedm '1928;~onc~,
another girl hero, Ruth'
Hicks,
whoSe £ather is field engineer for
.
.
asugaftotnpany,and'who,'$ariages, ,through ,ac:ombination of
qualities generally found only in the heroes ()fcomicbooks, to
solve •the DlysteiyDf who trled to burn ,iliecane and kill her
. fathe~, to put everything to Tigh~,and to get anan~qu~.sa~~ ,
phire necklace from thesportstnanlikeold villain she has bested
inoneotthe cotni~sfscenes neverfillDed.The Son ofPtrdition,
pUblished In 1929, liS Cozzens' firstrelauvelytna,ture novel, the
story ofa series of tragic andlDelodraDlatic incidents precipit , , " , ' ,.,.,
'",'
" ,
, ' ",
,"
. "
'.
tated in a small J~uban sugar town by a Boston: bUID,_Oliver
;Findley,-who is 'plausiblybelieved to be the Devil bya number, '
of the inhabitants. Althopglithestuff of tragedy, indudirlgsnch
. ciaSSlcelelDents as incest and fiUcieJe,.comes out of the hopper ,
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as mote than batbos~ the noverscentraloPPositioll\of human"
values. industrial values vividly realized, and for the first
tiineCo~ensdisplaY$ an. inmginative grasp of characters not
thinly disguised. projections of himself•
.&.. s. San Ped".o~ Cozzens' fifth novel, was the~st· to .attract
:wide attention. It won the Scribners Magazin~$5,oooshort
novelconteat and W3$ published in that magazine. In "1931 it
was published by Harcourt, Brace (his present publisher) and
becam.e a Book.-o£-the-Month Club selection. The book is a tour
4e forte (remarkable in 'a man who had been to.sea: only .a$ a
pusenget) ba$ed on the inexplicable sinking of the· liner Yes~» whic;h Cozzens manages to make explicable by ha\img it
the personal work of the Devil. who comes on the ship disgui$ed
as a rather Germanic Dr. Pm:ival. The book summons up an
authentic horror, but its ending is so pointlC$l, ~Ieiville derived.
and mecbanial~ its theme of man against the machine so abor..
tive, and its charaCters so wooden. as to make it perhapl Coz..
zen,s'leau- satisfactory mature novel. 'Vith The·lAst Ad4m, pub..
lished in 19S5, also a .election of the Book-of-the-Month Club.
Cozzens veered sharply in the opposite direction, and wrote a
cheerful. sprawling novel of the life of an old-fashioned country
doctor, George Bull. in a small Connecticut town. For the first
time Cozzens achieved the rich naturalistic texture of American
life. but the book Jacks essential seriousn~ and its final meIer . ~
drama, with Doctor Bull charged with criminal responsibility
for a typhoid epidemic and ;oriously vindkated. made it obviously right for the 'Vill Rogers movie it soon became.
Cozzens' next short novel. Castaway, published in 1984, is by
all odds his most successful work, and seems to me to be one of
the most impressive books pUblished by an American in our
time. I have discussed it elsewhere (Tomorrow, May 1947) at
some length, and find the book almost impossible to summarize
in a few. sentence$. It is an allegory or fable about everyman
Mr. Leeky. marooned alone for several days ina great depart..

to
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ment·store,. who. pursuesand.bloodilymurd~rsagrossand·'piti~
fulidiotwho finally-tUrDs out to behi~lf. TheboQk's1'aJ1ge
of meaning is vetygreat;and ,its allegory' translatesr~adily into
haif-a-<!ozen frames of reference (centering around a:ritualof
rebirth) , although it may be read solely on the surface fotdte
beautifully written 'horror· story it is. Co~ens' next book, Menand Brethren, '1936, is return to thenaturalistic\techniqu~of
The Last Adam to tell the story of Ernest Cudlipp,an Episcopal
in New York, and to 'explore the problems his somewhat
worldly religion faces in our day, without .ever quite taking a
stand about them. or making'anypoint. This'.lV'aS followed in
1940 by As1c Me Tomorrow, a novel about a young novelist
,named Francis Ellery, who tutors the child 'Of, a we~thywoman
in Europe, and is thus apparently based on the· combined ele- '
ments of Cozzens' own Cuban and European experiences. Francis is self-analytic and introspective almost toth:e point of paralysis, and he manages to make a dull mess of his tutoring; his love
affair, his life in general, and eventually of the book.
Cozzens' tenth novel and third Book-of-the-MonthClubselection, The Just and the Unjust, published in 1942, continued
his survey of the professions. It is the drama of atnurder trial
in a small town very like the one in which Doctor. Bullpractices, and its hero, Abner ~tes, is the young assistant district
attorney sharing in the prosec;ution.· The novel's theme is the
ambiguoUs relationship of "law" to "justice:' counterpointed
against Abner·, private problems: a reluctance to marry his
fiancee and go into local politics that turns out to' be his key
attitude (and-one shared with Francis Ellery)'J a fear of becom·
ing what the Existentialists call engage. In an interview with
Robert Van Gelder in the Times. Book Review,· written when
he' was working on the book, Cozzens explained that it was to
be'called The Summer Soldier, a defense of Tom Paine·s u summer soldiers and sunshine patriots" who only fought when the
weather seemed right, and remarked of the
hero uSo he tries to
,
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bit somewhere between the twoextr~mes andse>. ofcours,e,.
doesn~t lilak~ out very well," but so 'far as J can make out (CoZc%erl$'IIlaY havedtanged bis point in tlte·writing) Abner ma}tes :
out very well indeed, rnanagingto haye hi$ cake and get1a .few .
good bites out of it~ Cozzens' latest novel, Guard of HonorlPub~e(1~1948,is a lengthy. study (more th~ six. ,hundred. Pages, ,
.or 'almost twice as long as any of his previous boob) of 1it~at '
an air force 'basein Florida.fro:mThul'Sda:ytoSaturday~Ser'
ttmbcr" ,~. to 4, 1943 (a relatively crucialpomt in the war)•.
There are two protagonists rather than· o~e;youngcaptaiilNa- -,
thanieI .Hicb, a tnagazineeditorin.ci'vilian'life" and 'Colonel
Norman Rou" an elderly judge" and the book 'represents a tI'i- .
umphofCozz~miliefJ, methqd, with .~t leasttltirty. characters "
intiJDately J.tnown tQ the l'eader, by the tiDle the 'book ends; 'and
, acotnplicated 'way of Ufethotougbly explored•.
Few,
.• ,thingsof
.
.
,itnpon.ancehappen:some incidents involvingdiscritnination
against Negroes on the base and their resistance (:onstitute the t
chiefthtead of plot, and 'the accidental. death of ~ven para., troopers in a deP,lonstration jump comes as the emotioIlClldi- .
max. But the boQk's chief concern is with the interrelated textures of private and public life, with the multivalence of war.
and Cozzens acbie~es something almost like' a collective novel,
a Man!s Hope in a lo~ver k e y . ,
.'
In adtiition to his eleven novels, until a decade ago Cozzens I
wrote a great
short stories for masS circulation ma~ines
.like the Saturday'Evening Po~t and Colliers. Insofar as 'h_e _~
"
never felt they warranted collection in book form. to
ignore .
'
them would seem to be the kindest critical attitude.
What unites these disparate works is a half-dozen themes that·
seem basic to Cozzens' writing. Perhaps the most important of
them is the concept of {learned" morality, the discovery of a
moral principle throug~ suffer~g on its behalf. As early as
Conlusion~ Cozzens has one of the characters say:
ci
.

.

\

. .- .

,"

many
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.CDespiteall ,teacbingthere'Dlust ,c()1Jle~ins~ce

in every

person's lif~when$Uch a~th·isprovedor.dispJ:ovedinsuch .

. away~as to be convincing; Qrit is never honestlybelleved."
.....

-

, ,At the.end of The Son.ofPertlitiQn~·Vidal Monaga, the father- '
. 'who b~~inhisson~byinSisf,ing.onbeing,'turliedovert0the ".
authprities, to ·'justice/l instead, of beitlgreleasedtbtollghthe

machin.ationS -ofbisfr~endtheadministtatorgepera1,~ts :
"the legendofinanand hisdignityantl-£r~~dom"against.the
power of, the spgar'(OXOpany,' and confound.stheina<:blne, ·th,".
'. ,',
..
..
.. ",'-.
,ctliepoor stubbortlPtideofmant' III Thelustandfhe Unjust, •.
WI",

"

'

"

',"

"

,

" , , ' ,

'

,

,

'

"",',','

, even'whehthe law patent!yooltles mconflict withiusti~e,the'
. law ~ust be upheld, J)f~causetheJawis.therePQ~itoryofDlotal
, principle, as Abner diS«;overs' fi~t in 'the ridiculoU$ta5eof the,
Williams' family, which isputs~igbtinega1lrin,alc.ind1Ilo.
mentby' ~,oldfool of\a Justice· of the' Peace., ana:,"~ustbe
, broken"and..re~t by" the districtattonieY'soffic~at,th({costof
djffifuItyandsufferiIlg to everybody. TheSanPe~rosinkswitb
. great loss of life because no one overmles the captain's.authority
even when he is obviously doddering, sincehere'the captain's' ' _
authority iS~e moral prindple,anddrowningis asmallpdce
to pay fur its pr.eservatioll. "
- ,
Cozzens' second. theme,andatatlieJ: tnoreChristian.one-that
~
,
,"
.seems at times to, IUfialmost directly'counter to the Stoicism of'
themt, is thetadiCa!'imperfectabilityof man. This' emerges
sharply in The. Last Adam, which'celebratesad6ct()r~'Who~
lazy~ irresp?nsible,' bigote4,sel£-mdulge:nt,lecherons,atrogartt,
and at most points pretty well uncontaminated by we tlippOcratic ideal. The ~k defends him in the only.-terms ~ssible~
.that he is human, and concludes ~ th'e last paragraph by'tais-'
, ~ ing him to ,a kind of Adamic principle:
,

I

,..'

.'

'

'

,

'

"

"

",'

,

There. was an, immortality about;'him~ she th()ught~ ,heTTegard fixed and critical. Something unkillabl~.Something here

.

,

:

''\ .
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when the first Ulemwalked erect; here now. The last Ulan would
twitch with it when the earth expired. A ~greedyvita)ity,
surely the. very vitality of the world and the flesh, it surv~ved
all blunders and injuries, all attacks and Ulisfonunes, never
quite fed full.
.
Ernest .Cudlipp, the vicar of Men and Brethren, symbolizes the
same thing when
he does his spiritual exercises ina taXicab, on
\
his way from dinner with an actress; when he procures an abortion for one of ~is spiritual charges as the lesser moral evil; when
he defends expediency generalIyagainst the presumptions of
arrogant'perfection. Francis in Ask Me Tomorrow, contrasting
the greasy s!tirt collar of a French doctor with the. man's brQad
sympathy and intelligence, recognizes that they are irrevocably
bound together (the Last Adam, story in miniature). Sometimes, ~ in Colonel Ross's soliloquies in Guard oj Honor, .this
doctrine becomes a. defense of mediocrity'and an acceptance of
imperfection, the need to compromise theory to fit facts; sometimes,as in Abner's realizations in The Just and, the Unjust, it
is compromise with the sinful world, politics and even life as
"the art of the possible" (a phrase quoted repeatedly in Gu~rd ,
Honor). At one extreme, this acceptance of the old Adam
leads to the view of men as simply brutes: Dr. Palacios in The ~
Son of Perdition sees people as "filthy, ignorant animals," and ('
the author comments in Castaway that Mr. Lecky makes a pretty ·
poor animal, with ridiculously -inefficient teeth and claws. At
the other extreme it sees a kind of triumphant Good Life in
being human-:- Abner's future as a county judge, ~either rich nor
famous, i~ explicitly identified as a ':good life"; Doctor Bull's
ideal of food, liquor, women, and a chance to,praetice"medicine
;is stated implicitly as the same thing.
Another theme basic to Cozzens' work is that of powetand
authoritY. Many of his characters play God, and manipulate'
the lives of others with a visible or invisible omnipotence: Vi~
Monaga and Stellow in The Son of Perditionj Henry Harris in.
,

at
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The Last Adam; all the mUitary ~uthorities,natma11y,jnG~ra .
of.Honor. Frequently, like fidaLthisall-powerfulauthority is.a
,parent, and Ab~er Coatesl,ls as much under the sway of 111.S
- paralyZed ·£atheli aSFranc~ Ellery is und.erthe sway Qf'his .ineffectual-mother, and his mother-substitute Mrs.Cunningham~
In many of the books, one parentis dead; the fathet in'Conjusion
and Ask Me TOmo7TOU}; the tDother in- Son of Perditio.n~Men
and Brethreri~ and The Just and the Uni'¥t;bothinMith~l
Scarlett; but the dead parentis apt to have jjustaa.Illuch author.ity·as a living one (E'I1lest Cudlipp, for example, is entirely. doDlinated by his dead mother). A curious recurrent symbOl ,in
seyeral of the.books for the father'~ power~r virility is his ,.~'
of razors, which remains an image of untouchability and mysteiy
to the grown child; and in at leastone case,CockPit~thefather
isfrarikly a superman of surpassing beetuty. In. opposition t9
these God-figures, and perhaps equally,symbols' of the' parent,
there are Devil-figures in a number of the books: Don Miguel
in Cock Pit; Oliver Findley, explicitly, in The Son Of Perdition;
Dr. Percival, almost explicitly, in·S. S. San Pedro; .the idiot in
Casta~ay (perhaps poor ,Mr. Leeky IS a God.figure,and· thenovel represents the dubio~s batde long ago jQ:ined). ,Their
powers differ from these )of the -qoo.figures in that the latter
gain their authority through controlling,men; the:f()n:ner
through controlling Fate (Don Miguel is an exception here,
and he is really ambiguous, half·God, hal~-Devilr. Nevertheless, in all the novels where the two are-oppoSed, the God-figure'
wins, except forS. S. San Pedro, ,which, having only a dying
and ;impotent God-figure in the Captain, ,allows ,the ',Devil ,his
triumph.
A subsidiary then:te here 'is chance and luck, which are very ,
!. important in Cozzens' ~osmoIOgy. Joe- Tupping in The Last·
Adam, paralyzed in a hunting accident, becomes the occasion
for a dissertation on the thousand chances tJtatcould 'm~eQr
break. ~·the perfect pattern of things as, they were"; Francis EIc
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lery is saved from dismissal by a series of coincidences that first
endanger and· then save the life of the boy in his charge, and"
is then ruined in a'more important mattet, his love atfair, by"
a series of coincidences even more tenuous; chance" in Guard
of Honor3 with fine miljtary impartiality, 4iestroys' 'Colonel .
Woodman, saves General Beal, raises Capt;lin Hi~ up, casts ,
him dowrt th~ raises him up again, and leaves cOlonel Mowbray's fate dubious at the end. Frequendy ,this chanc.e or luck.
involves heavy irony: the San Pedro is lost because the one ship
that passes her, an obscure sugar tramp from Cuba" (perhaps
Oliver Findley in another form?) has no' wireless; the Negro
lieutenant Colonel Carricker punches in GlUWtl 01 Honor, precipitating ~ the trouble, turns out to be the base's other air
hero and "hot pilot."
A number of lesser related themes recur throughout Cozzens'
work. One of them is the impulse to self-hurt or self-destruction,
what Freud implied in uthe death-wish:' Oliver FindleY (if he
is not literally the Devil) has it supremely; Abner Coates, act. ing "on impulse, in a mood or state of mind in which instead
of doing what he meant to do, he did what he meant to avoid,
refused what he really wanted," has a mild case of it; Francis
Ellery has it in' an extreme form, the worse for being. unconscious. Many o~ Cozzens' characters show some of the symptoms.
At the same time, in dir~ 0pP9Sition to this, Cozzens is concerned with a kfud of survival-instinct, what Freud sometimes
called "Eros" or uthe life-wish." Doctor :Bull is a survivor still
struggling,' as is Mr. Lecky in the most literal fashion; the old
soldiers in Guard of Honor show the instinct in an attenuated
form, and the defendants in The Just and the Unjust only:~po
radically; the tragedy in The Son 01 Perdition and S. S. San
Pedro is that everyone seemS to have loSt it. Even though this
impulse and these survivors are presented as generally admirable, the concurrent old age seems to affect Cozzens with horror.
He feels the passage of time almost obsessively, a thing sym-
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holized in at least ,two books by a" sweep-secon,dhandtadng
around a wa~ch. Francis' Ellery sees old age ;is, "theauel'louch
of caricature'" and meditates: /
You would be otd"':"like Mr. McKellar, with everytbinggOing,so
that wit began to labor, elegancesgrew grotesqu~for$inister,%est
for life creaked at thejoina:s--;nearly 'a joke. And 'then, 'perhaps, ,
you could hope to grow into an outright jok~, like: the admiral',
at Grindelwald,witfi everyone 'secretly laughing;a~dthen, (far
past a joke, a horror) you might enjoyihe longevity of that ,old
man, what was his name, his mother's acquaintariee...' •
<>
" ' .

.

.....".

~

Abner-coates periodically sees. his father in th~satne tenUs,
"who now' with his dragging face and half-paralyzed body sat
there, ill4escribably old." And simuar bittern~abou.tage
pears in most 'of the novels. By way of resistance to tbis,,'there' .
isa frenzy of physical actionin'the books: flying is represented
in ,Confusion 'and in Guard of' Honor~ the ·fit~tnovei and the
latest; th~ heroes and heroines of the first~ee nov~~Cer.ise,
Mi~el, and Ruth, are furiously addicted to rlding(thebrothel
conversations in' Michael Scartet'~ entirely in the hwlgery ~of
rlding-:-urve rare hackneys' ror you,this' night," ,uI'll l~se you
no'! to ride where the road leads,","Tis a full pasture nor mllch
to choose'" etc.-suggest an amu,sing symbolism in this) and the
rest of the novels have physical action ranging from 'Doe Bull
jumping on rattlesnakes and Virginia driVing eightymlles.an
hour in The Last Adam to 'GeneriLl B¢ and ColonefCarrider
in ,Guard: of Honor·sneaking out to the target range r~lieve
their tension. Ironically, it is fast drlvmg that kills Cerise, a
"hackney" ~t destroys' Michael, and one'of the rattIesitakes
,'manages to' bite th~ ind~tniCtibte doctor in the thumb~' "
Obviously, not many of ,'these themes have the cheery com- '
fort traditionally associated with best-sellers, and the question of
Cozzens' popularity with a mass audientebeco:mes something of
a problem. The factor that comes to tnind fii'st is that although'

aIr

,

....

to'
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Cozzens employs a modem sensibility, his works are not modem novels. They remain apparently unaffected by the revolution in fi~tion that Joyce, Gide, and Kafka inaugurated in
{ , th.~. twentieth .c:entUry, and. Stendabl, Mdvil.le,'an.d Dostoyevsky .
~tidpated in the nineteenth. (Castaway, which is qui~e possi- .
bly influenced, by Kafka, is the one exception here~) Cozzens
professes to despise his contemporaries, and in a statement made
for Kunitz and Raycraft's Twentieth Century Authors in 1942,
claims that with a few unnamed exceptions none of them can
write, and. that his JIlodels remain Shakespeare, Swift, ·Steele,
Gibbon"Jane Austen, and HaZlitt. Hisliteraiy aim, ~e adds, is
Uto recreate or retell," n~t to shape and transform experience.
He thus ranges himself in the realist or naturalist tradition, with
such contemporary writers as Wells, Bennett, and, Galsworthy
'(of whom Virginia Woolf, in feMr. Bennett and Mrs. Bro~,"
her manifesto for the modems, accurately said '(For us those
conventions are ruin, those tools are death:') And yet here he
does not quite fit into any group. His work has an imagination
~d a brilliance far removed from the plodding dullness· of
Mrs. Woolfsbutts, and it is distinguished from-the work of the
American naturalist novelists-the Dreisers, .Farrells,andHalpers-by being written rather than hacked out of the corpse
of language.
,.
One of the ingredients of Cozzens' popularity, and a thing
that may suggest more fruitful comparisons, is his work's reliance on technical knowledge, its heavily researched quality•.
s. s. S4n PedTO displays an· astonishing iknowledge of the mechanical workings' of a. sbip;The Last Adam is ~ot only a repository of medical information (injections are made, not into
. ~ vein in the arm, but into fethe pallid blue line of the median
basilic vein") but even of the technology of a telephone exchange switchboard; The Just and the Unjust is the equivalent
of a good law course; Guard of HonOT is stocked with medical
and 1ega1lore as well as military detail and airplane technology; .
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'and. even Castaway invo~vesan authentic and (Cltefully d~,tailed
as

department store.' Insofar this s~ggestsco~patison with such
careful contemporary' researchers "as ,Sinclair Lewis and. 'Upton
Sinclair, the' fact .that Cozzens produces, a vivid ,and plllsing
,sense of reality, Dot thecaricatur.edorec!itorial~surface,of',
life, removes him from their' c0!Dpany; and ev~nthelttorecac-~
'curate comparison with' the Steinbeck of Grapes of lVratQ.is '
unfair to Cozzens" greater honesty and tough-niinded.ness.Tbe
obvious affinities
of Cozzens'. vast·canvases artdcarefullyre-'
.
.
searched,detail are with Balzac and Zola,and, to ,a lesser extent,
with Dickens. ,His work is realism, not naturaIism,and. if, ite
la~the power and depth that,~ur majorcont~mporarY'Amer~
can novelists, Hemingway and Faulkner,. gain througp.spn..-,
holism,' its realism has com~nsating virtues: ~ta1r times a
ready.comprehensibility, and .on 'occasio~kindofshinuhering
truth. IIi choosing in .most cases to ~ite from research 'rather
than out of direct experience (the Cuban backgropndofCoc~
Pit and Tne, Son of Perditi?n~ the disguised KentSchpol in
Confusion, and much of Ask Me Tomorro7J) and GuardCJf
1!0nor would .seem to be exceptions) Cozzens has cODsciously
chosen the Balzac-Zola tradition. In taking up ()oe'profession
after another; he is apparently 'attempting a socialcbr()llicle'
similar to th,eirs, if on a smaller .scale, a Professional Gomedy
match' Balzac's ·Hu~anComedy.At,}east hecap.hatdlybe
charged with lack of ambition.
.
The fact;that Cozzens focuses, not :onall.of soci~ty, like Bal-,
zac and -Zola, -but on sections of the middle class only. on' the
profeSsions~ is of enormous significance, and is-avery lmportant
, 'fact~r in his popu,larity. It is aJso his least attractive f~atu!~. In
. a sense, Cozzens is the novelist of the ~erican'whitePtotestant '
middle class, the chronicler of~ts doinsandvalues, and his work
represents those values so thorollghlyas tomake~l of his 1:»ooks,
from The, Last Adam on, exerciSes in making peace with ,the
world as. constituted. 'In Twentieth -·Century A.uth~rs,CoZzens'
..
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snappiShly identifiedhitnself as "iUiberaf:'·}:p~opa1ianJand

Republi<;an. (a declaration with something ol the ~elancholy,if
little -oEthe· glamor, of Eliot'$ -"clas$ieist, royalist, and AngloCathollclt).One of the central factors· in his work· ~been· a
snobbery that began by reflecting his own prejudices and.now
5eemS to pander more totbose of Ids rea4~~ InCon/tlSion,it
was· no more than the fastidious realization that everything
outside.the»'Attee chateau ~··filthYI"the peopl~Jtheir
streets, their way of life; and that although the disguStingnou·
~tJuriche AmeriC3IlStried to learn the ~. of o~jectiveper~
sooal pronouns. and which wine to serve with thefish~ obviously
"it could not be done in one geneJation; aristocraCy was a process· of ages." By the time
of his latest book. it has become a.
.
gentleshmng,· or at least a refusing to di.sturb, the .conviction
of the reacting public that a'" Harvard accent·is "supercilioussounding." TIuough the boob between, it iscb1efly reflected, in
the~ock prejudices against anyone not a middle-class white
Protestant· of Anglo-Saxon stock. There are. the "oriental" Se- .
.Diites; the Negroes who have, not hands, but. "black paws"; the
flNew York Jews" and other fo~eignerswho invade Connecticut.
Here ~ a characteristic sPeech by Doctor Bgll:
,

~.

.

.

.

"Look at the mills down at Sansbury and the Polacks!Tiines
was when Sansbury was a white man's town. Look at the R.oman
Catholic convent there, or whatever· they made of. the Jenny
placel What the hell .are these monks and 'priors and novenas
of the Little Flower doing in ~ew England? Same with a 'lot
of these Jew artists, like Lincoln over in the Cob place. Jumping Jesus, what·s he mean by calling himself Lincoln? Early,
American house! Why doesn't he go restore himself a' synagogue
in Jerusalem?" /
.
~

Ernest Cudlipp talks of ubad stock, bad blood," and sees his
Negro maid as umonkey-raced." Abner Coates thinb of a man
as belonging to ·'that particularly piglik~ German type," thinks
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o£all,the~pleinvolved'inthecrimeas '~'f()reigner~/~>and
even. believ¢$ 'thatred-baired_people(thec1assic<paroayofracialism} have special te~peraments.Guard 01 Honor. (herecertainly 'reflectingthea.my accurately) isa'rlot·ofprejudice:.
Captain Hicks thinks Negtonamesate.funnYi,('.lLord, the name~,
theyh~dIU)j Colonel Mowbrayinsist$thatNegroeswil1wretk.
\ any machinery they are given, t~echildten; ,the two'white,
defenders of the Negro cause in the .JJ.oveLspout. ludicrous :and'
patendyfalSe versioDSoft}le incidents and r~pel.,syrnpatl1yby
patroniziug everyoll~ with ,such phrases as "politicalIy,youfre
infantUe";Captain 'WileybeIievesthata Negro /din:J>einte1ligent.if be bas a "10(of whiteblooclin ~m)f;andevenCOlonel
Ross insists onth~ need to appease race prejudice alid opetate
in terms of 'Ia condition, not a theOry.~' Atong'With thesefa&
of prejudice, the, books are studded with "the nasty· words ,
of pr~judice: "J;ligger," .'~ick,~'''wop,)ft'spik,U''jigiboot '
"cifuge'",t "smoke" "brainless blackhastard,'
, n' '''Yi~'', ·'black
"...",
buck," '~'guinearetc.'What .weights these handsome 'ierfilS as
more 'than ,objective reporting ~ 'that the heroes and.sympathetic characters in the books USe them: Anthony sap "Digger,"", ' ~'
Ernest says ."co:m,non little Mick"(of afellowpri~t),Francis ( .._,
says "wop~j ana "spik," a psychiatrist 'in Guar4 01 Honor says
"smoke:' Captain Duchemin says '~ji~boo~'and ·'blatl. buck,'~
GenerallJeal says ·'nigger" and "'wop," 'Mrs. Bealsays ·'dinge."
. A factor much less-risibleoJ1';the5urfac~,butone probably
responsible for Cozzens' ~deappeal evenmor~ than.the books'
pattern of prejudice, is the ~ks' appeal to their readers~sexllal
frustrations and ~tisfactions, what a reviewer in the New
Statesman and Nation recently and accurately -call~ "American
. sex-h~tility." As it is with the middle-class reading pUblic,Sex
is an obsessive factor in Cozzens~ books, but little of' it is what
used to be called "normal'~ or CQutdstillbe called bealthy.The
princi~ ;eff~ the books give is of general resistance to ~dult
heterosexual relations ranging from ..milditihibition toT the
>

..
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most ~trcme revulsion. The young protagonists of the first
three books, Cerise. Michael. and Ruth. arc all deprived o,f'such
rehltions: ~ because she is killed on her way to be manied.
Michael because his one love affair and his one physical affair
both end in betrayal. }luth because sJte s(;OrD.s men. George .
Bull has a lifelong physical affair with JanetCardmaker. which
he Yalues because it isn't "at an an emotional matter" on the
part of either; and Virginia in the same book uloath~.men:'
Ernest Cudlipp has a ",psychological aversion to women:" Francis Ellery. mechaJ,lica11y trying to seduce Miss Robertson, longs_
for ..the ready relief' of abandoning the project, and pictures
his possible success in terms of revulsion:' uthe crude. not-veryex9-tin~ stripping in the bedroom. ~e heavy sweaty mechanical
ex~rcise of the bed"; later he identifies ulove" (much as Hemingway's upper-class characters do in To Have and Have Not)
\Vith nasty deviCes and genito:urinarydisorders; finally he thinks
of all laftairs as progresSing from "the first infatuated ogles and
formal beatings-about-the-bush to the last ridiculous position
and brief pleasure:' Abner Coatesthink$ of a.promiscuous girl
as "despising" the men with Who.Dl she is promiscuous., and de- ,,
cides that "the woman was always to blame fOJ; what happened
to her." In Guard of Honor, Nathanial Hicks pictures lieutenant Edsell talking politics in bed with hisgiT1; Amanda Turck
tells him of her former husband's "revulsion" toward woman
and describes the horrors ~f their ~relations in fairly ~liriical
'detail; then with both their minds thus attractively occupi~d,
they tum, out the lights.
One of the most curious features of these relationships is
how many of them occur under the aegis of death: Doctor Bull
and Janet b~ their affair with janet's father dying in his
room down' the hall. and the doctor on a professional visit;
Abner fin,11y decides to marry Bonny when the murder trial
reaches its climax; NathanialHicks and Amanda T,urckgo to ·
bed together only after they have shat:ed the experience of see-
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. ing seven paratroopers drown; Cerise filially decidesto'.marry,
Blair in Confusion when an aviator she bately knew cra¥tes to
his death; Mr. Lccky,after he has killed the idiot, settles dOwn
to read a pOrnographic novet
Homosexuality is even more obsessive in-the books than this
odd necrophilia. At one extreme, it ~s ,clisuccession of schoolgirl
, crushes-cerise seeing her friend Gloria .asa· "pretty boy from
, Ben Jonson:' and Edith's CI1lsh on Ruth llicb (which takes on
sharper significance at the end when Ruth emerge~'as' the male
symbol, the fighting cock) -and the p'reference of"themenror
,.
boyish gir~Michael Scarlett a'dmjres Lady Ann because she
reminds him of "young ,men in Italian »icturestJand.only .falls.
in love with her when he finds her dressedasa boy; Doctor
Bull'sjanetis manlike, with a nwe voice, and~eis physically
attracted to Virginia because of her ,boyish figure (at .the end,
sheis.kiIled asasymbolic punishment for it....thec'ftes~lessbut.
tocks" and "breasdess chest"that made her attractive makehe:r \
too thin to survive the typhoid ,epidemic) ~ At theotherextrettle~
it'is avast procession of homosexual CUbans;aIchemists.. 'With
dubious leanings, "Frendi fairie$,nEpist~pa~.monks.caught. in
homosexual practicesiLesbian actresses andr~puted'Lesbian
,abortionists
running . through.
the' books.
Thechiefcharaeters
tl
'
. are just on the fringe. of all this: Anthony is asked .wheth~r he
is '~'queer"by a female passenger; Ernest'WCl$beIieved to" he
"unduly interested' in young men"; Aman<la Turck admits i.eSo'
bian leanings and wasmarri'ed toa homosexual; and Abner Coates, in a .very curious sc::ene, is only' able to, understand the
power of sexual .desire by picturlng it in the imagery ofhoJIlQsexualaccostation. . '
,
Sadism is an equally omnipresent motif in the books. In the
early novels it is very violent and very graphically, described.
Michael Scarlett makes the acquaintance of &tnby 'Whipping
her back raw, and ,a whore in the book is dragged naked from
·a cart tailan~'whippea almost to death. Ruth Hicks in Cock

. '.:r

I{

.
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,

"

Pit forces a gun

ntota1~ by havingbim' wbippecLalnt<),$tjn..

sensible. while .

e standsbya.nd jokes.M;r.StellQwmThe Son

oj Perdition
,esam;m talk by having hun burned with
heatedgnn j;)atte 5.;' . n the same book, OSlIlundo'and· hiss~tel'
affair when .he opens h~. scalpwitb.a
"block of wood, and he keeps her love by CODStalttly threatening
to throw· h~ tothebattacudas; their father, Vidal, .ends: dIe
affair when he learns of it by throwing Osmundo the bam- ,
.cudas~ Mr. Lecky shoots off half the idiot~5 face with a $hotgull,
then·saws away at his throat, in one of the blQOdiest,"scenes of
physical horror ever published.. In the later books, the, sadism
is much milder and less ovett (where an early Sieur D'Attee
had a servant w~ippcd to death for spilling. wine on him, and
Ruth Hicks horsewhipped a stable boy. Ernest Cudlipp only
threatens to take a Stick to his Negro maid) but it becomes
much more markedly erotic: Anthony is tempted to ,spank at..

begin

their·inceStUQ

to

r

t

.

ttaetive female passengers on the San Pedro, a man in The Last
Adam is repptcd to use a honewhip on his wife, Francis Ellery
has a. desire to beat Loma in a quarrel and recognizes its erotic
motive ("because her fright or injuries would rearowe tender
feelings i several men in The Just and the Unjust want to
spank an adol~nt girl.
Peripheral sexual manifestations in the books include the
incest in The Son of Perditionl a teacher who debauch-el $Chool
children in The ]ust and the Unjust, a reference to the ptcdUection of old judges for little girls or boys. and even one fascinating case of sodomy with a goat. This happy gamut of sexuality
is naturally accompanied, like the prejudice, by the fitting ~ott
U

)

nasty words, although unlike his younger ri~ Conens does
not use any of the forbidden four-letter Anglo-Saxon words
(except the one given sanction by the King James translation)
but makes do with the three-letter varieties. It is also accompanied by a healthy vulgarity of speech. begun by Doctor' Bu'll
and Janet in The lAst Adam, and flowering in a torrent of ob-
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sc:en~.batlter.·an(t.cIittyj()kes• iri•. the·twd·.~t~stbopks, •. ·T~elU$t

·4nd·Jh~· . . Unius.t.. and..Guard()f .J.Ion()r,.·~'.COzzeos·finds'hiIllSeU•• '
.deaiins)vitlt dubbYan~a111l9st'ex.clusivelyma1e.wci~ti~s.
t he

.fratern.in'Qf]awye",~ndtlu~army.

....

.' . .

BasiclllYi' bowe.ver,wlta~evercontent.of'prejudiceor . •.$eX,.
technical infc?nnation or middle-cIassmoralitythey tnaycon"
tain,Cozz~ns'nQve1sare'novels,.an~~~,iIn.portantqllestion
about them .istheirqua1ity~.workso~fieti()n" InstrUttural
tenns,they tend·to lack 'drama, and ·.eitherto substitute.1Ilelo-, .
- .drama for it (as in Cock Pit ~dtheendof The Last 4dam),
and thus lack essential seriousness; or siinply. tdsprawl, .and
thus lack tension andexcitemen~T~e]ustandtheUnjilst has:
a. naturally dramatic framework, the tt~ itself, bbt it tends to
disintegrate at the end' in a drarnaticallI disappointing verdict
and -a resolution that resolves little. S.S. San Pedro has no.
human conflict-at all. Guard of Honor is a series ofexce1lent
small dramas insufficiently .integrated into a ~ whole. Of
all the books, only Castaway is constructed in'the pattern of the
perfect ritual drama, the traditional development fro~ conOict
through gullt to expiation (what Francis Fergusson calls "pnrpace to passion to PerCeption"') Cozzens is a ~ of the
scenic: he lets a stage that precedes. the action and remains after
it-as in the mow that begins and
The Last A.c¥zm, the
night Bights that begin and end G~d 01 Honor; or he open$
the book with the character engaged in a representative actMr. Lecky retching, PePe Rijo in The Son o/Perdition running; or he sets a tone-an essay on how depressing everything
is in Florence, to begin A.sk Me'·Tomorrow.
Cozzens' work seems to divide into three clearly demarcated
stages: the first four exotic works; the two short novelS, S.S.
San Pedro and Casftlway~ as a transitional stage symbolica1ly
killing off the old machinery and personality; and then the five
mature professional comedies. (The symmetry of this scheme
a spmewhat disturbed by the faCt that The Last A.dam" the

ends
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first. ~k 6f the third period,.was published before Castaw'!J~
but periods in an artist's work are rarely as neat as' we would
have, them, and in any case we may if we wish ~ decid~ arbi..
trarily that from internal·evidence Castaway was probably writ:.
tenearljer.) The first periOd is stylistically the worst, full of
adole~ent 4'poetiC" .writirig. cheap ironic effects, '.high-flown
wordspke "rescission," Utergant," and umacillant/' and pl~in
grammatical error. By the middle period-the two short tr;m.. .
sitional·novels-Cozzens lias developed. his style to a point of
high rhetoric, as effective as .it is scarce .in cont~mporaryfiction.
In S. S. San Pedro~ the rhetorical style is still somewhat self"conscio~s. Here is a typical passage: ~
_ At once, like tJte first man breathed on by God, the 'San Pedro .
was coming alive. From her own boilers the unspeakable brea.th
of superheated steam ,inspired her. Strong as ten thousand horses
it broke out in the steel vitali of the port turbine. With stunning
impact, it ricocheted, ~mashing off the stationary vanes.~t bnpinged like a hundred sledge hammers on the converse rotor .
blades. Now, you might think, the San Pedro contracted its."
mighty muscles and, girded its loins.
By Castaway,. the style becomes assured and entirely under control. Here is a sam~le:
Moving on, while he wondered, the dark through which Mr.
. Lecky·s light cut grew more beautiful with sce~ts. Particles 'of
solid matter so minute, gases so subtle, that they filtered through
stopping and sealing, hung on the unstirred air. Drawn in with
Mr. Lecky's breath came impalpable dews .cook~d out of disintegrating coal. Distilled, chemically spl~t and reformed, they
ended in flawless simulati~n of the aromas of gums, the scent
of woods and the world's flowers. The chemists who made them
could do more than that. Loose oil the gloom were ~perfumes
I of flowers which' might possibly have bloomed but never had,
and the strong smelling saps of trees either lost or not yet
evolved.
<
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InCc>zzens'final period; ,thissott of "prose ,With,ah~ightened '
conseiousness"is largely renouncedjand the styleattemp~'to
appeat: entirely art1ess~ a'quiet, good~andalmostipvisibleverbal
texture.
· , At the,same time" Cozzeps' use of
o,ther devices altered. In a,
\:
,book like' Michael' Scarlett, ~e author~s voice constandy in· truded with editorial-comments like "Yet I. think the effects <o~
their brief meeting were with hun to the last day of his lifer
or "He was inclined to smile' at the boy's heroics, but I' think
he rather liked ·them:' 'thisauthotial,voiceS()()ndisappeat'ed,
and was replaced asa point of view by the co~iousnessof the
chief character or of several of them, through which thebook"s
events, are focused and interpreted,! A central symbol for ,many
· 'of the books does something of this job of jntegration; the cock
pit in the bOok of,~at name, the Qctopusfigpre of the Company
in The Son 01 ferdition, the mechanical- monster of the ship
inS. S. 'San Pedro~ In ,the ,later books, these .keYsytnbo~sare - '
subtler and less, obtx'Usiv~: the _rattlesnake in Th~:;~t'Adam, ,
the courtroom itself in The Just and the.tJfljust,~da whole
s~ries of integrating symbols' in Guard of Honor, which run
through Colonel Ross's mind in two pages near the end (535
and 536), and have ,their function summed upfonnally in ,his
meditations:
'
~
,
.~

.

.'

~.

.

-

f

Th~

answer, moreover" came.'in the only terms possible for this
kind of communicat~on. They were 'terms of symbol, or image,
, -perfectly re~ted to the meaning that was intended to reach
you in the flawless, logic that things equal to the same thing are
equal to each other. It was again unfortuilatethatthecoDscious
mind was not too bright, and S() never' 'could work out' the
perhaps-worthwhile meaning of most~f these messages.

As a concomitant of ,~ increased symbolic subtlety, the tooeasy foreshadowings of the early books slacken off. Thus in. Cock
Pit, predictions of afire in the cane and the bridge's falling in\

"
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evitably cometrne; the barratudas in The -Sona/'Perdition
eventualIyget the man who invoked' them; Dr. 'PerciwI has
only to remark that theSiln Pedro. seems to be listing, that it .
would be helpless without its engines, that the captain might
break down, for these things to happen, and the other 'charac- "
reinforce them with constant predictions of, death and
disaster. By the time of The Last Adam, these foreshadowings
are of the very gentlest sort, olJ-e brief mention of the poss!bUity .
that the coDStructioncamp might be polluting the water; and,
in the later' books, the foreshadowings-like the death of WaIter
in Ask Me Tomorrow and of the defendants in The Just and
the"Unjiut-are just as apt to prove false. Cozzens' ,other deyices
also inaease in subtlety"and his use ofsucli cheap, radio for~
mulae: as, a single trick of speech to mark each character, like
Aunt, Myra's aI~emating lucidity in The Last Adam, dwindles
in Guard of Honor to as fine a Point
as the connectiveless speech
,
of the sergeants ("Only I got to get an authorization. from the
Operations Officer I caJlgive them; and I got to get a receipt he
took ~em:') , and is succeeded by much more effective cinema~c
devices:, counterpointed conversations; and images, like a drink
or a light switch, that serve as a transition between scenes.
Cozzens' aesthetic doctrines, too, become better integrated in
his work. Confusion is full of 'little essay-speeches on the importance of form and technique, Francis in Ask Me Tomt)rrow,
muses, continually on the nature of writing, but by the time
the writer,' EdseD, appears in Guard of Honor he is seen.ob- .
jectively and ev~ rather pattonizin~ly, and Cozzens' aesthetics
are stated only by barest implication. This pattern is pariilleled,
by that of quotations in the books. In the early books, the quotations ~d literary t"eferences, inclqding,the Proven¢~ furnish '
the sort of phony exoticism that Poe made peculiarly his own"
(readily exposed in Cozzens' case by such spellings as "Ben
Johnson," ccShiller," "purchas Pilgr~mes,1J "MortD'Arthurj"
etc.) In the later books the quotations and references 'are aI-

tm

o

,

'

~

l
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, . most ~ntirelynom ·Sbakespearean4'~the.·Bible,~dtheyfunc.. '.
.tionorganieatIyand even sYmbolically. in the work: so that
. Ernest Cudlipp very :effeCtively identifieshiDlself WjthShake-· .
. speare·s Antony (who. is also. the .ardietypeof Doctor'. Bull.. as
opposed i(),suchu~and-comingOetaviusesa5 DOctor V~ey);
Edsell in Guarclof Honorshiftsu()m beingamockO~l1otobeing a very real Prince.Hal re'pudiatingFalstaff, and Lieutenant
Tutck takes ona peculiarly poignantreatitywhen she mIsquotes,.•
in a sexual context, PistorsadViceagainst·ttusting men..· '.' "
There is no question but. tbatCozzell$',work, except in l"~-'
. gard to his Iargerdramatic. fraines, .showsasteadypr~ess
toward greater mastery of his craft, increased J;onsciolisness,of .
.' his effects, andconstandy au~ented scope. Except JOICost- .
away, however, li~ has given useveryingrement'o{ 'fifst~rate novels exceptthenove1sthelD$lv~ Hlsfaults,tbe prejudices
and;'b1ockages that makelrl5·treatmentof race andSe'X S() unsa~factoryj and .~. co~t dissipating of triigedyintoirony ,
and melodraJ:na, seem. to ,be' the obverSe of his ·.Virtues:,his
enormously representative qualitjandhisuncompromising
'. honesty. When Cozzens can' write novdswiththe breadthahd
depth of The Just and the :Unjustor G~f'4of Honof'on as taut,
and satisfactory a· dramatic fratn:e/a5 Castaway has, .when he
learns to combine the realism()f his laier work with ihesymholism of his midd1e periodanddeepenbotb in-the proc:esS,he
. 'should be'a novelist to raltk'withthe ~st America has 'pro'.
dpced If h.e 'never acbievessuCha,co.m.binatiOnof.elem.ents
tliathe has already shown he can master individually~ or develops only along the.linesof .his recent 'Work, he will nevertheless have given us, in Castaway and ,in fragrpents oft;be other
. .novels, an impressive "art of thepossible:~,In.literary tnatters,
however, we can do no less than demand the ,itnpossible· and
insist that we get it.

.

.
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.!

I

The old elephant
The old blind eleph~t
Layered with: leathery
Creased rubber
Walks eons away
On.pneuDlatic f~et .
Never orlce stepping
In its own manure.
2
Theneon~~¢epe~~

Flirts sedately'with
Its uncaged visitors:
Catching sunlight in its spread"
And then, its golden feathered eyes
DrooPed behind inpoo~ofdust,
Pecking-~n a splinter.ed trough
Where sits a rat, replete.

8

, Blue blackens, red Battens,
And stars burst to dusk,
'Wanton wind, silky-quick,
. Tosses selltiJiel Uly's
Dew-bejeweled creamy neck,
Confidently'supple;
.Ati.d then the sun, like an orange marble, Goes down the drain.

a

CH·ARLES RAMOND

.499

\
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SONG
~e cry of the swallow, ,
the-naked ted, willow,
a wand in the wind
and an arrow to earth.
The wide ytUow riVet, "
the teed-bordered shallow, "
the white clouds ~t pillow
the sky upOn earth.

of

The leap the blood
and the mist of the breath,
the morning of hunting",
the mallard-and teal."
The honk. of the gander:
the hanker to wander.
the smell of the powder,
the blood on the steel.
Days IivfJ& their colors
" and breathe in their odors,
and each. is an image
that moves to a tune:

The roll of the river,
the caU of the plover,
th~ust1e of "willow,

the whistle of wings.
The beat of the blood
is the musical measqre
that summons the pictureand memory sings.
HAR. VE YF E R..G U SSO N
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OF'MY RETUIlNING

1

\."

,

·Asadday.. ~ing~fJJlol'c; .
.t1lan -a. small' suncold:-onthe-..ftoor
- of myretuming.
A shadow'slides". .
.
before me, hides in the gloomed way.
I move in the room. • ",.
.

'

-

Where~e these?

rose.' •. '

The youIig light by.every:day J
~
New grass beyond. theaD~entdoor~ • • •
Rooms wear old. A sill creaks, .
arid overpaneless window bends
the grey bough .crying,"No.TheendS
of AIwaysall.ewhite frQJIl burriing.·
Now to ash th~ wind ·blows."·, . ,
, A chill walltt9relJ1em~,:/a~y.
of small·
left dead ,on thefl(K)r~

sun,

'BElt.NICE S.I..O~E

.

. i

FOR MY -DA.UqIJTER,
·AGED
5
_.
.
.

;

.,.

"

~oss your blo~d.r~eu.r~,
Touchthemerryn()~; " .

. . Where "Y0Ul" eye'unfurls
Timeitl promiSeg~

,

\

joyous p~tthc;thornedrose.

WbereYPlJreye .unfurls '

ProDlisedbill imd hollow
, Time yout'pathunc~ls
, Where1cant'l:ot follows

Tbom~d hill; and thorned ·hollow.
ALAN SWl\.LL,OW·

,
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Alexander. Klein

ON THE PITFA·LLS OF TRUTH
. BY ASSAULT
and word Arthur Koestler has repeatedly proven
• that he is a talented, peculiarly sensitive, stubborn and criu• rageons man. In his recent book, Insight and Outlook,· he
takes a long, dangerous leap from total involv,ement with the
politics of the recent past and immediate present to total assault
on ultimate truth: an attempt to create a comprehensive theory
of ethics, aesthetics, science and civilization by way of "an inquiry
into the commoq foundations of science, art and social ethics,"
as stated forth~ightly by the book's subtitle. The results, I am
sorry to report, are anything but happy, though by indirection
and by itsvery errors the volume may conceivably prove ~minal.
The archetype of· the leftist inteli~tual who narrows down
choices in every ·field to two startling dichotomies, accepting
half-truth to a~ieve total contrast, Koestler also operates in.
terms of a basic moralis~c bias. This, combined with his inadequate grounding in scientific method, has cruelly betrayed his .
good intentions. He is weighed doWn on his intellectual journey
by an astonishing array of second hand scientific and psychological baggage (of which he feels Particularly certain because he has
accepted it on the authority of others) , and he becomes so "en_

I

N DE E D

.

".

.

0

• The Maemj)]ao Company, 1949.
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, gaged" in~rticularafgum~ts that}herepeatedly,t()S$eS'aw~y
crucial items or" drops theIll ,whenjuggl~~becoU1esun£ea$ible;
only toretrkve',them'hastily'inaltered"fonn,whel1\th~.Ileedarises.~
A superb repo~terandexcitingfiCtional'polemi~ist;~oestler
ha~ long been deeply'in~olvedin issues~nd ,jd.eas1n the,Aielclof
pollticed moralitjrand, pSYchology. In The 'Oladiators(1939)
and Darknes$ lltNoon{1940) be expressed'his dlsillusio.nwith
revolution' as inevitably breeding 't.yranny,an.d~'rejeded .the
single.:trilclc. reasoningof'ends serVing.as~thJieC~a*dsuffi..
dent justification ofme~s. But R.ubashov;~sinabUity to embrate
reason (a~,
end of Darkness at Noon):turnedout ana~curate
~ptioil'Of KoestIer'sownintellectua1 moockFor iri A'l"tivlll
. and Departure (1943) KoestlerJs bero explicitly rejects reason:
discovering the-neurotic basis'ofhis ievtihltionary,fervor;Peter
does not reason himself intofurther idealism,,but insists that one·
should not ask ubeca~ of what?~';"one sli~uld only act from
feeling. Reason, stIaw-Inannishlyrepresented.bythe analyst who
. cured Peter, is.depicted aSUI1dereutting idealislll.and.adjustfng
everyo~eto the status quo.' Lat~, .in ,'ThieVes In~he Night
(1946) " Koestler delibera~ely set -his hero, Joseph, in the spot .
on earth, Palestine, wher~ the politics ofterroI" (aclJ.nittedly.suPported by a fervent
'be mos(acceptableas
, .sOlt of.logic)wo:uld
'basic strategy. Only a y~~ar1ier,inCidenta11y, inTh~l'ogi(lnd,
_The Cpmmissar (1-945) ,}{oest1~jladexplidtly,discussedthe
necessity fora synthesis between the' life of direct action' aiined
at change from without, and the iife of contemplation directed
at change from, within, but insisted tha~ of the tWo'the latter
extreme wasprefePlble. - ' . . .
.
, '\.' . -.,
'In the preface to thatsame voluiDe of essays Koestlei' declared
with commendable candor that he had never ceased to marvel
each year at the foolhardiness of the 'ideas he.chatnpi~ned,the
previous, year. One might, therefore, have expeeteda measure
of restraint in his new would-be ~entific s.ystem.~tead, Koestler's tone is dogmatic, even arrogatit, his terminolpgymespon..
"

'

"

"

",

.

"

the

.

•

j

...
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aibiy loose; and his penchant for scientific and paychological jat~
.: gon haS icd him into an invol~ed, solemnly pOmpo~ ~urlc.y
style, a turgidity and unnecessary denseness typical of the prose.
which occasionally finds its way into some of our bettq. jOurnals
because seeming impenetrability ~d novel nomenclature .are
\

.confused with profundity. Moreover, Koestler alternates betweeh overcriticalness and prolific use of unexaminedaSsuqlp~ons, indul~ in scores of digressions and.inappropriate analo./
gi~and diagraJll5, commits countless logical faIIacies, and~ts
up any DUmber of straw men andetude1y.interpreted "opposi. tion" notions which he then "demoliShes:' with both batehetand

scalpel. .

'KQeSt1er begins with a llo-pageamilysis~f the comic, intended
to prove· that,.'Iblsociationttand "self-asseitiveneSs"or."aggressiveness" are the basic elements involved in all ·humor. For .
eJ(aDlple, the fat notable whoseve$t buitons. popoff is SUddenly ---in die "bisociatecf' (~eli~ona11y~ unrela.ted»fieldsof
. (a)~. pompous dignitary and"(b)ivulneraf?!e bU.ffoon; and.'the'
.' spectator$': "self-assert;ive,aggressivett tendehcies cause them to
laugh at. his deflation. Now the two most rrequently advanced
theories of the comic have been incongruity (w~ich implies two
fiel;ds) andsuperiori~ (whichinvolvesself-assertiC!n).Herice,
des'pite the novel terminology,~ Koestler's theOry oftheco.mic
.is'hardly .original. And'his, insistence that.. all bumoris· selfasSertive and aggressive does not stand inspection. Laughter at '
one's self, sympathetic laughter, genial humor har~y fit the
~eory without much distortion. Freud's ueconomued 'e~nergy"
---theory,. which does not arbitrarily
aSsign a sPtgl~ emotional basis
tO,humor, seems closer to the truth. In laughter we release excess
eo1ergy, such as,t1lat generated in. expectatio~ of. a serioussituatio~ which tumsouto~envise, or the energy ofpent-:up malice.
Laughing at a puPPts fall, for example, doesn't seem to involve ..
aggression only but' also identifiCation (wi~the puppy) ~d
release (from the need to worry about the fall and/or the necesI

seen

.
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sity of contrOlling oneself so as not...to fall); In short,. it would
appear that in laughter as inmost emotionsa~iveness is
only one component. Anoth~ component niight
be the
so-called "self-transcending" or "integrative" . tendency wJllch '
Koestler -sets up as the contradictory complement of "self:assert, iv~ess." (The reba~g of these, two we~,.;known, human
tendencies-towards separateness and merging-4ddsnothing c?f

well

significance.)

. , "
'
\ From the tomic, Insight ana.qutlook. goes on -to "demonr! ~te"'tbai

crying is due to'thefrustratingofout,'~self-transCend-"
'ing'"
to our feeling of lone1iness,~wantednes$.·H ere '
Koestlerrooosesmsexamples tofit~ Hisanalysisc()mpletelyoverlooks the. possibility' thatego-denial (fruSttationofthe.ffselfassertiye" ~tendendes)maytauseweeping ..,. In short, "as with
laughing, ~e reduetionofthephen()m~on in everycise to the '
sat:Deca~ doe~not ,seem in h~oJ).ywithth~ little know~edge
webaveof·()urselves<and,oth~s. .
"
",
. J{oestl~ihenpr()Ceeds .' to,applybjsbasic prinqplestself-

iunfillses,

~rtive", andu~lf-transeendent"t~dellcies,and,cJ>isociati.bn")

to ()Pisms 3Pdsoeieties, to'ethi($,science, andaestheti~.Artj
·sclentUic'di$C()veti,m()ra1«:o-operative,be1tclvi()t....~ sbort,the
hppe.. of-the world-alI stern 6:'OIQ . the' c·self-transcending't tendencies,
_ . -,',witb·~bisociationtJthecomniont()adtoc:reati~eacbieve'.:""."'," "-- ,',; "", ,." ",,-, - " " ,,',. ' -"" ,- ".- ; :<" ": ',- -,' . -,," ,,",," '.. ,,"
-,' , " -'",
".-,,ment inallfields~.WaI" expl()ita~i()naridwod4-dpomatethe endprodgctsp{ the~(self·~veltorC~aggressivetJtendel1cies~The.
,cri$i~,in the' WesternwC?rld.isdueto theoverempba$ls of the
latter; its redemptio~ iscontingentont:e~stablishment()fthe
balance. None ofthis issttikingly ,new; jnfact ~oe$tlerhimself \
bas .saidas much· mOte than onc~. Butth~e .isadilterence:
. in. the current .formUlation itj$implied, that the c·self.,tJ:anscendent" ,tend~ncy is thedominant~ne.-inJifeandinmatteritseU~
Hence,th()ugh Koestler· holds out. no bopefur ~eimmediate
futllre, .he feels that weare "evolutionally" fated tosutteed in '
the long run.
~';..

.

,

.
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- In order to enj~y this long-range optimism" Koestler deems i~
. essential to "refute" some Freudian concepts; His anti-Freudian
bias,'perhaps it heritage of his revolutionary period, was· previously expressed in his Crea~on of the nymp~oJ!la1l:iacLesbian_
analyst in A.rrival and DepMtuTe. Now, Koestler pays verbal .
homage to Freud as opener of a new.gateway "on humanity's
path of progress," but rebukes him for chalking "over the lintel,
fAll hope abandQned ye who enter here: "
Koestler interprets
Freud's terms with crude literalness, and'
,
.. attacks accordingly. For eXC\Dlple, he asks: since the two basic
Freudian drives, Eros, the Life Instinct, and Thanat~ the
Death Instinct, are both regressive, how is it that the ccevolutionary clock moves forward nevertheless?" The words ccclock" and
uforwardtt~veal Koestler's unwarranted assumption that (a)
evolution is a directly verifiable fact ra~er than a highly speculative theory, and (b) evolution equals progress. The literal
iJ;terpretation of instinct 'fregrC\,SSiveness" (one of Freud's especially tentative hypotheses) to preclude dcvelopment of the
species amounts to distortion. Eros distinctly includes self-preservative and reproductive components; and what is regressive
in one context is not 50 in another-e. g., Thanatos, encompassing
the self-destroying impulses, leads to death-regressive for the
individual organism, but essential for the dcYelopment of the
species. (Furthermore, at a later point Koestler himself speaks
of the artist "regressing" to primitive modes of thought in the
unconscious in order to make artistic progress. And one of his
own Pet notions is that of f'eculer pour mieux S4uter# regrCssing
in order to leap ahead.)
Koestler's naivc misreading and literal view of the Freudian
concepts is furthcr revealed when (a) he states that he cannot
see how the Death Instinct can operate internally as senescence
and, proi~edoutwards, aggression; (b) he declares that the
Freudian structure implies that evolution stopped with -Neanderthal man, and the history of the species since has been the

as

•
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straitjacketing. of immutable' instincts ·and human.nature 'by
~ c~viljzation,withcrisesgenerated becauseofthesuppressipn.of
the destr~tiveinstinct; .(c) heeqtiat~s usublimation.. w!th1"sub~
.stitution"-and counters the supposed Frelldiannotiontbatall
. cultural a~ieveIDen~ at:e Ucoitus substitutes'~' .bypointing.out
~t periods of comparat~vesexfreedom (Greece, the. Renaissance) were nC?t low in artistic aeatiQn 8$ (presumably) we
~ould exPect- .
~
. Needless to say, many of the Urefuted" Freudian concepts are
u,tiIizecI by ,Koestler in thinly ~isedform_ Freud, however,
Wrestled with the highly relevant questions: what Teal necessities
cause us to ruin oum:1ves? what freedom of action is left us and
how can we remove the false unecessities" barring us from acting
fully? But Koestler simply restates the p~blem' (atrophying of ,
the "self-transcendent" tendencies) and.skirts any Teal analysis,
resorting to the type of dogrJatism which F:reud so deplored:
"It is a popular habit in scientific matters to seize upon one
side of the truth and set it up as the whole truth, and then in)
favor of this element of the truth to dispute all the rest which is
equally true."
In dealing with artistic creation and the aesthetic experience
this same black-and-white dogmatism, in the service of his "prio. ciples," leads Koestl~to the conclusion that both the artist and
his audience are, in effect, wholly aetuatedby "self-transcending"
impulses. Ego-satisfaction and ~-assertion by the artist is dismissed as a negligible factor. And the vicarious ego-assertion by
the reader or spectator (achieved via identification or intro~ec
tion) is not even considered. In brief, when art' enters the ego
abdicates-hardly a tenable thesis.
Koestler also declares flatly that a completely rational outlook
today can lead only ~o nihilism. However, he continues, the,
increasing "emphasis on 'wholeness' in all branches of science"
may result in the recognition of the "integrative tendency" as
"the ultimate driving power of the evolutionary flux,nthus end-
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ing thc··ethical neutrality of scien~e'~ and ~bJishing a" new
~'natura1 ethics·" based on this "Natural: Law;." ~i~tdin8"the
host of mistonceptions andnaivet~ mvolvedfu thiS notioJj, it
sounds verylI1udt;as if what we· have; here in disguised fonD. is
authoritarian ethia, apparently a requisite for Koestler's ideologic telDperaJJJ.etlt,whoseyearning for absolute roots isa .prime
source ofms book's shottc()lDings~
Space- does not. permit further critical analysis of Koestler's
principleswbich, to me, appeared neither coherent ~or fertile.
Sc:rutinysoon reduces-theailt-edge of thjs entire get;.rich-nuick
scbemefor absolute \7aluesandtotal troth in the intellectual and
tnoralreaJlm to its essential hand-me-down brassiness. Nevertheless, Insight tlndOutloo!t is in many ways a fascinating volumefor ~ts innuJUerable bits of psychological andstientific information;for its provocative as wdlas genuinely inspirational pas-'
~es;· for. the illusions it neatly punc~ures; and for its .aseptic
aiticlsm· and occasional flashes of insight and perception (on
such varied topics as (COnoDly and illusion in art, the faults of
oqr educational system, the' basic unity of science, and archetypes and DlythS in artistic creation). Above all, the book is. a _
valuable dernonstration that. intelligence and skepticism and a
desperate desire for truth are not proof against inadequate logical and scientific equipment and a moralistic bias whi~ impels
one to err~n the name ofscience in a manner theology no longer
compels. The heights of science and truth are, indeed, closed to
no one, but they cannot be scaled by irresponsible assault
(whether of the Koestlerian-gadfty variety or the Toynbeeleviathan)" , only by arduous toil and a boldness disciplined by a
healthy respect for the methods of scientific inquiry.
°
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REGIONA.LISM
AND .. THE .. CREATIVE IMPU,LS:E:
A 'CANADIAN VIEW

,
I)

E BAT Eoverregional

literature generally' revolves
. • .. . ......a.boou.t the quoeJi.onof its. relanv..e
.•. Is it
'. •.
'.' doomed tob~s«ond,.rate work, lOCal or proV1!lClal, or
may it'achieve the heights of natiQnal,even universal, literature?'
In LeRolnanRegionalisteaux.Etats..Unis (~9I3-r94o),· aarry
Bernard takes an unequivOCal stand fortheseeoiid· view•. There
need be, he says,. Uno' incompatibility between tegiQnali~matld
universal!sm, the first being capable: of tontaining the second,
- and vice-~ersa.••• The world·s greatest literaturespl'ove it,
and perhaps that of America more than~iother,e~~ia11y in. .
the past thirty years.,'. • • Throughregiomllisinthey have given
us works of national scope, even of international... • To it
the United States· owe~ many.great contemporary works, rich in
promiSe.
Yet, touching on the same q':lestion in his. conclusion, ..M.
Bernard 'puts his finger on the crux. ofthe matter, the men .and
women who write the novels.· That is,. it is notamystica1something in· a regiort that makes for gfeat literature, but those. who
compose it. Each region will haveits~quequality, itsopportunity for the writer or its discouragement-But the literary
product will depend less on the region waiting to be eXploited
,thanon the writers\vhoexploit it. Thus Bernardfindsasrequi: sites for, goOd regional writing the desiderata that lie behind all
. good writing: the diSciplines of education, long apprenticeship
and wide experimentation .·in writing. the avoidance of sterile
tt .

me.~tas]it~r.a~ur~

~

.

" !.. ~ ,
I~.

-:g ::

,

• Montreal: Fides. 1949.
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imitation, a varied and close contact with human beings, and a
so1;lnd acquaintan(e with one'ssubject u;aatter.
'Vould it be'irrelevant, then,to add to these requisites another,
that of ~pmen~eoutside ~one's region? If, as Bernard argues, the
'history.of .our best writers Will demonstrate the strength of the
regional (Faulkner, Caldwell, 'Volfe, Willa Cather. Dreiser,
Sinclair Lewis, and others) , their personal story will~ found .
also to include strenuous efforts to transcend the possible limitations ofa too narrow regionalism, to gain perspective by outside
experience, to achieve some evaluation of the·conflicts o~t of
which they have made their books. For every writer above the
average is surrounded by people who regard' him with attitudes
ranging. from complete indifference to actual d~like, thereby
indicating that to be regional is not in itself enough. The writer',
art demands a certain aloofness as well as ~ deep involvement
in the lives of those about him.
But M. Bernard defin~ regionalism with flexibili~, and would'
not, lam sure, quarrel with the abov.e additio:p. He admits the
overlapping on Cllocal c?lor" and folklore, and the nebulous line
which divides regional from local history. H~ term implies
novels which are conditioned by, or which sh,ed light on, local
habits of language, custom, social mores, or ·cJltural patterns,
without, which the novel would not be the same thing.
Thus New Mexico quickly exposes a regional character: ~th, f
geographical and sociological. A considerable portion of its
inhabitants speak Spanish only, or are bilingual. SpaniSh is
widely taught, and the native arts are clearly modified by
Spanish, Indian or ~fexican i~fluences. The landscape, too is
pecu~ar in its deserts, arroyos, mesas, and remote, colorful
mountains. New Mexico, indeed, seems to M. Bernard the least
Anglo-AIilerican of our states. Thus its novels will reflect two
tendencies: the sentimental one of recovering its. past or casting
a 'haze ~ver· its present, and the realistic one of evaluating correctly its quality.
.,..-"
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, In such fashion M•. Bernard,.sm:Veys the wholeottheUnited
States, dividing the. country into six ·iD~jotareas. (The Middle
Atlantic statesa~e given briefer treatment ~ 'more urb.anand
l~ regional in literary O\lq>ut.) He~lingers 10ngesto\Ter the
South, subdividing it into South-East, semib:'opicaISouth, and
literature by or about the Negr<>es. As. is not UJ,lCO~on: 'With
~itors to our southland, he .approaches the'last topic with sympathetic puzzlement; for- here is a population as native as are
mo~ of us.-but handled with a special treatment.which varies '
ft~m silence to sentimentality·or repressed resentments.
We should mention here that M. Bernard comesiohisstudy
· well prepared.·T!toroughly French-canadian, he
travelled
abroad, speaks English ftuently,and is a novelist with sixot
seven novels top.isaedit. A one-time joumalistin Ottawa, he
is now.director of Canada's oldest French newspaper, Le Cour..:
· rier de Saint-Hyacinthe. A Rockefeller Foundation grant enabled him to visIt nearly every state 'of the union, and a decade
of study of Americail regionaliahaswo~ him~ thedocteur'es
lettres' froin ~e University of .Montre~. I can testifY. to .M.
_Bemard'svery genuine interest in Americana, and his impr~ssi'Ve
shelves of American novels.
_Does Bernard uncover any national themes that run throughout our novels? He is impressed foremost with America's diyetsityamid unity, ,~ts uconfederatiop"of sectional variations. Such
a study, he .says, will disabuse' the non-Ainericanofthe too
often- repeated calumny that the' States suffer frOID; a cultural
monotony.
Why, he asks, does AmeriCan literature deal so often with the .
disparate themes of rebellion of sons. against fathers:.'.and the
· love of music? The first, he hazards, may be a consequence of
I frontier hardships and the. treatment -of mothers in th.at harsh
, . -environment, plus the father's opposition to the children who·
wish to escape intQ esthetic expression. This seems to us'a'sound
/ observatiQn, and one which recalls Hamlin Garland ~s the proto-

has
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type. Perhap&JDusic tmtershere alsoras the most obvious syntbol
, (See Willa Oather:s Song ottheLarlc) ·of artistic tempmm~nt
Kekingoutlet. PO$$ibly, too, religioU$ rigidities have played their
part..This s1lggestionBernard ,appears to .have .overlooked,
despite his impl'e$5ion that the. Puritan.~eri~ce "isfo~nd,
even today,intbe hidden recesses of theoAJDericansout~t'Indeed,.
helinks it with a number.ofunlovelytraits,fromthe,Eighteendi
Amendment to sectarian and secular intolerance. But thissetlll$
tometoo1Duch an echo of thenineteen-twenties,'Withdteir loud
protestsapinst a Puritanism very loosely defined. Is itnot straining historical association a bit to link lynching with the Salem
witch~episode, whicb., after all, was brief andpale<beside. the
long record of witch burnings in E~rope,fI:omCatholicItaly
to Presbyterian Scotland? .
Though M. Bernard maintains throughout an admirable
, objectivity, he has· not forgotten his French-Qmadian l'ead~rs.
;:
He calls his book a contribution to French-Canadian letters, and'
points to the American story as,a l~n to Canadian regionalists
togo and do likewise.
For, he says, the American experience
r
Shows that a regional literature of honesty and insight, ample to
. contain common humanity, may be the road to a literary produc~
tivity of.a larger and more universal
If; in selecting from
some three thousand regional novels from his period of 1913' !'
to 1940, Bernard has dwelt on a few of probablyseco~darymerit,
othat is not surprising. He has aimed at inclusiveness, and_' the
bibliographies at the end of each section add to the value of his
book as reference. The total impression of the survey, as he says,
is one of the umultiple faces" of American life.
.

~

..
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T'HE- WEST AGAINST., 'IT.SELF

'_I7I;T
onee,xception,
·VV•• !::l:~=::~t;:;:-di:li=r~=tU:d~
HP E R HApS

thec()ntrib~torsto

those' who,aboveall, love-their Rocky· MoUntain city,ands~ _softIywhen they ~ome to itS &1,Iltsor 1iIDjtations,andtb()~ who
areso:~eeplyaware of the "red harvest" of"t09rapid.~ne-$ided,
and improvident-industrialization" thatth-eir loveS of place .
- ~ be measured, ~at all, only by the:aepth of their ,~d)gnation. .
For this is a chronicle of _~e }ovelyandsome-very'unlovely.
piaces; and wherever the clU'onicler·goesinto--historyand trac~,
th~ gro~ ofms town up to our time, .somemost unpleasant
contrasts between myth and recl1itj"- emerge..
Ema Fergusson writes lovingly of Albuquerque. To her it is
iittle Cosmopolis, it' has ~ety, it has good neighborliness, it is
)ibem and tolerant. To Walter VanTilburg Clark, abov~every- .
thing else Reno is' a small town, with ,the virtues 0.£ the:,smal1.
town. In his adopted state, Nevada, it is almost possible for every;.· .
body to know everybod:y else and. £orthe commuhity' {the state}
to operate upon the basis of that fact.' Haniel Long keeps his
attention upon San~. Fe's .spiritual qqalitieS, ~yadmitting
that here is a Iit~e city, "so_free from.some of ~egrav~ problems in the American scene that it resembles a game preserve or
a bird sanctuary," but hold:ing at the same tim~ to his belief that
here, if anywhere the problem\orman-in-nature, be~useof the
-.Pueblo races, can be and is being worked at-the one problem
that will remain even if all the others are solved.
By. contrast, Duncan ~ does. not partiCularly IikeEi
Paso. That city, he thinks, bends'a gr~at deal. ~er backwards

\

-

'..

• Edited by;Ray B. West,Jr., introduaion by carey McWilliams. W.. W.. Norton
Ie Co., Inc., 1949. '
.
.
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than it really needs to, to please absentee landlords. And this is
extremely ironic in a formedy tough border town with a retained
aura.of cattIedom, freedom, and the frontier. J uneCaldwell.sees
Tucson as "pr~bably the only city of any size in the United
States that has' ~no visible means of support:' "TouristsI" of
course, is the answer here as in the economy of almost every citr
and state in' the Rocky Mountain region. But Tucson cannot do
anything for itself for numerous reasons; cannot .get as good a .
city government as it deserves, cannot house its people" cannot
find an adequate water supply, cannot provide a decent annual
wage or income for its innumerable caterers to the "fol~ industry" and the tourist trade. Denver, to Charles A. Graham and
Robert Perkin, -is a magnificent has-been, Clthe sleeping beauty
of the West," whose main energies are devoted
to the simple
,
principle that the capital pr~vided by pioneering grandfatllers
shall not be diminished by o~e penny in any new venture. Cheyenne, as l}ee Linford sees it, despite its rambunctious annual
celebration, is supine and hog-tied, the rugged cowmen of all
Wyoming playing to their disadvantage the game of the absentee
owners and clamoring for the federal government to give back
to the state all those lands which the state never had in the first. .
place. Coeur d'Alene and Butte are unlovely any 'way you take
them, and Joseph Kinsey Howard and John S~lberg do not try
to pretend otherwise. Idaho's famous miniQg district and Montana's "bloody Butte" represent the exploitative pattern. in its
logical and realistic purity. Areas or communities that have
existed for the sole purpOse of exploitation of resources, including the human ones, have nearly always been thus unlovely"
dingy, and brutal. The dingy, inhumane surface is a little more
dramatically obvious where the resources in question are, say,
minerals instead of beefsteaks, but the re~ problem is pretty
much the same all over. the Rocky Mountain West. Carey McWilliams' introduction explains very neatly the differences, bo~
in original motivation ~d end results, between California's gold
'

.
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rush, which was really rugged and re3Uy individual, and the
way in ",hich minerals have been ~en out of Idaho, Montana, .
and;-Arlzona.
Dale L.Morgan, writing on Salt Lake.City, neither loves nor
condemns his~ity. He'. sees certai!J.anachi'Onismsand conflicts
coming from Utah's history, particularly her religid':ls history;
but on the whole one finds. him respectful of atraditioD ~hich
was -based on the idea of subsistence.and settling uptbe country
rather than upon' bald, simon-pure exploitation.. There's' an
excellent and meaningful contrast' here, whether Mr. MQrgan
and the editor intended it Qr·not.. Utlh.undoubtedly!basa stability, a dispersion of wellbeing, and therefore·a certait,. readiness _.
to go ,forward that are not to be seen fronivery many ofthe other
accounts.
ldo not wish .to imply that those contributors who I have said
iove their cities are to be identified with the myth in ,the "mythversus-reality" pattern of Carey McWillianis' introdllction~ Ema
FergussO~,W3.Iter Van TilburgClark, and HanielLong choose'
to -emphasize the intangibles of good (not luxurious) living,
neighborliness, and the search·for spiritual ~al:ues.· Most of th~' $
_othel" contributors make an econogric analysis the center'of their
interest. There is not necessarily any conflict here. But there is a .
'basic conflict in the West itself. In the face of shrinking population (relatively to the Uni~ed States as a whole), low per capita
income, shrinking econo~ic ,opportunity (relatively) J the Rocky
M~untainWest probably does,' as M<:Williams cont&U!s, delude'
itself wit4,' a myth and neglect the reality. The' myth, to put itsimply,· is that of "freedom," and the reality is that no enduring .
freedom, insofar as freedom is based upon economic co~idera, tions, can exist in an exploited area, where everything ,goes (nIt
.
.
J
.
.
"raw" at a low price and comes bacl~~ (fu11Shed somewhere else)
. at.a high price.' The West is acoloriialeconomy,-and a1mo~tthe
only articulate individualis~-who seem to resentthiscolQnialism
:are the few intellectuals~ who contribute to books like this. In
~

•
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the meantime, the ·cattlemen·s associatioIis goon. passing resol~
tions that please those who have an advantage in our c;ontinuing
colonialism and seem to do little or nothing th~t will ~. the.
long-l11nprofit themselves, or their. posterity, or the ':Dagnificent
,.}and they profess to love so ardently.
Thh book is a fine rtgionalcontribution~ It. ought ~to stir
regional consciousness..Any reader, however, who does not wish
to bestirred in .just the way Mr. McWilliams and tnany of the
contributors indicate he ought to be, can still find a wea1~ 'of
infoI'Dlation here, historical and current; in an excellent chronicle of SOUle of the important spots, the town-cities, the cultural
capitals, of a region bigger than most nations.
I"

John Adair'

FOLK ARTS
books under review· we find .three dis. ··tinetly different approaches to the plastic arts of man. New
.Mexico Village Arts is the work of the cultural IU$toriait,
American Follt. Art that of the collector and antiquarian, and
Egyptian Servant Statues that of the archaeologist. Admittedly
biased by training and ba4ground, I much prefer the first of
these books.
New Me>cico Village Arts not only is a contribution to Southwestern literaiure but should serve as a model for subsequent
studies of folk art for several important reasons. Dickey has ~hat
many writers on the Southwest and other areas of regional litera-

I

N THE T H R E E

• New Mexico J'illllg' Arb", by Roland F. Di(key, dtawiPgs by ~~ L6zcs Golf.
Univenity of New ).fexico PtCII, 1949: Amnitcn FoIl Art# in WoOG# Mttfi n
StoM# by Jean IJ~n. Panthcoa. 1948: Egyplilm Snw1tl St~WQ. by James H.
Breasted. Pantheon Boob. 1948.
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tur~ lack: perspective. Per,spective t()~ethewholehulJlan$Cene ..

in meaningful relations, not just a cletailedabsorption into this \
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oithe other phase of Solithwestexnuative .,~. sWep~deanfrom
human (ontext and d~positedinthem~seum vaulL Thearto£
village living in New Mexico is an'expre~iono£
his theme. Man.
,
and his artareindivisible~ .
This pr«?perperspectiveoftheSouthwestinvolvesseeingthe
indigenous Indian culture·inJtdationtothe A1neri~n.Spanish
culture, to use the author~sphrase.~lsieClewsPatSons, probably
the greatest scholar of the Indlan pueblos, long ago prirntedout
the necessity for understanding Mexican Indian cultdre
the
.culturalliybrid which resulted from the con.tact agd mixture of.
those new world patterns withtheSpailishcultuteofthesix.~
teenth and sevent~enthcenturies. Otber,wise,puebloculture cannot be.fully under~tood. So, too, isJtneces$ary to,ul)dentan.d the
effect of\the~Indianway .of life on the Spanish colonistS in~e
Rio GraJfle Valley. Dickey haS insight'into the importance of
these cultu~ relationships.
'
The chapter ccA Dry and Thirsty Land" is as good anintrOduction to the history of the region as any I know. The~tions (1)
domestic architecture and the householdarts-weaving, .embfoidery, furniture making and others-are especially valuable. The" .
author has a fine feeling for fonD and design, especially in furniture:, bu~ -his aesthetic feelings for the old do not destroy his
sense of history nor his sense of valyes.He ,is Sharply Critical ,of
the sentimental antiquarian and the romantics who see o~y
good in the old and bad in the new. The stupidity of disguising
commercial structures as pueblo churches is~ffectively dealt
with. The mawkish patterning of contemporary ho~ after the "
old adobe structures by those who feel more a~ home in midwes~ern Norman is treated briefly but well.
Dickey has included a good bibliography, but the student
interested in the area might well wish that reference ~ the ~ext
more closely tied to the literature cited by the use of a set
,

"

an.d

were
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of terminal notes keyed to the proper chapters. In this way the
beauty of the printed page would not have been marred. yet the
book would be of more use to scholars.
A word about the aesthetics of the book itself. certainly one of
the handso~est pieces of bookmMdng to come from the South..
west.. The line drawings; tailpieces and color .plates by ,Lloyd
Goff effectively combine with the handsome,calligraphy of Robert Wallace to supplement the text. The. book. designed by
Helen. Gentry. was well deserving of the award it recentlyreceived as a June selection of the Trade Book Clinic of ~e
American Institute of Graphic Arts.
In American Folk Art Jean Lipman fails to do what Dickey
has done. There is'a good sense of the antique but an insufficient
sense of the ways of the People in relation to their own timethe period which produced the baroque cigar store Indian, the .
severely beautiful iron weatheivane from the eastern seaboard.
and the ornately embellished circus wagon of the Victorian era~
This author has more the collector's set of values, the enj,oyment
of folk art dissociated'from, folk living; she shares the tur~tor"s1'
thrill in locating the unique, in knowing that a: particular' piece
of scrimshaw' is rare. The biographical and historical infori:n~~
tion,. given in the form of short sketches, affords but a meretifil-':
lation of one's sense of history. Folk becomes folltS}' in the
sentimental attention to trivia. For example, the author points L
out that numerous cigar store Indians, carrousel pieces, a~d a set .
ofP~\T. Barnum's circus pieces were all made in the shop of Qne
Samuel Robb at 195 Canal Street, Ne\v York City. One of the
refresh~ng aspects of folk art and no doubt part of its appeal for
the a,rt conscious public is its quality of agonyinity. especially
today when the works of big-name artists often speak. less loudly'
than their press agents and dealers. If the name of the maker of a
handsome weathervane has been forgotten, let's not dig it up.
For the coUe~tor this book has many fascinating facts, including a short history of the. figurehead, the carrousel, the cigar store
~
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Indian, fire marks, chalkware and the other lesser arts. The
numerous plates depict many objects of great beauty, Some of th~
finest sculpture in our ADler,ican heritage•
. BreaSted's book is essentially a catalogue, and~assucha book .
for the specialist. It appears to be a work of cOJ;lSiderable schol- .
arship with the ~chaeologist's exact attention to detail. The
plates provide the book wi~ interes~ for the nonspecialist. The
free standing single female servants are especially fine and more
to my -taste than the'modelsof houses fined with servants bu~y
pursuing varioUs tasks, although these latter with their rich
ethnographic detail do hav.e· a genre interest. The economic
history of Egypt from Ba~rianand Fayum times down to the
XII dynasty can in part be traced:dlt..ougha careful stttdy of these
tomb miniatures,' wbb~ details are well 'described by theal.1thor",'
T~e book'would have been of more value to the lay-reader nit
were less the catalogue. A sketch of the functionaf the servant
statues as related to burial customS and ritual along wjtha brief
account of the Egyptia~ cult of the dead would have\enhanced
the value of the book for -many rea:d~s.
'
B,OOItS AND COMMENT

~~.
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·A ,GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST, XXXI

,.

~

•

\

, rr\t.,. IS~.l.LIOGJlAP·Hy,a
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.,
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,,-. .......
.

of the Univenity of~New
~.Mexico~1 Reseuch Bureau. on Latin America and Cultural
ReJati~in the Southwest, the School of Inter-American ~.the' .
DepartJi1ento.f Sociology, and the New Mexico QlUJrleTly Review
attempts to Jist, with 'as muoch thoroughnesl as 'poaible, current
materials dealing with the Southwest. The 'Southwest, as we ddine
it, includes all of New Mexico and' Arizo·na and puts of T~ Utah,
Oklahoma, CoIQl'ado, Nevada and California.
The $ymbol (F) ilesignates fiction; ill is 1Ued to indicate ma~
on the ju1'enile level.
.
MateriaJsfot this issue were gathered by Jack Curtis. Included
are mainly thole titles which were published 01' came to our atten·
ti<m between Jl1De I and August SI, 1949service'

. BOOKS'
~

J5m. NefMlk New York.
Doubleday. 1949- $1.50. (I)
!SAUv, VIIlCINIA. LoNe AND HMoIa
EDwAUL W0<H9 ~ts

of the Watms

NaioMlPcr1u. None DuDe, American
Midland NaturaUlt, 1949- $1.00.
Jku.-r~ JOlIN. The hUh o/home. San
AntociiO, Nay1ol' Co.. 1949- $1.00.
kAcdN, DoaontY ItEND.w.. ROfko.
AuatiD.Stetk Co.. 1949- $1.00. OF)
k.\N1), MAX. Sewn
New York,
Dodd. M~ Co.. 1949· $1.00. (F)
CumN, ~ou S. Yo S, the Prophet

".us.

I.

the cfnm. New York. Doubleday. lsug.
$a·50. ()) The woadcrs of daert J.Ue.
limply tOld.

JONES,

!.olD AND JUANITA. Holidlty

",OlU,tG1I.

Philadelphia.. Wcstmimtcr

Prell, 1949- $a'50- (JF)
LAMPMAN, EYU.YH SDaT. Tf'ICnmr
m01oUltMn. 'New York. Doubleday. 1949$a.50- (JF)

~:; :=c:;.;~

eabody MUJeUJD, 1949- $I¥; p~
biologiCal pmooality study 'of aNa-

vabo 1ndiaD.

.

o/'he earth. Santa Fe. San "Vicente UGHttooT, Roy L.um!:It. NOTth "01 th.,
Foundation, 1949· $4.00. Elhnobbt&ny Rio Grmt4e. San Antonio, Naylor Co~
0/ the Pima lridilms.
1!l49- $1.50• (F) A 1OJ:JWK:e Of Texai
Hmu, GEOItGE c.., Texu, the story 0/ .pIOneer days.
.
the Lone StaT Stille. New York, Holt MAcCouLE, SmART A. AND Dus
I: Co., i949- $1.80. . ,
. SMITH. Textu government. New York,
HtnmNGTON, ILwtIEr t. Let's go to McGraw-Hill. 1949- $S-75- T~tbook.
520
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':MAJOk, .MAuL,.1tDEc<:A. U.SNlTll,·~
T. M.P.uaa:. SoIIthfllestheritate:a .
lit~.
."...his..tory.
'. . with bib.'i0tJ'4~..'.' AIbuqu~ue, University of New Mexico
p~ ".1949-·$1.50. ReViled .edition. .
NoaoYD, ·~.C"tleempire: 'h~·

$lory .01 the 3POOpMI dCt"e
~T. New York, Morrow, 1949- k-ooRIJTD,. CoL eoD:. No man's hmd~

ftlbwOtll

Norman, Unlvenity Qf Oklahoma PraI.
1MB. $3-00. Historf of Oklahoma Pan.,1Wldle.:

OFS(),UTH WEST sal'"

ll~,WAl.TD ll. ,Hunti,,"pn.

PreIi.•.

Wuhillgto~.lnfantry.Joutnal'
1949.$3.5°•.~enc:etan(L~blervz
tioDlOf.an01ltcloor-lovingW~.

SpUNC,ACND WUCBT.TheCh~enne .

cndBldcl' Bills sttJge·tJnd expres$
toutu...Glendale,· A.H~ Clark. _~.~

$7·50·

'

WYNN, MBa.\. Rrrn!:NB()ua.' Desertbc>n4n:a. Culver City, M.W••Same1JoD,
i9490 ${.Do. Story- olear1y .Kands1xug.
Moj&",? desert mining camp•
j

,

.,'
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Scaaooa, •Al.BD.T Ii. ·'Cultural. impU- ,S..mr,CHARLES CuN'l'ON AND AllTHUll
cations Of ball COl1.tts-in Arizona:' No. BltAGG."Obsertations on the ecoloS01U.hwestem ]oumal of Anthropology, gy and natural. history. -of .Attun. VU.
Food and feeding habits oftbecoms:a8"!6.,Spring ),949·
..
~;·A1.BBT. ·"A··Gallina ·diff munspeciesof toads in Oklahoma:'
hoU$e." .El Palacio,.' 56:'50'34' Aug. etDIQgy, SO:5!5~49. July ·1949. _
SP,ANGLE,PAtIL AND MnON. SUTrON~
1949·
"The botany of Montezuma· wen.'··
Sl\In'HSON, CAtUJ.\ LEE. "He <J,isa)vered
an uticnt wonderland." .TheDtsert Platea"" 12:11-19. July 1949.
STODDART, LA.; A. H. HOL)(QIEN,. AND
M.-4g
. . azine,
4%
U:tb'lI, sept• .1949. Ftank..
Beckwith. .collection, Millard County, C. W.CooK. ImJxjr"'ht fIoisotloW
plants of Utah. Utall Ap!eultural ExUtah.
T.ClfY, MARpiJF. ttA comparison of periment Station, Special -Report I.
Logan. 1949·
.
Paa~Ko clay artifacts other than pottery withsimibt material from. Pecos."
CONTEMP01lARYSOCIAL AND
El PIIlMio, 56:101007. July 1949.
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
WALLACE, '\VJI..l.W\t J. uHupa warfare.
(continued)." The ¥QSterTiey,

06, July 1949.
'"

.

.

-.

BIC.)(lRAPmCAL

~uaCESS"

.

IS:lOl-

FLANNERY, H.uiY W. "The ColoradoSouthwest lifeline." The C011Jmo,uveal,
50:a3~"40 •. July 17. 1~9' ConftictiDg
claims· of Arizona and Califomia. .
REYNOLDS, \DEXTE1l H. "Can New Mexico be industrialized?"· NnJ Mexico
Q.uarterlyReview" 19:J49,,(lI, Summer

.Om. lltJNlll.E. "qu9ng Kee;
pioneer of Tombstone:' Jfn%Ona lligh·
wlJYs, 15:14-17, July 1949. .
194~
.
Vottua, hEnEuc E. "Ruxton of the
CONSERVATION
AND
Rocky MountainS:' Bulletin" of the Mis- .
RECLAAfATION
$oun Historical Sodety, 5:79"90. Jan.
BATSON, AVERY A. "A new century of
1949·
conservation." The Reclamation Era,
BIOL~CAL SCIENCES
35: 14 1-46• July 1949.
Au.AN, PHlUt' . F. AND BEN OSBORN. Jurna, J. IL"Payment capacities' and .
"Vegetation of" an abandoned prairie benefits and irrigation~" New Mexico
dog town in tall grass range:' Ecology, Engineer and Contractor, 8:7, II, July (-.
1949. Suggests basic change$ in New
!0:,I='"31• July 1949·
Mexico's
irrigation development. <;"
, .
BoTKIN, C. W., AND P. C. DUlSBEltG. The
nordihydroguairetic acid content of the THOMAS, W. P. AND otm:u. TheCQlo.
Cf'eosote bush. New Mexico State Col- -ado Rivtf and Utah's agriculture.
Uta~ ~gricultura1 Experiment Station,
I~, Bulletin M9. State College, July
Speo,al Report 1. Logan. Aug.' ~9.
1949·
FlTCH, JIEMly S. AND J.. IL BEN11.EY.
EDUCATION.
"Use· of Califomia annual plant forage by range rodents:' Ecology, 30:306. HAJwNGTON, E. R.. "Who made that A
IU. July 1949.
.
in science?" American School Board
GoUI.D, FUNK W. "Nomenclatorial Journal, 119:~5·26.' 66, Aug.' 1949.
changes in Arizona grasses." Madroifo: Socio-economic position of famnles of
Jf 'Vest 4merican Journlll 01 Botany, students with A grades in Albuquerque
High science COUl'SC:S.
.
10;94, Jull' 1949.
HENNE, FRANCES AND RUTH Eas'rED.
MILNE, LoRus J. and MARJORY J.
"Hummingbird bar." Audubon, 51:241~ "Texas passes school library bill:'
45. Aug: 1949. Orange County, Cali~ Library Journal, 74:931. June 15- ·1949.
fomia.
HtrrClIlNSON, MEL\lN.· "Arizona's college in the (lines." Arizona HighwlJY$,
ScHANTZ, VIOLA S. "Three new races
of bad~ (T~idea) from Southwest· 15:1, 36'59, July 1949. Flagstaff State
.
ern Umted States." Journal of Mam~ Teachers' CoI1~
WALLACE, WIlUAM S. "An experimtmt
malogy. 50:501005, Aug. 1949.
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1o..Jt!!'IIY' thee~. 1d_"'!l~P¢"'" 1'''-5•.A-g.
in
school...·SQuthwestern Lore, 15:Il,JUnt! 1949- Gen~.lnf0llDatlono.n
1949. At Hot Springs~N•. M. ' ( ;.

.
',' .
FINANCIAL AND INDlJSTlUAL

New

M~collliJUngdevd.opments.·.

~~;..~. ·Ao. ~~Do~'Reporl()t

Petr()leum .' and.NaturJJ1Qas Division,
lIENDDsoN, 1lANDALt..··Stone s'pUtted fi$~al)'ea"X~lFJJ.S.])¢Pt ofthelnpf·Ashforkr The Des.ert Mag~ne, 11: terior. Buteau of Mines, .Bullednl.G.
·5-8.. Sep t. 1949. '.
. .',.
'1505~WashingtoD,JUnej949. ,..' . •. \
/.
' . ' . th'
.
~.~pq,rttJfPetrole.um . and Na- . .
H~o~, J. W. • Breath of .' eSouth- turJJlGasDhtisiQni jiscid,ear,'I,946•
w,estr New' Mexico Magazine, 17:18,. u.s.. De'pt.ofthe In~enol",Bu~u()f
, ~:;~8jiAug. 1949· Piiion incenie indus- ~~:;:~etin I.C. 7506.~Wamington" .

KLINE,. DoYLE. .·..Albuquerque. OOoJJ1l . Co~NER.. VEDA NEVn.t..E. ~'1'he blue.y
.amlin:' NeW' Mexicc> Mlltrndn. e, 27:19.. 1l.T
.,. , . , .
8
2':.•. Sept. 1.949.
""b~.
. $tone.
loYeJJ)lFl.eXICQ -lFl.agazme, J7:J ,.
..
48-.so,Sept.I949. Turquoise. .' '.
S'\UNDEItS; WOODLAN P. Thirty-fourth CoWN$,. ROBl;llTF.. ·Wolcamc toe:ksof
annual report of the State Banlc B,,- nortbeasternNew' .Mexico.... ·Bulletin
amine,. of New Mexico, 1948.. Santa Fe, of thecGeol.ogical.S~tltyo/ A.merica..
June 1949·
'60:1017-40. June 1949. " .
.' .
F~LKLORE ,
DoRN~C.L ''DevelopmeIlts ·in 'Rocky
BA1l.TH,ILoN. "Recording the Indian Mountain region. 1945." -Bul{et;nol
chants." New Meicico Magazine.. ~7:!O., the;.tffJJerican .'.tfsst>ciationoffdf'Qleum
50, Sept. 1949.GeQlogistsI33:Jl~1,June 1949'
CLo$sIN, JIMMY. "West Texans ,do .it EVANS, O. F. 'i'The origin of the Verden
d'ft
tl...tf·
S s a n d s t o n e of Oklahoma." Joumal 01
1 eren, y. '. mmcan
quares, 4:5-4. Sedimentary. Ptltrc>IOa'll•... 19:87..nAl. AU.Ir•..
Aug. 1949. &quare' dancing..
r:v,
;n:
0
HINCHMAN, FRED K.·..Told in the Pueb1949· . '
los." The- Master1ctty, 25:116. July. 1949· FICKEL, Il. A.. '·DeVelopJllents in TeXas
Humorous, incidents. .
. ..
Panhandlel'egiop.'>1948.'·Bulletin of .. '
the.tfmtrican .tfssociationol Petroleum
KiMMERLE, MARJORIE M. ,"Collecting Geolt!gisu,.5S:go5. June 1949"'- ,
folklore in Colorado." SouthwtlStem F!tEl)ERlCltSO~, . E. A.·~Tri1obite fauna
,~~.1~10'9B·2TunFe.~~Wb49-o' . I'nven'ed· .th:e· of the, upp,er Cambrian Honey .Cteek
- ~ ."..
"formation.~· JournalofPJJleontolo~
. :Jwie knif~ Fol1clore, 8a 95- 25:341~5. July 1949.
- 2.1. July 19"49··
.
.'
'.
'F!tEEMA!'i, JAMES
··Str.!.Dd~lin~ 'accuWALLItlCH,,Wn.uAM JONEs. '~Tecolote-' ~ulation· .of 'petroleum, . Jim,; Hogg
the owl in Southwes~ folklore."
County. Texas." Bulletin of the AmeriSouthwtlStpn Lore, "15:15. June,1949.
can.tfssocia'tionof Petroleum Geologists, 33~1260-10. JUly 1949.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
GoIJ)lCH, S. S.AND M~ A. ELItIs. ~'Strati
AMMON, WALTERL. "Development in graphy .arid petrology of Buck HnI
north and' west-central Texas region."
quadrangle,. Texas." Bulletin o/the
Bulletin of the American Association of Geological Society Of Ammca,60aI53'. ,
.' .
Petroleum Geologists~ 33:935. June '81; July 1949~ .
.
1949.
GncoRY" liEuERT: E. "Geologic and
BAltER, A. A.; J.W. HUDDLE; AND D. M. geographic reconnaissance of . eastern
KINNEY. "Pa1eo~ic geology. of north
plateau, Utah." Bulletin of the Geoloand west sides, of Uinta basin. Utah." gical Society, of .tf-mericaI 6o:g6g-g8-..
Bulldin 01 the American .tfsst>ciation June 194901 Petroleum' Geologists, 55:u61"97. H~, GEORGE T. AND 'WALTER ll.
July 1949,
,
STOJtMS. Mining methods and practices .,
BUJlks, MAJUAN. '. "B'rief$ from New at International Minerals and ChemiMexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral cal Corporation potash mine, Eddy'
Resources at Socorro:' New Mexico County" New Mexico. U. S~ Dept. of
>
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zanita and NOrth Manzano Mountains,'
New Mexico"· Bulleti,. of the GeolOfJcal socii" 01 Amenc., 6o:1I85-ll12.
July i9049·
ROMSLO. T. M. IfIWlt;g.tion of Keystone and St"Georrtt copJH:r·:.inc d,ts,' Cochise, cOllnty.~ An,.:one. U. s.
t of the Interior. Bureau of Mines,

the Interior. Bureau' of Mines, Bulletin. I.C, 75U. Washington, June 19049. '
HzHD!:IsQN~ CHAnD, F. AND CHAnD
It. B.wt. "Developments in 'West
Texa and Southeastein New Mexico
region:· Bulletin of thtl Amerialn As!OCi4lion of Petroleum G~logists~ 55:
goa. June 1!K9· '
,
HII.D. 'JOHN H. AND E.. W.. AMa.Invesligat;om

ot ]amtstO'llln

fluorlttt de-

1!tJsits,BOllld,er COllnt)'~ Colomo. U.S.
I>c:patt11lent of the Interior. Bureau of
Mines, Bulletin R.I. «8S. Washing;"
ton. July 1949.
hG» WJLIJA)lH.; JOHN H. SoULE,
AND RUSSELL R. TuNQOVE.. Investi·
gation of Virgin Ritler manganese deposit, Clark Count)'. NetJii.da. U. s.
Dq>t. of the Interior. Bureau of
Mines. Bulletin R. 1.4471. Washington, June 1949.
1.AHa~ F. H. ··Exploratory drilling in
1948... Bulletin oflhe American Assodation of Petroleu~ Geologists~ 55:785.
June 1949McMILLAN. W. W.Investigation of thtl
Alfred Davis soapstone deposits. Gillespie County. Texas. U. S. Dept. of the
Interior.. Bureau of Mines. Bulletin
R.I. 4509. Washington, July 1949.
AND A. W. GERJJAaDr. Investi·
gaUon and laboratory testing of venniculite deposits, Llano County~ Texas.
U.S. Dept.· of the Interior, Bureau of
Mines. Bulletin R.I.' 4486. Washing'
ton, July 1949·
MILLE1t~ A. K.. IIA, giant scapho~
from the Pennsylvanian of Texas..'
Journal 01 Paleontology.' 15;587-91.
July 1949·
.
MONKOE~ MOItGAN., "Grubstake that
paid off:· The Desert Magazine. lIas·
19. sept. 1949. Carnotite properties
along Otah·Colorado line.
MQODY. GItAHAM B. "Developments in
California in 1948:. Bulletin 01 The
American Association 01 Petroleum
. Geologists. 55:805. June 1949PIFJlCE. JACE.' "Southwest New Mexico.
source of ,tin occurrences which may
become commercially profitable:· New
Mexico Miner and Prospector. 11:2.
July 1949·
.
Rl:!CHE. PA1UlY. "Geology of the Man-
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Bu letin R.I. 450{. Washington. JulY
1949·,
Sat..\:mJltD, .Bl.ua. "DevelopneDb in
South Texas Tegion.'· Bulretitt 01 the
.4.merican .4.ssoci4tiqn· of Petrofeum'
Geologists~ 5!:gM, June 1!K9STOUE. IIEuN R. I·petrology of ~l
anie rocks of northeastern New Mexico..• Bulldin or the Geologictll. Society
of America, 6o:t041-g6, June 19049STOOlS" WALTD R. AND ,TIDY w•.
FAUST. Mining methodl cmd costs CIt
the Keame, %inc·letld mine, C,entral
Mining District. Grant County. New
Mexico. U. S. Dept. of ~e Interic)r.
Bureau of Mines. Bulletin I. C. 7507.
Washington. June 1949.
'
tTMBACH. PAULH. "Developments in
Arizona and western and northern New ,
Mexico region." Bulletin of the American Association 01 ,Petroleum Geolo·
/"
gists. 55:951, June 1949-"
,VAN T1JYLE, F. M. AND W. LEvINGS.
"Pliocene Ogallala Algal) limestone in
Union County, New MexiCo." Bulletin
01 the American 'Association 01 Petro·
leum Geologists. 55:l429"SOo Aug. 1949.
-WELLMAN. DEAN C. tlDevelopments in
Oklahoma region. 1948..' Bulletin, 01
the American Association of Petroletzm
G~logists. 55:8g1. June 1949.
WEU.S, ROBERT J. "Well velocity shooting in California"· Geophysics. 14:!46~
56. July 1949.
'
WEIGHT. ILuoLD O. "We dug sandpUes
on the border"· The Desert Magazine;
11:11. July 1949. ne,ert geologiCal expedition. southern California.
- . "Gems on the' Devil·s' Highway:· The Desert Magazine. 12:9~14.
Sept. 1949.
...
WIEBELT. FRANK J. Investigation' 01 the
Mohawk lead-zinc mine, San Bemardino Coon,ty. 'California. U. S. Dept. of
the Interior, Bureau of Mines. Bulle'tin R.I. 4478. Washington. June 1949•.
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life-Sports." .10.8-10, 13, JUly 1949: RODGPS". WALttIt. "Gun habit." Fr,·
--J():8$ 16,. 18. Aug. 1949.
. Gnd Shell, 2:5-6, 19- Sept. .1949- Coyote
Nttmns,. GLAnYl . TBOIIPSON. "Rim trapping n~ Elida. NeW Mexico. .
country.t· .trizona·Highways;, 25:26'19. Svus, HAtOLD S.
fighthig m- .
JUlYl949~ Along Mogollon River.
. dVeJ.••• Arizona Wildlife-S/JOTtSmGn•. 10:
REED, At.LENC. "SycamOlecanyon." '/. 19~20. July 1949. FiJhing in Oak
"'rizona HighwlfJs, 25:18·25. July 1949. Creek.
.
RICILUD, GJ:Gacz. "Better fisbing- WAt.1EIt, H. W. "My friends die moui- '
fewer fish." Ari;ohG 'Wildlife-Spons- tabu:' New Mexico MGgtUlne,17:Qman, 10:'/, sept. 1949.
25, 58-60, Aug. 1949.
'
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THE
EDITOR'S CORNER
.

attempt to bridge the gap between
the artist and layman. I have ~t
tempted to do so in this piece:'

W

continued from page 4z6

POET SIGNATURE,
I 1 I. "It took me a year to find a
la~t line that so~ewhat satisfied ·me,"
Wellfleet School of Art~ Mass.; has wrote JOHN J)JLLON HUSBAND" comhad one~man shows in Philadelphia, menting on his poem uA$ Frost
Boston, New York, Minnesota. Cali- F!'Om Stone," published in' the Aufornia and New Mexico; has illus- tumn issue of the· Quarterly; In hU
trated three boob for the Hyper- ~'Four Poems from The Sit~r Cirion PreSs and Pocket Book Editions. cus:' free 'Verse becomes almost pure
From Wolfs extensive art cOllection, . music. It is interesting that many
before leaving Santa Fe for New contemporary writers and painters
.York last November, Mrs. Wolf pre- have been fond of the circ:us. persented the Most Reverend Edwin V. haps because they sec in its make- .
Byrne, Archbishop of Santa Fe, a believe one of the truest syt;hbols of
8'6"x5'9" oil painting by Gustave life.
Dare, liThe HouSe of Caiaphas: JuMr. Husband, a teacher of acdas Is Plotting Against Jesus." The ative writing and modem literature
gift, in memory of Mr. Wolfs moth- at Tulane University; lives on the
er, Anna Hogan WoU, was acquired beach of the Gulf and fishes for reby Mr. Wolf at a New York ware- laxation. He began to write as an
house auction in 1947. where with undergraduate at Northwestern Uniother Dor~ masterpieces it had lain 'versity where he has taken his deunclaimed for forty-nine years. Con- grees. Yale Review" Harper's" New
cerning his critique. Mr. Wolf writes York Times, Poetry, Spirit, Voict:s,
to the Editor: "I feel the most im- Antioch Review, NMQR a~d other
magazines have published his poetry.
portant function of the critic is
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AR~T I C LE S. ''The New -Ile h;lSalso pUbUsheda great nwn·:
, New Mexican" dealS with the post.. her ~f·attid~an4.reviewsincother
war' changes effected.in the attitudes ,leadingperiQdi,cals..Ue ". tatlght Utand ou~ook of the Spanish-speaking erary aiticismand,{o1k.]iterature
citizens of New Mexico. EllN~ FEll-' and folklore atBenningtonc.o~lege
GUSSON, one of the, few native AI- . "in, 1945 .'and 1946., lIisbook' The
buquerqueans (for JOOst of 1,lS have Armed ,J'isi(Jn(K.nopf,..~1948), a
JQ,oved, and every day more are study of ,the methods of modem
..
moving in, from other parts oftb.e l;iterarycrlticism;aroUsed~nsider
country).M.A. Columbia•. ha~ been ,able'discussionin Iiterar.yand·aca...
a teacher. Red Cross worker, dude demic circles. Engaging' hisatten-' "
wrangler and reponer. Since 1925 tionatpresentis a-study ,ofDarwin,
she has. devoted herself entirely to Marx. Frazerand~reudas imagina..
writing and lecturing on Southwest- nve writm In ,correspondence With
em i and Latin American subjects, the Editor he makes this statement:
with an intermission in 1944as.edu'- "I would'like to see >Castaway',recati~n specialist in the Office of the printed.."
,
,
~nator of Inter-American AfKENNE1lI LAsH, 'a native of -New
fairs. She has published r~views and Britain, Conn., graduate of Yale
artides in many periodicals and an-' ,and-- New Mexico, teaches in the
tholOgies. and is the author of English.departlllentof UNM. He
Dancing Gdds, 1931; Fiesta in Me,,- has published criticism and verse in
ico, 1984; Gua~mala, 1937:Ven- the Journal 'of Philosophy, The Exezuela, 1989; Our Southwest, 194Q: plicatorand NMQR. "
Our Hawaii, 1942: Chile, 1948; Cuba, 1946; Albuquerque, 1947;, and . . S TOR I E S.Wmnet of the
MUTd~ and Mystery in New Mex· Pulitzer Prize in 1929 with his first
ieo, 1948.
novel" Laughing Boy, OUVEIt. loA
STANLEY EDGAlt. HYMAN contrib- FARGE hassince,publisJ?ed four more
utes what seems to be the firs~m.f) novels, one volume pf short stories
prehensive study ever made o~~ and several boc>ksof non-fietion,the'
of the major contemporary Amer- , latest of which, The Eagle in -the
iean novelists. Under thetitle"James Egg (Houghton MifBin, July. 1949),
Gould Cozzens and the Art of the is the story of the Air-Transport
Possible," he analyzes the eleven Command. He encompasses in ,his
novels published by Cozzens, begin. writingsanthropologicaIstudies, ,es- '
, ning with Confusion, 1924. and end- ,says op public questions, and autoiog with Guard of Honor, 1948. a biography (Raw M(lterial, 1945). In
novel which won this year's Pulitzer 'msstory "BeatsJFirecra,ckers All HoIPrize in fiction. Mr. Hyman has low," Mr. La Faigetreats symbolic-'
done 'editorial work tor the New ally the acculturation problem of
Republic, and since 1940 'has been our Hispanic SouthwesL Mr"La
a staff writer for the New Yorker. Farge's sympathetic conc:emwiththe
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cultUres. of ()Ul' minOl'ity groups uof. Itory~·Mr. POwle ~es to ConCert
Jong~ding. An . .y on his wol'k. Pitch~' does not th1'ash~tany ~
by Robert Bunker, will be· pubJiahed letn. public or penonal~ }Ctin ita .•
~n one Qfthc coming ·isauea of thc own light way it }»rtra.JI that faNMQ.R.
mous A.sneric:an charaetcr-ttait of '
... 4'l)eatb of a.NeighbOr/' like many . "getting int(Jthe "~ow .. oo.teaJmg··
.othcrJtorles of DAVID CoaN!L. DE- .it." MiJI Glen "'WaS hom 'in' New
J0Ne, shows nattativeWll and P'Y- ~otk City. ItUdied at Syraaue and
chologicatiJuight into an ;u;nbigu- Columbia,'. and later "tfaVdled
OU$ sitliatioL Bol'll in The Neth· abroad. She was
piano. pupil of
cr1an4sin 1905, he has Uvecl in thc EmestHutcheson. Piano and writUnited States .since childhood. From jog have ~n" her avOcau()us .mcc
hi$" college days (CalviDr-Duke, childhood. Shc' has done eclitorial
Brown) on, hc _iRlbliahcd ~try, work for CmwdI-COUiel", Maanilfiction and articles in tttagazines,. - Jan, and the Ne:u¥orAer, and" at
eight novels, a volume of ~ present u writing and t:eporting" for
sto~es,two boob, of poetnJ.. 'two Fairchild. JWbU~tions. i'Mr. Powie
translations front the-Dutch, and.an Tunes to'Concert Pitch" U her" secautobiography, With a Dutch Accent ond publi$hed atory.
(1944)•. His 1ates~ novel, Th~ DuDANIEL SULLlN 'WaS. bom in Scotpef'4teChildren, has recently' been land in 1918, came
New York in
,.,' pub~ed by Doubleday. Shortly aft- 1951, and in 1986 went to sea on
ere retul'l)ing from a four-month trip a British ship plying the West Into France, HQUandto Belgium and dies and SOuth America•. At the beEngland last September, Mr. Dejong ginning of the last war he joiqed
wrote tg the Editor expressing pleas- the' famed BIa~ Watch regiment
Ute that .his story was "landing in and remained' i~ it until 194* when
the New Mexico Quarterly." He he transferred to the U. S.~y.
added: "William Faulkner still tops 'Mter' the war he went to VemJ.ont
in fiction, Wallace Stevens ,in PQCtry.
a· butler. He is now "~ GI sturm still full of Europe at the ma- dent at UNM. At eighteen.' he
ment, but horses and cats always in- wrote textbooks on music and asterest me. in all phases:'
tronomy#.and soon turned to. poetry.
~ctically all fiction that comes' He has studied piano and comFO;'
these days to the desk of an editor sition~ the latter with Roy Harris.
is on "serious" themes. Two big wars During the war he did sa~ of
and the menace. of a third still big- the, English and American gentry
get one, with their concomitant wor- for The Charter magazine "in Oxries and fruStrations. have put a . ford. One of' his poems ~ recent, damper on spontaneous laughter. Iy acIected by the Nation~' Poetry
Once in a while a writer like EMlLmAssodation for its annual anthology
GLEN'seems not to have entirely for- of college poetry. "Rory O'Moore"
gotten Ihe art of maliDg fun. Her
m{j';ubIilIhed .~. He sap'

a
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'''This pi~~;i#iredb1apaint.. inp~tfol'the.fitst .time•.••
inS; ~JTWil;6f Roben EJnmett" .nineteFn YearS<~in,Ne#()rleans, ,
Whi~K~lnmy bedroom in SCot.. he'is a studentat'rulane:Univer..
lancf' TJ,te. injustice: of the Irish siiy. He writes to theEditol':
'
. SitUation ·WjlI'brou~t. home to· me 11SUal PreeodoulchUdhood; .•• ..
by 'two uncles who 'Were hUh pa- ma.joredsuccessivelyin:cheliJistry..
triots and by the ~y summersphysiaand ·psychoJ.ogybeforedis- .
that I"apenttravellilJgall over lte-' ' covering that 'what l' wanted. lobe
land as a . boy. An· ironic twist .in doing was 'Writing•..;.~· .~'J .;aStSpring.
this development was that my great- atteratrip to the zap, heCH4the .
grandmother'i house was. sacked~y '~~es'.;3$ anassignment:-'Ulcre-.
the soldiers of the same regbnent.· -ativewrtting.._ '.'
.
that ,I was a member of. during the ...At.AN SW.&l.t.oW" PQetaitie,publate ~..'
~
, lisher,teachescreadvewritillg and
.
, ,
\ ' C:on~p<)rar)'>litera,tureat.the l1ni-'
.W· .NM QR POE TRY S E- versity! of Denver,: wherehe,isdi"LE C 'I' ION S. HaVEY . FDGus-rectorof its Press.·Heisthe~uthor
sON's "HuntiligSong" is the first 'of four 'boouQf poettyand'criti-'
published poetry of this weU·known Osmofpc>etty; has edited<eight .
.writer. In his own .words in a let- books of.prose and :poeby brother. "
ter -to the Editor:' "I offer it with· writers; .and bas cOntributed .'poeglS, \
some diffidence, 115 '1. .have .never and critical articles: to a number of
J>efore offered. any, poetry for pub- ' the literary. j~uri1a1s~fthecDuntry;
lication, but this one--hastbebless- FromlMI,to 194'1 he was Poetry
·ingof several persons whose judg- Editor of the N/tfQR.
'
ment lrespeet. Dr. McKenzie of 'BERNIc:zSOOTE teaches English <at
. the, Englishdepanment here[BerkC!'! the University of Nebl'Ub. She 'has
ley,w~eie ~.Fergwson lives] read publishedoverlqrtypoemsin.such
it~ his poetry class as a good ex-ltilagaiines .asAtlanticMtJ1Jthl'i
amPle. of the use of assonance .and' Jloices~Poetry.ChtJp-Boo1r.,YaleRe
..
consonance. Anyway, I lik.e itwe1lView, GontejnpDraryPoetry,Pf'airie
enougn to wan~.to see ,it in print. Schooner,alidNMQ..R.
.
... I may add that although I hal;e
.
"
. .
~ever publ;ished' any poetry as such, WBO 0 ItS'AN D COMmuch of my prose is conceived as MENT. DtJDLEYWYNN.. Prolessor
poetry and is poetry to m~pe9a1- of .English and Chail1l1anolthestarf
ly the prologues of Ih' Those 1)ay$' of,.the Hwnanities'prc)gram.;,at the
1
and Wolf Song." Mr. Fergusson has ,UDivenity:QfCOlorado,<was~tor
'publi~edeightnove1s and four of'theNMQ.,Rtrom l 94O, to 1947.
works. of non~fietion.
In the Spring,lM9,issu.ewepllbWith the ,publication hereof lishedhiS •essay "The.• Humanities
"Lines for a Summer's End,'·, in the Southwest" ·and t1J.~gave
CHARLEs R.ulOND'S poetry appeatS' a ·Jiiographical.sketch of him.
b

e"
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WILSoN: O. CLoVGHis Prof~r of
English at the University of Wyoming,. He. has published arPdes.
and short' stories in Sewanee

initiative that the Little Theater
was' organized in Albuquerque. 'She
did newspaper work in Japan. had
a coiumn in the .41buqunque TriReview, American &ho14T, SatUTda1 ,'bune, ,has contributed articles and
to" NeW M.e:tico MagaUne and
Review of Literature, P"ci/ic Sped"tpr, Southwest Review, NMQ.,R and NMQ.,R, and in the early forties
'other· periodicals. His book of poems , edited, Old Town Nervs.
We, BQrne Along is scheduled for
publication in December. 1949. by . . OLD ALBU,QUEI\e.
TIle I)ecker ,Press.
QUE. AlbuquerqUe! is an, old
.' .Au:xA.NDn K1.EIN, born in Tran- 'town, as An;1erican' tOWJlS'go. It Was
sylvania (now' divided between founded in", the spring of i 706
charaCteristic plaza. the'
Hungary and 'Rumania). came to around
the United States when he was six heart of all Spanish settlements. Reyears old. He studied at Rutgers cently the Old Plaza has undergone
anc! the College of the City of New a"rejuvenation~u thanks toth~ unYork; has taught,English and writ- selfish" work of a number of citizens.
ing in New York City evening adult The E~tothas asked Irene Fisher, .
schools.' During the war he wrote, the ClWnnan of the Plaza Commitand directed training films for com· tee. to write a statement which
.
bat and ~oiale. He has published follows:
The Old Albuquerque Historical
fe'views., essays and fiction in New
Republic, S"turda'1 Review 01 Lit- Society was organized three yean
nature, Tomorrow, The Survey, ago to preserve. protect and defend
ArizonaQ.,wzrterl, and other maga- the few remaimng historic buildzines.
• ings. objects and papen Which IeJOHN ADAm teaches in the anthrocord and typify the early history of
pology department of Cornell Uni- the city. Up to now the organization
versity. Before the war he worked has concentrated its attention upon
several years fur the Indian Arts and developing the Plaza, Vieja into a
Crafts Board. and has been man- spot 'typical of the area in ~ts disager Qf the Navajo Arts and Crafts play of Spanish and Mexican influGuild at Window Rock. Ariz. He ence.. The society felt it was not ~
is author of a book. The N(W(Jjo sible to "restore the Plaza to
Clnd Pueblo Silversmiths (Oklahoma set period and give a tnte picture of
University Prest. 1944). and of ar- Albuquerque's paSL
.
ticles in professional journals,
During the WPA era. a hideous
IRENE FWlD1 contributor to ·'"The , red stone mIl and castellated band·
Editor's Comer:· has been very ac- stand were built at great expense.
tive in civic affairs since she came The bandstand was neither useful
to New Mexico as a health·seeker nor beautiful. The wall. useful only
many years ago. It was through her for sitting. was 10 high as to cut off
..

..

-

.

poems.

Puelry

the

I

U
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the vi~w thlough. an,d across the These will ·be provided thrpughthe
Plaza. CitizenswefC consulted and Society~ Wi~ the~pera~onof
urged to express opinions On what . the dtygarden.dubs. the Society 'Will
should be done to the Plaza. Thealsb provide for grass,. trees and
unanimous answer was -'Tear the shlubs-the lattet of native growth.
will down:' So-we did.,
The Society has asked that the
Before -.e started the work. how· area' be. decl,ared .~historit::al'Zorle
ever; it was necessary to prepare to prevent unnecessary di:stmetion '
and present a plan for improvement of buildingsortheirembe1lisbment
to the County Commissioners and by n~n lights and m6dem.,all-glass
secu~ their approvalalid permis-fronts.. With the annexation of the
- sion. This was done, and one mom· Old Town area by the. city. main.,
ing two .summe~ ago the foun- tenance problems for the Plaza are
datiOI1$ o~ the 'world !'Oded when solved, and the Society can carry out
the first bite .was taken from the its complete p1a11inamuchsh.ortet
wall. Many of the residents who had ti~e. Attention can now-be ~ed .
approved in theory were shoded to such fields of activity as the fcolwhen the. wall. which had been there leetionofhistorical 'articles. the esfor a nUmber of years, suddenly tablishinentof a mUseum, and mar1c.-,
started falling into rubble. Soon ing of historicspotsJnthe Old Alpeace was resto~ to their hearts buquerque area.-l• .F.
and their approval again bestowed
C E N T E.
when the site began to take on the tjpS AN·
spacious appearance it' had 'had in FOUNDATION. The mail
brought recenuy to our editorial
the earlier daYL
offices
an exciting paCkage, from
Following the removal of the wall,
the walk around the Plaza was Santa Fe, five boob can:yingthe imwidened, and a new bandstand print. of San Vicen~e Foundation,
built upon the base of. the old one. Inc.: By thePTophetofthe &nh~
The second year, cast·~~ beDches, a ,study of the ethnobotany of the
similar to the ones used in the parks Pima Indians. by L S.1f. Curtin;,
of Chihuahua, were added, the gift The Good Lifel a book on New
Mexican food, by Fabiola Cabeza de
of Albert G. Simms.
The Old Albuquerque Historical Baa Gilbert; Man. and the Worlt4
Society has submitted to the at)' a Practical Philosoph, and UJ'll1 of,
complete plan for funher improv~ 1.Ilel by A. Thangal K~ju Musa- '
ment to include aosa walks in the Uar. trmslatedfrom the Malayalam
Plaza and space tQr ~ ornamental . by S. Sathyavagees Iyer;The Alfred
fountains, Spanish in type, when 1. Banon Coll~tion of SO,uth'll1tstern
they can be found. Ornamental iron .Textilesl by H. P. Mera; Hamletlampl. sixteen in nUmber, are to De A Visual Presentationl by Dorothy N.
installed, each one in memory of Stewart. The first four boob here
iilted, though beautifully designed.
lOme well·known earlier resident.

VI
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illustrated Uldprinted.le1lat mod- repoee·,ili, a ahrin~ ~. the:~ope ()f
erate .pdcelt froIn $.I! t(). $5-PO. the '1'_ Mountain$. he loved. 10
'IbeHlltfllet ina ddiUCc edition;, mt.cb).hal been rising Iteadily since·
b1«t. piinteclby JJndand type dis- hi$ death. Editions and .ttansla-!
tributedafter 100 impreuioDJ,se1ls tions of Lawrence .are. mUltiplying

.{or$.!a copy. . .
thtoughouttheworl<L
.
The F()UJl({ation. ·'anonp~fit or-Frieda:Lawreucc,widowo(the
ganitAuon 'Whose .~pt is the disIem- poet,. has just.cot.Uibuted ana16um '
illation and. publitatmn of anthJo. oftworecoldswithherreadillg of
pological infoi1nation willian em-his pOeIIl$' "Ship of Deatb,n'\Ba~
phasis on the Grtatcr Sou91'WeSt~" varian ... Gentianst " "Red. ·W~lf:" '_
~.. beenopetating tot nearly ~ "Aut··: in Taos'" ud.'·I1ivocatio.n. '
.yealS and ·thilfallsaWthc fruition to)lli
.•.. ··.·14 '.':An in.trod
. · ·.~ctionby
of itf.dorts in the publication of $phd Johnson, ntail'linga pen~
theboobtncntionecLNe]tt )'earthc ,trating ttiti(a1 Ole on . Lawrencc
Foundation p~ getti~ lnt() print and anapp.-ecc.ti n.of tbe reading
a teduUQl~pet on hdbsand their of his .poenu by F: l;,edaa«Otilpames
U$eI •
liate ot Miwer..dn. M~- the album. Mr.. Ohnson 'Writes:
i :I' by L. S. M.Cuttin; :$ilVe.n"otk "The selection is fine ' one--Mn.
o'he SOt&thwt#and' J'l;(). Gt4n,dt Lawtence's olQlcho Ce-'SO tllatit il
Te:ctilesi by H.' PO' Mm, and· South.~atruly represen~tive cross-sectionof '
'lIH:st Sr4itk4S4ihe$,hy 1J$e. Em- his work. Here is bitt ,andmocking
oqt.tn addition to publiShing, the. .verse~ 'there a.''Wonderfully teve;l1ing
FoundatiOO,h.as sent exhibitions and sensitive. picture. touched with
over the'countty.
fire and ,Yeamiag; and finally there
Tbe t:JIIiceI$ofthe Foundation are is one of the sad and tender 'Last ,
Da'it,t J:l~~ San~ Fe, President; Poems~'
Merle. AtnUtage. Ntw Yotk, Vice.
"I have often thought that !Ba- '
President; H. p~ .Mera, Santa Fe.. varian Gentians" contains an of
S«retary; 'Mn. ~. E. Curtin, LaWrence-his whole philOsophy and
Santa: Fe, Treasurer; and, Willard conception of life, sex, beauty'and
.Hoogland, Big Sur,. Calif., and san· death. That poem 'and 'Terra Inra Ft, Executive J)ireaor.
, cognita' are two of Mg_ Lawrenceos
The Quartetlyextends t() the'San favorites, as well. As for 'Autumn
VieeuteFoundation congratulations in Taot,' it not only teems' lO in·
011 tJtefitte'WOl'ka1readydone,.and dude the entire Rocky Mountains,
best wi$hesfor the:· continuous sue" but. the Alps as well. 'The leopardettJ of an' enterprise of whidi aU liVid slopes of America" are' here
New~M'exicans interested in our . mqre freshly and vividly. etched than .
any of our painters have yei
cuJrurelhouJd.fet1proud.
,
achieved •••
... D. H. ~L The literary star
"There.could be no happier com...
of D. H. Lawrence (wh~ashes bination than that these poeins
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!bould be.read by' the WOman wh<»'eigtllitt1exeviews~taiD .~d.'
was the 'Writer.inspiratio~"andbir 'uds ·0£ quality ,anduniversaJitythat
wife during' .almosttbe enme, pe-' can. but .•\)e'. ,a ItilnwUS to our own
riod ,of - his
proUficlife
as &p6et:
".ltallcJarc1s;,.
, .' . ' ,
, , - "
_
_ _ , " " " . : - . _ "'" '_'
/
" _ . : 1 .. ,

first. because many 'of them ,were)"hereISl:J,O

gteat~1lUders~d",

.~tten~()ber;leCOnd.because>sheing~()ngmel1:bfanl.CQn~tion.
, "wasalDlost cenainly .•nel'invariably " 'than•• ~ong JIlell,ofletters.'1.1ley ,
'the first read~r'ofthem;anf:lthird,:;-qu~lUkecat$and>dogso~er
beeauSeshc:read! /thein ':~peda•. ,~n~e61.jSSlles--~ost1yp:nona1ia,,
tively~en." ••• ,
, ,'.' , ,'~.~but·theJilainsptings.oftheir:atti-,·
,,' uAndshebasidc:ntifiedherself*>tuelest°Watdlifeclral'ltbem,to
eOlDplet~lyWith~em,·-~t o:~e_'al-' 'muni~tion ·.apd.lIiutuat'YDlpathy!,
. most has the .feeling that they are' Onc:feetsdosertothe.,wri1eu."ol'
. ',hers-thatshe,wrotethem.Pemaps, Sur':iJ.1BuellosAirei,or • 7'he. Wine!
, . in a.' sense, theyare--OlDd she didl ane!The.~ainjn't:1)glana.orMeafi;'·
~tainit i~that Pteymeanagreat. jiniJnA!-'sttaUa-spread".theyare
,' deal to her, that they represent the , over 'three continents-"tlW1totb98e
:essentiallawrenee to her, just as ,of .sljckmagazin~.tAAtoverfl()wtbe
they .dotoall of his ~~rers, counten:ofthefamiliardi"ugstore.
whether they knew ,.hiQ:J. person.ally,
We 'readeveryissue'ofMeanji,.~.~
~r ollly his work:' , .
' ,
,a'quarterlypublisbed bytheUpi- '
Impol1ant things likethisstUlvenityIo£/ Melbolmle, Car)ton, ,N. .
happen in New M:exico,ina nther 8, Vietoria~AJlStra1ia '(It mntings
in{onnalmaoner. The idea for this a year),our',cbiefnexUS,'Withihat
particular ,onewasbomata~ner .oth~r ,world of bravemen,Jastute '
party 'in Taos•• Jobn S. Oandebuio, , lands not unUkethose.inoUl'.Southwho 'has been doipg for collectors. west,. and kangaroos.M~anfjngives
. remarbblerecordings' of Indian ' 3 well-seasc>nedfareolmortstories,
chants and dance music (a unique' poetry, artideson lit~ra~u,te':lD:d ~e
contribution, by dille Way, to. oUt 'artS, reviews ofeurrent»oob,and '
assetS for the study of the indigenous attractive half-tone and lineilluscultures),Was e~trustea byLaw- 'trationll. Naturally, most of tbe conrenc:e'slrlends with t1\e mUing of tributots"are Australian, but occa-'
~e records.
"
uonally one sees ahoEuropean and
American names. ' /
. .·.MEANJIN. Exchanges with
.The spjrit of'Meanjin may perreviews ·from abroad'afe particularly haps be illUstrated bt the '-Trailer"
welcome in our offices:. Aside .from published. in its current Win~"
matters of taSte andselecticin, which' 1949,issue.takenfrom.MarcBlock's
. are, of course, dueBy de'tel'!I1ined by 'Strange Defeat (Oxford, 1949):,
the edi~ol'$'petsOnality and other , uAny CQmproinjse With u:uth, 'no
drcwnstances, what is interestiilgto matter what '.the prete¥t,is~e.
empliaSize is·~atpraetiaU1y all for- 'mm of,ahuman ,soul's wtilnale ' -:.
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corruptioa."The NNQ.R lends
~ aDd all sood withes a~
the hcilic to C. B. Cristemen, edffiOl' of Mortjift1and his UIOdates.

. . SOUTHWESTER.N
ART POR.TFOLIOS. The

edition.NNQ.R hu signed, suchan
effective with Yolume
XIX. 1!Hg. Any sublc:riber interested in orderill! ~miao6Jms .
tbou1d comp:lunkate with University Miao6.lmt, 315 North First
Street. Ann Arbor. - .

asreement

University of New Mexico PretIt
"sa.ulated by the attentioa NMQ.R . . NMQ..RBACKISSUES.
-• ~ to art"-u its aetins-di- In the Jut few moaths we have re1tCtOI:- E. a. ManllltatC$-is plan- ceived ICvcra1 inquiriel about bad
from. indiriduala and librato pu.bUth, a aeries 0( art portJoJi<:iI. futuriUS the work of leadinc rians 1d1o cksire to complete their
aJ1iIu. 0( the- SoQthwest. The first col1«tioas of the mapzine. An in·
number in die teries,. Tu AuJfU ventory fa heine made 0( our bad
Portfolio; of UI1&opplcs. eisht .cock. and in the SpriD!', 1950, blue
priDes rx'I" c)Q JUts 11"x1&w. re- rull information will ~ given about
produced ia oIiet and suitable for the availability and prices of back
f'rui!ain«. will be releued on April is&ues.

rins

u.ues -

15-price $6.50-.. ,
.
1£ the venture proves succetlful.

•

NNQR CUMULATIVE

aerieS may be extended to com- INJ>EX. Abo in the Spring. 1950.
prise color reproductions 0( oils. issue. we plan to publish a cumulative index of the nineteen volumes
witer colon. and other media.
the

-W

MICROFILMS. The
pwing pains l)f libraries are simi-

lar-but'more "spacial"-to thole of
, the conscientious reader who wants
to keep up with what comes out in
print. The bulky
Il«tions of
periodicals are the
headache of
,librarians. Fortunately, the pro
of cubkation is practically sot
with the arrangements proposed
University Microfilms.
Univenity Miao6lms secures authorization from certain magazines
and other 'publications to issue a
microfilm edition at the end of the
volume year. Magazines are paid a
royalty, and distribution of the film
is limited to5ubsaibers of the paper

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol19/iss4/1

far published (1951-1949). By the
way, there will be \other special features in thit iSlUe to signal tbe entering of our twentieth year of publication.
. .

to

;W

INDIANS IN THE 01NEMA AND RADIO. The
Quarterly sees with unqualified approval a movement initiated by the '
Association on 4merican Indian Afairs to bring a1?out· a better treatment of the American Indian (and
by "American Indian" we assume it
is ·meant all Indians of the Americas) in cinema and radio presentations.
•
Oliver La Farge. president of the
Association. when ann9uncing early

r

--
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../

in December that a national film - quarterly). The offic:mof the. Asso;.
committee had been organizecl to Co- dation are: Haven Emerson, M.D••
operate with other groups in re- honorary president; Oliver La Fatge.
search, counsel, and review.- stated: president; Eduard C. Lindeman, first
..Distortion of Indian life and char- viee.president; Mrs. Edgar L Rosaeter theatrlca1lyhu doubtle. feel sin, second viee.president; Alden
the barrier 0'£ mistrust which pre- Stevens, secretary; and Charles Rus-vents normal participation by Amcr- sell,treasurer-eontroller. There is atian Indian citizens in our national ' 10 a national Board of Directors and
life. The time is ripe for an· aRult branches of the AtIociation in, Sail
on these stereotypes.···And Francis Francis<:o (for Central 1:. Nonhero .
Harmon, vice-president o( the Yo- Ca1ifo~), Santa .Barbara (for
lion Pietute AsIodation, comment- Southern Cali£qmia) and Lewiston,
ed: "We're glad to know that expert Montana.
..
..
advice on Indian afWrs will now be
lleadm will remember the' con- . furnished us through this commit- fliet created a few years ago in our
tee."
.
.:
relations with the Hispanic Aineri~
Fint the committee will c:oncen- an countries by themovie$' unwutrate its efforts o~ the cinema, and rantedpR!Sentation of its nationals
then enbrs" its action ~msion in .. diaIlVanlageous light. The Braand radio and include' its cam- wan writer Hcrnane Tavares de'
paign other underprivil
grou~ ~ SA, a proven. friend of the United
The AsIoclation on American In- States. haS published a 'Very interestdian Affairs,' Inc. (main,Olfice: 48ingUucle, "Hollywood Needs Latin
East- 86th St.. New York 28) has a America,., in .Americas for Novem-well-esta1?IishecI history of militant ~. 1949. where he reviews the
defense of the rights of our "forgot- phases of ·this· misrepresentation:
ten first Americans.u A non-profit
1. ,the bandit and ugreaser"stage;
corpOration enlisting the aid of many .th n the goody-goody mtd awkward
leading citizens. including writers, . pe , t; 'and nnaHy. during the war
artists. anthropologists. and other wh n we needed. the strategic mateprofessionals, it publishes a quarter-Ifori s of Latin America.' the uf!Ury_
ly review The American Indian cd.. tal.. in which Latin Americaapited by Carl Carmer, wh~ the read': pears "as lands ofiIJ.comp~ble
er finds substantial arti~e_d book ·sweetness·and.charm." .HollywocXl-is
reviews on questions affecting our n~toriously given to ~tteines. Wei
Indian' population. Subscription to would~ot li~e for the American In, The A.merican Int!ian is by member- dians the softtouchQf adulation.
ship in -theAssociation (annual dues: _They are a Ji'ardy.e. Truth and
$lO~· $25. $50, and $100, of which $3 sP-Dpathywith ~,.= remorse for
is for a ye~rs subscription to. fl1e .. past -errors,will·s~ce. '< •
•
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0'
J

">0114, '' ~

'!'

leit.""
'tlic·f· "
J

by"Edward O. Guerrant
.'
Associate Professor of lnt(jrnational ·llelations "
Davidson~ College .
An ~ngrpssing examination of Franklin Rbosev~ltfs Latin American
"'

,t

.

Policy" muminat~ oy a topical'.study of such eS$elitial elements
of the
.
, Go9.dNeighbor Polity 'as,' ~e abandonment 'of Uitiled States'Sou'!l
Atpe,rican interVention; recOgnition of nc;w govermnents;' quest for law
.
' /
\ andJ pea~eful,settlemerit of disputes; economic· policy; and efforts and
successes of our gove~ent to establish- World War II he~pheric,
defenses:
t'
\

,

'

"

•

I

'. •

'

"

.

I

'

The author, a political analyst in the Office ofCo-ordinator of Inter. '

.

.

.

'J'

American Affairs, apd researc;h an"'yst for Division of AInerican ,Repub-' .'
.' .lies, Department of State, when ~e Good Neighbor Policy was .bei~
developed, writes a brilliant and authoritative report.
~

~.

r

Studies V"':"lnter-Americana'Series '

6ig. goo pagq

"',~ $3.51
1·

I

.

At your bqokdealers or-'.
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POETRY

Broo~en, Myron H. Decorum, 52:

PrQn1c, 52: Choice, 574,
CaUtins. TOlD. DtJncingGirls, 80 .
Corbin;A1iee. Three Poems: Lines,
, Tesuque Garden, Edgar (Alice Corbin: anA~preciation). 55
Fergusson. HarVey. Hunting Song
(NMQR Poetry Selections) , 500

l\

The ,Griflin,Howard.Mi# Rathel-oJ Sa""ang
,Cree1c (NMQR PoettySelections).S75

,Hamilton,HoraceE.Disillwion,17 .
Husband, John DWon•.lfs FrOst From
Stone (NMQRPoetry Selections). 875: :
Four Poems from The Silver Cifeus~..

The Bro1cettC(Jrousel, .fjo;1..tIStrobe, ,.

"461; .If F~eld tJJ Trillium, '465: The Si,,",. , '

"

'

5

~·I

'.

,

".

,, '
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INDEX
Pendlelon;.Conrad. Traps' (NMQR.
Spilce, 465 (poet Signature. III.
. Poetry SeleCtions) • 374
469.(76)
•
.
Percival. J. T. Are the Eyes of Christ
" Ide. Bernard A. Term.nus (NMQ.R.
for Christ Alone7 (prize P~: New
Poetry Selections) .. 373 .
Kroll. Ernest. At the Adams Memorial, . Mexico Poetry Contest). 106
Ramond, Charles. Lines for. Summer's
108;7'he Salesman, 109: The RQC#: '
End (NMQR.. Poetry Selec~ons)"'499
Pool. au: October, stU; From the
CongressionalIe lit: Deus Ex ltlachina, Slote,· Berni~. 0/ My B.eturning .
(NMQR. Poetry selectIons). 501
all:
the Beach at Night. 215: The
Swallow. Alan. For My Ihaughter. Aged
Augur Windle 215 (poet Signature. I.
107.115)
,.
5 ·(NMQR. Poetry Selections). 501
Vazakas, Byron. Vortex, 80
'
Lash. Ken. Who Can With Gaily
Color~dStringf (Pl'ize POems: New.
Wbite, Miles. Over the Bridge, !58; Thtl
HollyhQCu, &4°; Memorial Ar#:; 540:
l\{e.~co Poetry Contest)'. 107
L)'on. ]ene. ChaOs in NIe Valley (prize
Caution for All SOU~Day"Ml:RePoems: New Mexico Poetry Contest) •
View,,!41: The Air in Which We Live,
101
MS: Evangel in O#:lahomD" 544 (Poet
ftfcGo,,.em. Hugb. Charlotte Corday to
Signature, II, 557-344) .
.
r
the Tribunal (prize Poems: New Mexico Poetry Contest) • 101
veT

0"

GUEST ARTIST
~

Adams; Kenneth M. 11 original drawings, 4- balf-tone reproductions. III.
Autumn
BlumensChein, Ernest L Ai original
drawings, 5 balf-tone reprodUctions, I.
Spring

/.

JODSOn, Raymond. 11 original drawings;
-4 balf-tone reproductions, .IV'; Winter
Sloan. Jobn. 12 original drawings, 4.
balf-tone reproductions, II, Summer

BOOKS AND COMMENTS
BOOK.S REVIEWED
John Richard. General Ga~e
in Amerfca: Being Principally a HIStory 01 His Role in the American
Revolution (1948). 157
,
I. Andrews, ;Bert. Washington Witch
Hunt (1948), 160
S. &re~n, Bernard. Authetia and
History in the Visual Arts (1948) ,121
4. Bernard, Harry. Le Roman RegionalisteAu,,- Etats-Unis (1949) .. 509
5. Breasted, James H. Egyptian Serpant
Statues (1948). 516
6. Brickell, Herschel, editor. Prii.e
Stories 011948: the 0. Henry Awards
(1948),117
7. Brown, Calvin S. Music and Literature: a Comparison 01 the Arts
(1948),247
8. Calvin, Ross. Slcy petermines (2nd
ed. 1948) , 257
9. Cantwell,: Robert. Nathaniel Haw·
thorne: the American Years (1948).
1. Alden,

144

lo:-Clifford, James L., Rudolph K.irk,
David AlIan Robertson, Henry H.
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Wiggins, editors. 'English Institute
Essays" /941 (1948). 116
11. Collier, John. America'.y Colonial
Record (1947). ISO
12. De Oiia, Pedro. Arauco Tamed,,'
translated by Charles Maxwell Lancaster and Paul Thomas Manchester
(1948) ,261
IS. ne Onis, Harriet, translator and editor. The Golden L-tlnd: an Anthology 01 Latin-America" Fol#:lore in
Literature (1948),250'
14. Dickey, Roland F. New Mexico Village Arts (1949). 516
'
15. Dilwortb. Ernest Nevin. The Unsentimental Journey 01 Laurence Sterne .
(1948), 118
16~ Fagin. N. Bryllion. The Hislrionic
.Mr. Poe (1949). S9!
17. Fergusson. Erna. Murder and Mystery in New Mexico (1948),126
18. Faulkner, William. Intruder in the
Dust '(1948) , .08
19. Foley. Martha. editor. The But
American Short Stories, 1948 (1948). ~
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10. Franm, Robert.. We Fly Away
*~, AnlOld.The~.
egro in Amen(1948) • 111'
,
. ca(t94S) ,128-.', ....'
..•.....~
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.. "."
- . Wash.ngton: a Baography. Vots.1 '.,
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.
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~56
. .
'.
.'
Stud,oftheN~IOS(I948).5go
II. Greenhood. David.1.hve in Dishevel-47- Sc1igm,ann.Kun. The Mi"oro!
· ment (1948), 252
.
'.
.
Magic(I948l.. ~M
.
IS. Haley,J.Evell$.Jeff MittonI' A GoOd 48. Sper, Felix. From Native RootsMan With a Gun (1!J48) .. 258.
. (1948)',382 .... .'.. ..
24- Harkey. Dee. Mean As Hell (1948) .~Stewart.lland.a11 ••NtithanieJ;li'aw~60
.
.
·thome:a BiographY(I948h244\.
15. Hedley. GeoJge- The Symbol 01 the
50' Sny~r.ChlltlesS. The.Development
G.

.,

Faith: a Study of the Apostles"
of So~them Sectionalism,z8z8- .
· Creed (1948).110.
.,'
z848.. ~ History of the South.V~5
·16~ HenkovitsJ .Mel\rille J. Man and.His
(J948) .255 .' .~.
" .• .'.
" .
WOr.1ts(1948);153 ,
.
,
51. Tat~. AUen.On' e Llm.tsof·
Josephs. Ray. Latin America: Con. Poetry; Selected .
.:Z828·,19-18
tintnt in Crisis (1948) j 128
'(1948), U5
•' ' .
.'
18. Kluckhohn, Clyde. Mirror for Man: 52. Taylor. Carl·C. Rural Life in Argen~
the Relati~nolAnthropology,to
tina (1948) .. 259.
.• i ' •
, Modem Life(I949l. 2511
.
55. Thorp. RaymondW. BOfJ!.e i(n.[e..
119., Koestler, Arthur. Insight ·and Out- .
a 'Saga o/£orl, .America (194B) • 125
. 1001 (1949), .5011 .:
'.
540 'I:urgefiev, Ivan. F.im~; Three .
so. Kreuget.HUde.j\falinche.. or FlireShorttNovels.. ttaD$1ated byCon"- .
well to, MytM{IM8) • li9 "
.
stance Garnett(I948) .. 246
51. La Farge. Oliver. santa Eulalia: the . 55. TurrieU, Martin. The plassical
.
• Religion of a Cuchumatdn l,.dian
.Moment: Studit:Jol Corneille.. Mo-'
'Town (-947). 119 .' .
'
'lier4"and RtlCine(~948). 243 . '
.
52. Leoriard, Olen L- The Roleo! the
56. Vestal. Stanley. Watpathand CounLand Grant in the Social Organiracil Fire (1948) " 228 '.
.
.'
tion and Social Proct:$St:J of a Span.
57. West. Ray B., Jr.• editor. R.ocky
ish.AmencanYillage in NetJJ Mexico
. Mountain Citat:J '(i949) ,515

.
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,(19(8) • 124
.
.
.
'.
.
..
55. Lipman, Jean. American Folk Art..
R E VI EWE R"5 •
in Wood.. Metal and Stone (1948) •
. 'Adair, John. Folk .Ar.ts{Nos. 5. 14. 55) .
5 16
..
".
/
Allen. Charles. The Southwest in Minor
54· Masur; Gerhard. Simon Bolivar::'
Chord (No. 41 )
."
(194.8.).• 576
'1'
.L
Braddy. Haldeen. Poe the Peacocl(Nos.
. 55· Maxwell. William. Time Wi I D"rk-' i6.39)·
.
. .' .
.'
,en It(I~). 251 .."
BP~er,.Robert.(No.2); Faullcner:a
,56. Nonnan) Cb!\rles. The. Case oJ. E%ra
Case JorRegionali$(No.l$) ; (No'58)
P~un~ (1948) • 122.
..'
qarke, Lloyd W. (No. 15)
.Oough. Wilson O.Regionalism and the
57· 0 Net~. Ana Mana. Eth.cs .lor the
Atom.c Age (1948). 123 . .
.Creative Impulse: a Canadian Yiew'
58. Ortega .f ~asset.-)ose. The De(No. 41 .
.
. human.rataon of Art and Nott:J on
Cobos,~u~n.(No.15)
the N{Wel (1948) ,245· .'
Cooper. john M. ~o. 3.)
59· Ostrom. John Ward. editor. The
Cox.lsaacJ. BolIVar.. Man of Glory (No.
Le!ters of Edga~ Allan Poe (1948) •
. M)
.•
!9~.
.'
D~.Marion.(No.50)
40. Pel. Mano A. French Precursors of
DeJongh" William F.J.(No. 40)
- the Chanson de .Ro{a.nd (1948) ~1149 . Dickey" RolandF. (No-47)
41. Peyton" Green.Ameraca's~e.rtla~d: FergusSon, Erna. (No. 25)
· the So~thwest.(1948) • 386
••
Goff. Lloyd LOzes.(NO.5)
42· Plenn, Abel. The Southern Amen·
H - h . Hel 1M
)
, .cas: aNeru Chronicle (1948) .127
. alg t.,
,en. \.... 0~~2
45. Read. Her~. The Green Child
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From China

~ chetek a graduate of the U~tY of New Mexko(1nd there are
2S,OOO ~£ them), there is a story lot readers of the Aillmmu M4g~•

•..Fr.om Middle Europe

\

r,

We get ~sttq for You and present it to you in the magazine that hubeen
~ IS "the best publication of its Icind in the United States!'
..
\

...From 'Guam, or Korea
~. for _2 a year and enjoy the ~t> in familiar writing. Keep abreut
with. the development of the fast-growing University of New Mesko Udlwn

what itsJ ar-d~tes are doing.

-

. AIIlIllItIlS~lI8l1Zilte
T-HB UNIVBRSITY OF NB" MBXICO ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOX
90" THB UNIVBRSITY
OF NB" MBXICO, ALBUQUBRQUB
.
....
.
. .

-
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